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Issa releases blistering memo supporting 

Holder contempt citation 
By Dave Workman, 

Senior Editor 

House Oversight 

Chairman Darrell Issa has 

issued a blistering 

memorandum detailing 

his case for issuing a 

Contempt of Congress 

citation against Attorney 

General Eric Holder for the Justice Department’s 

stonewalling and cover-up on the investigation of 

Operation Fast and Furious. 

The memorandum alleges that, “For over a year, 

the Department has issued false denials, given 

answers intended to misdirect investigators, sought to 

intimidate witnesses, unlawfully withheld subpoenaed 

documents, and waited to be confronted with 

indisputable evidence before acknowledging 

uncomfortable facts.” Read the memorandum here. 

The Issa memo further contends that the Justice 

Department has shown “demonstrable contempt for 

the congressional investigation” and “has inflicted 

harm on the people of two nations seeking the truth – 

and very pointedly on the family of fallen Border 

Patrol Agent Brian Terry and ATF whistleblowers 

who now face retaliation in the wake of their own 

heroic efforts to expose wrongdoing.” 

Issa, a California Republican who has been point 

man pushing the congressional investigation, adds in 

his executive summary, “Having exhausted all 

available options in obtaining compliance, the 

Chairman of the Oversight and Government Reform 

Committee recommends that Congress find the 

Attorney General in contempt for his failure to 

comply with the subpoena issued to him.” 

The 64-page memorandum, sent to members of the 

House Oversight and Government Reform 

Committee, includes a draft contempt citation for 

Holder. It notes that, “Much of Operation Fast and 

Furious remained a mystery when the Department of 

Justice forcefully dismissed whistleblower accusations 

and denied that anything improper had occurred to 

Congress on February 4, 2011.” 

This refers to a letter sent to Senator Charles 

Grassley (R-IA), ranking member on the Senate 

Judiciary Committee, by then-Assistant Attorney 

General Ronald Weich, in response to two inquiries 

Grassley sent to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 

Firearms and Explosives, related to accusations of 

“gun walking.” It was in that letter – later rescinded 

by the Justice Department – that Weich told Grassley, 

“…the allegation…that ATF ‘sanctioned’ or 

otherwise knowingly allowed the sale of assault 

weapons to a straw purchaser who then transported 

them into Mexico—is false.” 

But months of investigation, conducted jointly by 

Issa’s committee and Grassley’s office, proved 

otherwise. 

In his memorandum, Issa asks, “Why, after all, 

would anyone be so stupid as to think arming drug 

cartels was a good idea?” 

TGM and its predecessor, Gun Week, have been on 

the forefront of the Fast and Furious story for more 

than 15 months. The Issa memorandum calls attention 

to the fact that “A congressional investigation and 

reports by journalists utilizing whistleblowers and 
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other sources have shed immense light on what 

occurred and why.” 

After Issa released his memorandum, Grassley 

issued the following statement: 

“The subpoena authority of the House Oversight 

Committee, and the Chairman’s willingness to use it, 

helped shed light on Operation Fast and Furious and 

the Justice Department’s desire to allow guns to walk 

into the hands of Mexican drug cartels.  Congressman 

Issa deserves credit for moving forward on contempt.  

The Attorney General and the Justice Department are 

thumbing their nose at the constitutional authority 

provided to the legislative branch to conduct 

oversight. 

“The Attorney General is facing a real test of 

leadership here.  He has a choice to make.  He can 

force the department to come clean, or he can force a 

high-stakes political conflict between the legislative 

and executive branches.  It’s past time to hold 

accountable those public officials responsible for our 

own government’s role in walking guns into the hands 

of criminals.  The family of Agent Terry deserves 

more than what they’re getting from this 

administration.” 

Congressman Trey Gowdy (R-SC), a member of 

the Oversight Committee, released a statement noting 

that “It did not have to come to this.” 

“Congress has been patient – indeed too patient in 

my judgment – with the Department of Justice and its 

failure to comply with the lawful request for the 

production of documents,” Gowdy said. “I understand 

that for some everything is political. Surely the 

Department of Justice can rise above petty, partisan 

politics and comply with a subpoena. The Department 

of Justice expects others to comply with subpoenas 

yet they will not do so themselves.” 

A freshman congressman and former federal 

prosecutor, Gowdy said Congress has a constitutional 

responsibility to exercise oversight over the Executive 

Branch. 

“For us to make it as a republic,” he said, “the 

citizens must have confidence in the institutions of 

justice and must have confidence in the top law 

enforcement official in the country. How can they 

possibly have either if the Department of Justice is 

withholding documents, ignoring legal process, and 

providing no answers when lives have been lost and 

will continue to be lost as a result of this botched and 

terribly ill-conceived operation?” 

Issa’s memorandum details how Operation Fast 

and Furious was initiated and how it eventually went 

off the rails, and how the Justice Department allegedly 

began stonewalling Congress on the investigation. It 

also notes that former U.S. Attorney for Arizona 

Dennis Burke—who resigned abruptly last August—

had stalled on indictments against street-level straw 

buyers. Further Issa said “…no one at ATF 

headquarters ordered the Phoenix Field Division to 

simply arrest the straw purchasers in order to take 

them off the street.” 

According to the memorandum, “Fast and Furious 

first came to the attention of ATF Headquarters on 

December 8, 2009, just weeks after the case was 

officially opened in Phoenix. ATF’s Office of 

Strategic Information and Intelligence (OSII) briefed 

senior ATF personnel about the case on December 8, 

2009, discussing in detail a large recovery of Fast and 

Furious weapons in Naco, Sonora, Mexico. 

“The next day, December 9, 2009, the Acting ATF 

Director (Kenneth Melson) first learned about Fast 

and Furious and the large recovery of weapons that 

had already occurred. The following week, OSII 

briefed senior ATF officials about another large cache 

of Fast and Furious weapons that had been recovered 

in Mexico. 

“On January 5, 2010, OSII presented senior ATF 

officials with a summary of all of the weapons that 

could be linked to known straw purchasers in Fast and 

Furious. In just two months, these straw purchasers 

bought a total number of 685 guns. This number 

raised the ire of several individuals in the room, who 

expressed concerns about the growing operation. 

“On March 5, 2010, ATF headquarters hosted a 

larger, more detailed briefing on Operation Fast and 

Furious. David Voth, the Group Supervisor 

overseeing Fast and Furious, traveled from Phoenix to 

give the presentation. He gave an extremely detailed 

synopsis of the status of the investigation, including 

the number of guns purchased, weapons seizures to 

date, money spent by straw purchasers, and 

organizational charts of the relationships among straw 

purchasers and to members of the Sinaloa drug cartel. 

At that point, the straw purchases had bought 1,026 

weapons, costing nearly $650,000.” 

Issa asserts in his executive summary that the 

Justice Department’s “refusal to work with Congress 

to ensure that it has fully complied with the 

Committee’s efforts to compel the production of 



documents and information related to this controversy 

is inexcusable and cannot stand.” 

Noting that allowing an estimated 2,000 firearms to 

be walked into the hands of Mexican drug cartel 

gunmen “may have led to the death” of Border Patrol 

agent Brian Terry in December 2010, Issa disdained 

the operation. 

“The consequences,” Issa said, “of the lack of 

judgment that permitted such an operation to occur are 

tragic.” The GunMag May/2012 

 

Republicans moving on contempt citation 

for Holder; Gowdy says ‘He will comply’ 
By Dave Workman, Senior Editor 

CBS News is reporting that House Republicans are 

preparing to pursue a contempt citation against 

Attorney General Eric Holder, in an attempt to force 

him into releasing thousands of pages of documents 

that have been subpoenaed by the House Committee 

on Oversight and Government Reform relating to 

Operation Fast and Furious. 

The gun trafficking sting operation was mounted 

by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and 

Explosives in the fall of 2009, and abruptly shut down 

in December 2010 after two guns linked to the 

investigation were recovered at the scene of Border 

Patrol agent Brian Terry’s murder in Arizona. 

In an interview with TGM, Congressman Trey 

Gowdy (R-SC) said with certainty that Holder “will 

comply” with those subpoenas, if not through a 

contempt citation, than under pressure from House 

budget cutters when the Justice Department 

appropriation is debated on the House floor in May. 

That interview followed Gowdy’s appearance on 

Fox News’ “On the Record” with Greta Van Susteren, 

in which he said Holder would comply before 

Memorial Day. 

“Before Memorial Day, Eric Holder will either 

comply or he will suffer consequences, and when I 

say consequences, I mean contempt of Congress,” he 

told Van Susteren. 

Gowdy, a former federal prosecutor now in his 

freshman term in the House, has an ace up his sleeve: 

Money. He told TGM that Holder may face a budget 

axe, which is a “wonderful way of getting people’s 

attention.” 

“There has to be consequences for not complying 

with a legal subpoena,” Gowdy said. 

He noted that Holder has been given months to 

comply with subpoenas for tens of thousands of 

documents related to Operation Fast and Furious. So 

far, he said, the few thousand pages of documents that 

have been delivered have curiously not included any 

e-mails or memoranda with Holder’s name on them. 

That prompted Gowdy to recall from his days as a 

prosecutor that when there are documents that would 

benefit someone’s case, “most people go ahead and 

produce them pretty quickly.” However, when 

someone either destroys evidence or withholds it, 

there is the presumption that the evidence is 

detrimental to their case. 

When Gowdy spoke with TGM, he was heading 

into a meeting with Congressman Darrell Issa (R-CA), 

chairman of the House Oversight Committee. He 

indicated that the subject was Fast and Furious, and 

that two other committee members with backgrounds 

as prosecutors were also attending. 

Issa and Senator Charles Grassley have complained 

for months that Holder and his subordinates in the 

Justice Department have been withholding documents. 

Many of the documents that have been provided to the 

committee have been so heavily redacted as to be 

useless. 

But there are still an estimated 70,000 pages of 

subpoenaed documents that have not been provided to 

the committee or to Sen. Grassley, who actually 

inaugurated a probe of Fast and Furious. 

Although the congressional investigation has 

spanned more than a year and resulted in several 

hearings on Capitol Hill, nobody involved in the 

operation has been fired. Former U.S. Attorney for 

Arizona Dennis Burke resigned from his job last 

August at the same time that William Newell, former 

special agent in charge at the Phoenix BATF field 

office, was transferred to Washington, DC 

headquarters and his immediate subordinate, George 

Gillett was also transferred, after having retained 

counsel and apparently cooperated with congressional 

investigators. The GunMag May/2012 

 

KY Supremes say guns may be stored in 

cars on campus 
By Dave Workman, Senior Editor 

The Kentucky Supreme Court has ruled in favor of 

a former University of Kentucky employee that he 

was wrongfully terminated by the school for having a 

handgun in his car on campus property. 

The ruling allows Michael Mitchell to pursue a 

civil claim of wrongful termination against the 

university. It also protects individuals who keep guns 
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and other deadly weapons in their car glove 

compartments, according to the Associated Press. 

Mitchell was terminated in 2009, one week after 

several employees at the university’s Chandler 

Medical Center told hospital officials they believed he 

had a gun in his locker. A search of the locker turned 

up nothing, but Mitchell volunteered that he had a 

semiautomatic pistol in his car. 

Police confiscated the gun, according to the court, 

and Mitchell was placed on suspension on April 22. A 

week later, he was fired. Mitchell sued, asserting that 

his termination violated public policy, specifically his 

right to bear arms as affirmed by both the US 

Constitution and the State Constitution. 

The trial court ruled in favor of the university, 

granting a summary judgment in the school’s favor. 

Mitchell appealed directly to the State Supreme Court, 

bypassing the state appeals court. 

In its analysis of the case, the court referred to state 

statute which clearly protects people from keeping 

guns in their cars if they are licensed to carry. 

The court also found something of a conflict in 

state law, which also allows colleges and universities 

“the power and authority to govern and control the 

method and purpose of use of property owned or 

occupied by their respective institution[s].” 

However, the court ruled that state statute 

“…forbids public and private organizations from 

imposing any prohibition on possession of a deadly 

weapon in a vehicle, provided that (1) the person so 

possessing is properly licensed to carry a concealed 

deadly weapon, and (2) the person is in compliance 

with (state law)..” 

“To the extent that (state statutes) are in direct 

conflict,” the court ruled, “we hold that the conflict 

must be resolved in favor of (the concealed carry 

statute). We base this on the General Assembly’s 

explicit statement that the concealed carry licensing 

statute is to be liberally construed in favor of the right 

to bear arms, as well as the legislature’s clearly 

expressed policy of exempting a person’s vehicle 

from firearms regulation.” The GunMag May/2012 

 

US won’t agree to UN treaty at odds with 

2A: State Dept. 
by Joseph P. Tartaro, Executive Editor 

   The US State Department has spelled out its 

policy positions for the upcoming Arms Trade Treaty 

at the United Nations in July and concerned 

gunowners who have been worrying about the treaty 

may be able to breathe a sigh of relief. 

The United States won’t sign any Arms Trade 

Treaty (ATT) that prohibits Second Amendment 

rights, changes any domestic gun and ammunition 

transfer and possession laws, or alters current US 

arms export laws, according to a statement by a 

ranking State Department official on April 16. 

Thomas Countryman, assistant Secretary of State, 

Bureau of International Security and Nonproliferation 

(ISN), articulated the objectives and positions of the 

US government for the month-long UN headquarters 

meeting designed to draft a binding international 

treaty regulating the small arms and munitions trade. 

Countryman’s official statement, the first clearly 

setting out administration policy, is available on the 

State Department’s website. It was made public at a 

panel discussion at the Stimson Center in Washington, 

DC, on April 16. The center named for former 

Secretary of State and Secretary of War Henry L. 

Stimson, who served Republican and Democrat 

presidents, is a non-profit, no-partisan organization 

promoting international peace and stability. 

According to an observer for the Citizens 

Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms, 

which has been monitoring the drafting of the ATT 

over several years, the US goal in the current ATT 

negotiations is to set international standards for arms 

exports, which should strive to model related US laws 

and regulations, that were characterized as the “gold 

standard” for the world. 

After explaining the various areas of ISN activity 

over years of international munitions control 

negations, Countryman focused on the enormity of the 

task of drafting a small arms agreement that would 

gain consensus among 193 member nations of the 

UN. 

“You don’t have to have a political point of view to 

be concerned about the situation in Syria, in which old 

Syrian citizens are today being killed by new, Iranian 

bullets; to recognize the flow of weapons to areas of 

conflict is destabilizing for people on the ground and 

for the international community,” Countryman told 

his audience. 

He explained the US interest in establishing world 

standards for arms imports and exports as a step 

forward for stability, noting that Secretary of State 

Hillary Clinton had announced in October 2009 that 

the US would participate in “negotiations by 

consensus” for an Arms Trade Treaty that would 
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establish common international standards, standards 

that would help prevent the acquisition of arms by 

terrorists and criminals and by those who violate 

human rights or are subject to United Nations arms 

embargoes. 

In UN parlance, “consensus” means universal 

agreement. 

Countryman went on to highlight the main policy 

considerations of the US. 

“First, this is not a disarmament negotiation; it is 

an arms trade regulation negotiation. International 

transfer of conventional armaments is a legitimate 

commercial and national security activity. Providing 

defense equipment to reliable partners in a responsible 

manner actually enhances security, stability, and 

promotion of the rule of law. We want any Treaty to 

make it more difficult and expensive to conduct illicit, 

illegal and destabilizing transfers of arms. But we do 

not want something that would make legitimate 

international arms trade more cumbersome than the 

hurdles United States exporters already face. 

“What we want is for other countries … to elevate 

the international standard for export control of 

armaments to get it as close to the level that we have 

in the United States as we can get it.… 

“Second, let me be clear once more on the question 

of domestic transfers. The Treaty must not touch on 

domestic transfers or ownership. The United States 

has received widespread international support for this 

oft-repeated position that only international transfers 

would come within the purview of this Treaty.” 

“We will not support outcomes that would in any 

way infringe on the Second Amendment to the United 

States Constitution,” Countryman stated, and then 

clearly referred to the administration’s receipt of 

letters from US senators opposing any treaty 

restricting the Second Amendment. 

“This has been the position of the Executive 

Branch since 2009, and it remains our position today,” 

Countryman said. “We will not support or agree to 

any Treaty that would do so. We believe that the 

international community can draft a Treaty on 

international arms transfers that would both increase 

international security and still protect sovereign rights 

of nations. That is the Treaty that the United States 

will pursue in July and for which we expect there will 

be widespread support.” 

He went on to say that while the Obama 

administration has been working long and hard to 

complete an export control reform that will change 

how a number of armaments-associated items are 

treated under US export control laws and regulations, 

that effort is completely independent of negotiations 

on the ATT. 

However, he noted that one of the central points of 

the US position in the July Conference is that the ATT 

will correspond to and be supportive of US export 

control reform. 

Countryman also touched on the ammunition 

control question which has bothered many in the gun 

rights movement and the firearms and ammunition 

industry, and which must continue to be monitored. 

“Many states and organizations—many of them 

without major armaments industries or significant 

international arms trade—have sought to include 

ammunition in the scope of an ATT,” he said. “The 

United States, which produces over seven billion 

rounds of ammunition a year, has resisted those 

efforts on the grounds that including ammunition is 

hugely impractical. We have asked our international 

partners, who proposed this inclusion, to lay out some 

specific means where such a fungible and consumable 

commodity could effectively and practically be 

accounted for and that would result in a degree of real 

control consistent with the goals of the Treaty. We are 

skeptical that there is such a proposal on the table or 

ready to be proposed, but we will remain open-

minded in respecting the wishes of international 

parties and partners in studying such a proposal.” 

Countryman went on to reassure his audience and 

the public that the positions of the US on an Arms 

Trade Treaty entering the July negotiations is 

consistent with the past history of negotiations. He 

also stressed how difficult it will be to get a 

multilateral consensus on an actual text, especially in 

four weeks time, and he rejected the need for any new 

international organizations to police and enforce any 

such treaty. 

However, whatever the US position in negotiations 

on the ATT, the voices and votes of 193 different 

nations may shape a treaty the contents of which will 

not be known until the UN meetings conclude. The 

GunMag May/2012 

 

Silencer groups making noise, benefit shoot 

April 28 
by Joseph P. Tartaro, Executive Editor 

Even though the people who make and use 

suppressors, more commonly called silencers, have 

been a quiet crowd in public policy making for a 
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number of years, most of our readers, I suspect, know 

that silencers are legal, at least in 39 states, with 

federal registration and payment of the $200 NFA 

transfer tax. 

Recently, the silencer clan has been making 

“noise,” telling the people who don’t know that 

suppressors are legal and that they are worthwhile 

firearms accessories with many more benefits than 

just damping down the sound of gun shots. 

In part, this has been because an American Silencer 

Association (ASA) has been formed and has hit the 

ground running in public education and legislation. 

The companies responsible for the incorporation of 

the ASA are Silencer Co./SWR, Advanced Armament 

Corp, and Gemtech. Other firms have also assisted. 

While they are fierce competitors in the marketplace, 

all three companies recognize the necessity of creating 

a single voice to educate the public and to enhance 

their ability to advocate for silencer rights. 

In the past, silencers have often carried a stigma in 

the United States, probably the most gun friendly 

country in the world, while they are often required in 

ranges in other countries that are more hostile to gun 

ownership. 

Silencers have many applications beyond military 

and police use. Besides cutting down the sound of 

gunfire to protect the ears of shooters and their 

neighbors, silencers significantly reduce muzzle flip 

and muzzle flash. They are used in many competitive 

shooting events and they are a boon to homeowners 

and farmers trying to eradicate vermin and other pests 

without alarming neighbors. Predator hunters who 

don’t wish to frighten their quarry also are good 

prospect for silencers. 

Silencer Co. was formed in 2008 by Joshua 

Waldron and Jonathon Shults. 

Waldron and Shults learned that the military 

released a solicitation stating it wanted all firearms 

deployed to be silenced. 

The American Silencer Association which was 

incorporated in 2008 is headed by Bruce Waldron, 

president of Silencer Co., a manufacturer located in 

Utah. The ASA includes most of the major 

manufacturers of silencers for civilian, military and 

law enforcement use as well as over 1,000 individual 

gun owners who legally own and use silencers for 

both rifles and pistols. For more membership 

information you can visit their website: 

 AmericanSilencerAssociation.com 

In addition to working with other pro-gun 

organizations like the National Rifle Association and 

the Second Amendment Foundation, the ASA has 

their own lobbyist and has a significant and active 

legislative agenda. They have been actively working 

in about a half dozen state legislatures during the 

current sessions to expand the legal use of suppressors 

for hunting. And the prospects look good in several 

states, including Georgia, Indiana, Oklahoma and 

Texas. 

There is also room for action at the federal level. 

“Ultimately,” Waldron told TGM, “we would like 

to see silencers reclassified by Congress and the ATF 

to the “any other weapon” category, which would 

reduce the cost of registration to about $20.” 

“Meanwhile, however, we have to work at the state 

level to change the current restrictions on silencer use 

for hunting.” The principal opposition, Waldron 

noted, appears to be coming from state fish and 

wildlife agencies that are concerned about poaching. 

Meanwhile, the education campaign is moving into 

high gear with a fundraising shoot called the Silencers 

Are Legal Shoot. 

The ASA is hosting the Silencers are Legal Shoot 

this April 28 at the Elm Fork Shooting Range in 

Dallas, TX. Shooters attending will have an 

opportunity to test fire all of the latest silencer and 

firearm products on the market. In addition, there will 

be a raffle and vendor stalls selling state of the art 

firearm accessories. 

The admission price for the Silencers Are Legal 

Shoot is $12 when bought online in advance, or $15 at 

the event. The GunMag May/2012 

 

Bank of America in flap with McMillan 
By Dave Workman, Senior Editor 

Bank of America has become embroiled in a flap 

with McMillan Fiberglass stocks and McMillan 

Firearms Manufacturing over an allegation that the 

bank no longer wants to do business with the Phoenix, 

AZ-based firearms firm because it manufactures 

firearms. 

The bank posted a message on its Facebook page 

that denies the story. It may come down to a battle of 

the Facebook pages, and who decides which version 

to believe. 

Kelly McMillan, president of the company, told 

TGM that an account of an April 19 meeting he 

posted on Facebook is accurate and he stands by it. In 

that meeting, he said, bank officials came to the 
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company’s offices for what was supposed to be an 

“account analysis.” Instead, according to McMillan, 

he was the bearer of bad news: The bank no longer 

wished to have McMillan as a client. 

Here is the message McMillan posted: 

   “McMillan Fiberglass Stocks, McMillan 

Firearms Manufacturing, McMillan Group 

International have been collectively banking with 

Bank of America for 12 years. Today Mr. Ray Fox, 

Senior Vice President, Market Manager, Business 

Banking, Global Commercial Banking came to my 

office. He scheduled the meeting as an “account 

analysis” meeting in order to evaluate the two lines of 

credit we have with them. He spent 5 minutes talking 

about how McMillan has changed in the last 5 years 

and have become more of a firearms manufacturer 

than a supplier of accessories. 

At this point I interrupted him and asked “Can I 

possible save you some time so that you don’t waste 

your breath? What you are going to tell me is that 

because we are in the firearms manufacturing business 

you no longer what my business.” 

   “That is correct” he says. 

   I replied “That is okay, we will move our 

accounts as soon as possible. We can find a 2nd 

Amendment friendly bank that will be glad to have 

our business. You won’t mind if I tell the NRA, SCI 

and everyone one I know that BofA is not firearms 

industry friendly?” 

   “You have to do what you must” he said. 

   “So you are telling me this is a politically 

motivated decision, is that right?” 

   Mr Fox confirmed that it was. At which point I 

told him that the meeting was over and there was 

nothing left for him to say. 

   I think it is import for all Americans who believe 

in and support our 2nd amendment right to keep and 

bear arms should know when a business does not 

support these rights. What you do with that 

knowledge is up to you. When I don’t agree with a 

business’ political position I can not (sic) in good 

conscience support them. We will soon no longer be 

accepting Bank of America credit cards as payment 

for our products.” 

Kelly D McMillan 

Director of Operations 

McMillan Group International, LLC 

However, on its Facebook page, Bank of America 

posted the following unsigned message: 

We want to let you know that we hear your 

comments and questions regarding one of our 

customers. While we cannot discuss the details of any 

individual client we work with, we can assure you the 

allegations being made here are completely false. 

Bank of America does not have a policy that prohibits 

us from banking clients in this industry. In fact, we 

have numerous, longstanding customers in the 

industry.  

We are also extremely proud of our support of the US 

military and reject any assertion to the contrary. We 

count as clients many companies that provide for our 

nation’s defense. We employ thousands of veterans, 

Guardsmen, and Reservists, and plan to increase our 

hiring this year.—Bank of America 

Fallout from the story has been massive. A source at 

McMillan told TGM that “It’s been crazy.” TGM 

found some mixed results on various gun rights 

forums, ranging from those who believe McMillan’s 

account to those expressing some skepticism.  

In a telephone interview with TGM, McMillan 

recalled that he had switched his accounts from a 

different bank about 12 years ago over a business loan 

problem, and he has “not been displeased with my 

banking with them.” 

He said the story has “blown up much bigger than I 

ever anticipated.” 

McMillan’s account of the meeting raced across 

the Internet, and various on-line news services picked 

it up. McMillan said his wife was in the room during 

the meeting, and he posted his account on Facebook 

because, “I want to make sure the people know that 

the story happened exactly as I explained.” 

“I don’t know why they did what they did,” 

McMillan said. The GunMag May/2012 

 

CO Supremes uphold college campus carry 
The Colorado Supreme Court handed a victory to 

Students for Concealed Carry on Campus (SCCC) by 

upholding provisions of the state’s Concealed Carry 

Act (CCA), overruling the University of Colorado’s 

Board of Regents, which had banned concealed carry 

on campus. 

The high court remanded the case for further 

proceedings consistent with its opinion. 

In its 19-page ruling, the state high court affirmed 

that when the state General Assembly wrote the 

legislation, it “intended to divest the Board of Regents 

of its authority to regulate concealed handgun 

possession on campus.” “The court upheld what we 
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knew to be true all along,” said Al Baker, SCCC legal 

liaison, “that public colleges and universities in 

Colorado are bound not only by the state constitution 

but also by the Concealed Carry Act from 2003.” 

Baker said the ruling “also sends a message to 

other public colleges and universities in this country 

that Students for Concealed Carry will persist in the 

fight to restore reasonable firearm policies which 

afford licensed adults the same personal protection on 

campus they already enjoy in off-campus.” In the 

Colorado case, SCCC and three individual students 

had challenged the university’s ban on licensed 

concealed carry, and the Colorado state constitution. 

The university prevailed at the trial court, but 

SCCC appealed and won. 

“Gun-free policies are an open invitation to 

psychopaths,” said David Burnett, national spokesman 

for the student organization. “Signs on the doors are 

an unenforceable lie that only robs licensed citizens of 

their ability to defend themselves. Until colleges can 

guarantee our safety, they can’t criminalize self-

defense.” 

According to an SCCC press release, 220 

campuses in six states already allow campus carry, 

without resulting injuries or deaths reported. The 

group said the Colorado ruling will affect the firearms 

policies on all Centennial State public college and 

university campuses. 

“We expect other colleges to see the handwriting 

on the wall and comply with the court’s ruling,” 

Burnett said. 

Both SAF and NRA filed amicus briefs the SCCC 

case. Opposing briefs were filed by anti-gun groups. 
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Russian Gun Rights Group Joins IAPCAR 
BELLEVUE, WA – The International Association 

for the Protection of Civilian Arms Rights (IAPCAR) 

added Russia’s The Right to Arms as its newest 

member working to protect and expand the right to 

keep and bear arms around the globe. Right to Arms 

joins a coalition of 20 other groups from 11 countries 

on five different continents that represent millions of 

firearm owners and citizens concerned about civilian 

arms rights. 

Right to Arms 

“IAPCAR is quickly expanding as the premier 

international arms rights organization with groups like 

Right to Arms as new allies in securing the human 

right to keep and bear arms,” said IAPCAR executive 

director, Philip Watson. 

“The push for civilian arms rights continues to 

grow at a fast pace as this week we’ve added 

ANARMA of Spain and now Right to Arms of Russia 

as new members.” Watson observed. 

“It is a great honor for our group to join IAPCAR,” 

said Right to Arms chairman Maria Butina. As 

Russia’s highest profile gun rights advocacy 

organization, Right to Arms also runs the popular 

website (http://vooruzhen.ru/). 

Julianne Versnel, director of operations for the 

Second Amendment Foundation (SAF) and Alan 

Gottlieb, Chairman of the Citizens Committee for the 

Right to Keep and Bear Arms (CCRKBA) established 

IAPCAR to serve as a vehicle to unify arms rights 

groups against international threats to the human right 

of self-defense and the legitimate use of guns. 

“IAPCAR strongly opposes any U.N. Arms Trade 

Treaty that infringes on national sovereignty and 

civilian arms rights for self-defense,” said SAF’s 

Versnel. 

CCRKBA’s Gottlieb added, “The growth of this 

international movement to protect the individual right 

to keep and bear arms is an unprecedented 

advancement for freedom.” The GunMag May/2012 

 

Spanish Gun Rights Group Joins IAPCAR 
BELLEVUE, WA – The International Association 

for the Protection of Civilian Arms Rights (IAPCAR) 

added the National Arms Association of Spain 

(ANARMA) as a new member of the international 

gun rights association working to protect and expand 

the right to keep and bear arms around the globe. 

ANARMA joins 19 other groups from 10 countries on 

five different continents that represent millions of 

firearm owners and citizens concerned about civilian 

arms rights. 

“Our international coalition is growing by the day 

with groups like ANARMA as new allies in securing 

the universal right to keep and bear arms,” said 

IAPCAR executive director, Philip Watson. 

“I think the positive dialogue on civilian arms 

rights is only going to grow as we’ve recently added 

the Austrian group SPSC and now ANARMA of 

Spain as new members.” Watson observed. 

As Spain’s highest profile gun rights advocacy 

association, ANARMA also runs the popular online 

website (http://anarma.org). 
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Guy Weisz, ANARMA’s VP of communication 

technology and press confirmed ANARMA’s 

membership with IAPCAR. 

Julianne Versnel, director of operations for the 

Second Amendment Foundation (SAF) and Alan 

Gottlieb, Chairman of the Citizens Committee for the 

Right to Keep and Bear Arms (CCRKBA) established 

IAPCAR to serve as a vehicle to unify arms rights 

groups against international threats to the human right 

of self-defense and the legitimate use of guns. 

“IAPCAR strongly opposes any U.N. Arms Trade 

Treaty that infringes on national sovereignty and the 

individual right to keep arms,” said SAF’s Versnel. 

CCRKBA’s Gottlieb added, “Events over the past 

decade have emphasized the urgent need to protect the 

individual right to defend oneself and one’s family 

against grave threats, including crime, civil unrest and 

terrorism. IAPCAR is dedicated to preserving this 

human right.” The GunMag May/2012 

 

Industry, grassroots launch new ‘Armed 

Citizen Alliance’ 
By Dave Workman, Senior Editor 

Backed by some of the biggest names in the 

industry, a new national organization for armed 

citizens who want opportunities to learn, train with 

and shoot their personal defense firearms 

recreationally has been announced. 

The Armed Citizen Alliance was created to provide 

new and experienced gun owners the opportunity to 

“practice, train and become familiar with the use of 

concealed carry handguns and other personal defense 

firearms.” 

According to P.R. “Dick” Metcalf, the veteran gun 

writer who will serve as the unpaid executive vice 

president—all officers and directors are volunteers—

the ACA was created to meet the needs of millions of 

gun owners who want to shoot and become proficient 

with their firearms, but don’t care to compete in 

existing “games.” 

Jim Shepherd, editor/publisher of The Outdoor 

Wire and a member of the ACA advisory board, 

explained the barrier between average gun owners and 

competitors. 

“Existing groups, whether it’s the NRA, NSSF, 

IDPA, USPSA, NMLRA or whomever, all have a 

perceived image with new gun owners,” he explained 

on the Outdoor Wire website. “They’re not interested. 

ACA’s goal is to give them information enabling them 

to make an informed buying decision, learn to be 

competent with their purchase, and comfortable with 

the experience along the way.” 

Metcalf told TGM that there will be recreational 

opportunities to shoot commonly-owned defensive 

firearms, even something as diminutive as a Ruger 

LCP in .380 ACP. He points to the ACA website, 

which was launched in conjunction with the group’s 

official announcement. 

“ACA ‘Practice & Confidence’ recreational events 

offer an appealing alternative,” the “website 

explainexs, “designed specifically so people can 

‘Shoot what they actually carry; the way they actually 

carry it.’ Only store-bought handguns of carry-

concealed configuration are allowed. No special-

configuration custom guns, no non-standard 

refinements. 

“The format and structure of ACA events 

themselves will be simple, safe, and fun,” the 

organization adds. “Basic and necessary forward-

looking rules will provide for the inevitable desire of 

returning participants to expect growth and 

improvement as they become ‘captured’ by the 

challenge–and the enjoyment–of developing personal 

defense abilities and confidence, and seek ways to 

‘keep track of how well they’re doing’.” 

There is far more to the organization, however. 

Metcalf said there will be genuine training 

opportunities for new gun owners, and other 

opportunities. 

Founding sponsors include Taurus, Colt, Sig Sauer, 

Brownell’s, Rock River Arms, Mossberg, Ruger, the 

National Shooting Sports Foundation, FMG 

Publications (American Handgunner), Smith & 

Wesson and LaserLite. Metcalf said several other 

companies were poised to come aboard, and 

individual membership applications have been heavy. 

Metcalf acknowledged the “delicious irony” of 

putting the ACA headquarters in Barry, IL; the heart 

of the only remaining state that does not have any 

statutory provision for carrying a loaded firearm for 

personal protection, either concealed or openly. On-

going federal lawsuits by the Second Amendment 

Foundation and others may change that. 

Millions of American citizens and legal resident 

aliens are licensed to carry concealed handguns, and 

their numbers are expanding almost daily across the 

country. Metcalf said firearms industry officials are 

always looking for new avenues to provide not only 

products but continued service to customers – average 

citizens who keep firearms for personal safety and 
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other non-competitive reasons – and ACA seems the 

perfect vehicle. 

ACA will also operate a member forum on the 

Internet, aimed at bringing more new shooters aboard 

for discussion and debate common to the subjects of 

firearms safety and personal protection. That forum 

was scheduled to launch May 15. The GunMag 

May/2012 

 

GRASSROOTS ALERT: CCRKBA 

Legislative Report 
by Tanya Metaksa 

Federal Legislation: Pro-gun 

The US House of Representatives passed HR-822, 

National Right-to-Carry Reciprocity Act of 2011, by a 

vote of 272-154. This bill would allow those with 

Right-to-Carry permits to travel to any state in the US, 

except Illinois. HR-822 still awaits Senate 

consideration. 

In mid-March Sen. Mark Begich (D-AK) 

introduced S. 2188, a companion measure to HR-822, 

with co-sponsors Sens. Joe Manchin (D-WV), Max 

Baucus (D-MT) and Jon Tester (R-MT). 

H.R. 3594—Second Amendment Protection Act of 

2011, introduced on Dec. 7, 2011 by Rep. Joe Walsh 

(R-IL), currently has 33 co-sponsors. H.R. 3594 

would prohibit any funding to the United Nations 

(UN) for a fiscal year unless the President certifies to 

Congress that the UN has not taken action to infringe 

on the rights of individuals in the US to possess a 

firearm or ammunition, or abridge any of the other 

constitutionally protected rights of American. 

Also in March, Sen. Jerry Moran (R-KS) 

introduced S. 2205, the Second Amendment 

Sovereignty Act, that would prohibit the Obama 

administration from supporting a proposed UN Arms 

Trade Treaty if it endangers the Second Amendment 

rights of US citizens. Initial co-sponsors are: Sens. 

John Boozman (R-AR), Rand Paul (R-KY), Mike 

Johanns (R-NE), and John Thune (R-SD). 

The Rehberg Amendment, stopping the ATF from 

using federal funds to track multiple rifle buys that 

were purchased within five consecutive days in the 

four Southwestern border states, was added to the 

FY13 Commerce, Justice and Science House 

Appropriations bill. 

Anti-gun 

S.436, Fix Gun Checks Act, introduced by Sen. 

Charles Schumer (D-NY) would eliminate all private 

sales of firearms, expand the definition of persons 

prohibited from owning guns and end gun shows as 

they are currently allowed. 

Sen. Diane Feinberg (D-CA) has placed a hold on 

both S. 2188 and HR-822. This does not stop the 

Senate from considering these bills, but stops any 

unanimous consent on moving forward on the 

legislation without a vote. 

Pro-hunting 

The US Senate reauthorized the Land and Water 

Conservation Fund after adding an amendment by 

Sen. Jon Tester to put aside 1.5% of the fund to secure 

public lands for hunting. This amendment is part of 

the Highway bill, S.1813, that has passed the Senate. 

State Legislatures 

Check your state for latest updates 

Alabama 

SB-331, allowing employees to keep firearms in 

locked vehicles on employers parking lots passed the 

Senate Business and Labor Committee on March 15 

and could be voted on by the full Senate at any time. 

Alaska 

The 2012 legislature has adjourned and no pro-gun 

measures were enacted. 

Arizona 

HB 2640, stopping the Arizona Game and Fish 

Commission from restricting the magazine capacity of 

hunters’ authorized firearms, was signed by Gov. 

Brewer on March 23. Brewer has also signed HB-

2728, a bill allowing hunters to lawfully use 

suppressors on firearms for hunting. SB 1241, a bill to 

stop the destruction of confiscated firearms, was 

signed by Brewer on April 4. HB-2457, allowing 

hunters to carry a handgun while hunting, has passed 

both houses of the legislature and is awaiting 

Governor Brewer’s action. HB-2729, allowing 

concealed weapons in public buildings, was vetoed by 

Brewer. 

California 

Senate Resolution 10 supporting a re-enactment of 

the 1994 Federal “Assault” Weapons bill that expired 

in 2004, encourages the federal government to target 

“corrupt” gun dealers and asking the Congress to pass 

legislation to stem firearms being transferred to 

Mexico, passed the Senate Public Safety Committee 

4-2. 

Assemblyman Portantino (D), the author of AB-

144, banning the open carrying of unloaded handguns, 

also introduced AB-1527, banning the open display of 

long guns in public. His bill was passed by the 

Committee on Public Safety. AB-2182, banning 
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anyone from entering an airport if they had 

inadvertently brought a firearm into the airport, was 

pulled from the agenda. 

On April 24 the Senate Committee on Natural 

Resources and Water passed two bills: SB-1221 and 

SB-1367. SB-1221 would ban hunting bears and 

bobcats with dogs and is being supported by the 

Humane Society of the US (HSUS), a group dedicated 

to banning all hunting. SB-1367 would allow those 

archery hunters with a concealed carry permit to carry 

a handgun while archery hunting. 

At the same time the Senate Committee on Public 

Safety defeated pro-gun bills, SB-1567 and SB-1569. 

The Assembly Committee on Public Safety worked on 

AB-2182, arresting people who inadvertently bring a 

firearm through a TSA checkpoint and banning said 

person from entering the airport in the future, and AB-

2549, only allowing a law enforcement officer when 

they leave their agency to retain one of his/her 

firearms, while confiscating all other firearms. Both 

bills passed the Committee by a vote of 4-2. 

On April 25 AB-2333, a bill to impose severe 

penalties on BB guns, was heard by the Assembly 

Appropriations Committee and passed by a vote of 

13-2. 

Colorado 

HB-1048, a bill to repeal the Colorado state-run 

background check program, was postponed 

indefinitely on a vote of 3-2. HB-1048 is officially 

dead for the 2012 session. Gov. Dan Malloy’s budget 

includes cutting the pheasant-stocking program. 

District of Columbia 

The District of Columbia, which banned handguns 

in 1977, has finally developed a gun ordinance 

proposal that may satisfy the Supreme Court’s 

decision in the DC v. Heller case. 

Florida 

The 2012 legislature has adjourned. Gov. Rick 

Scott has signed HB-463, allowing members and 

veterans of the US military to get a concealed carry or 

firearm license regardless of age or US residency, and 

HB-5601, reducing the fees for concealed weapons 

permits. HB-313, to allow hunting on private land, 

was presented to the governor and has yet to be acted 

upon. 

Georgia 

The 2012 legislature has adjourned. All pro-gun 

bills were not passed. 

Hawaii 

HB-679, a bill to limit liability for firearms 

instructors, has passed the House and the Senate but 

with differing amendments. A Conference Committee 

reported an amended version on April 26. The earliest 

either House can vote was May 1, 2012. 

Idaho 

The 2012 legislature has adjourned. House Joint 

Resolution 2a, a right to hunt and fish Constitutional 

Amendment was passed by the Idaho House and 

Senate and will be on the ballot this November. 

Illinois 

Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s (D) proposed tax 

and registration scheme for handguns, HB-5831, 

would require a $65 registration fee for each handgun 

with a $25 renewal fee every five years. Emanuel has 

been twisting arms to pass HB-5831 as well as HB-

5167 that would implement a 2% tax on ammunition 

purchases. On Feb. 22, the House Executive 

Committee gave both HB-5831 and HB-5167 a “do 

pass” recommendation by a 7-4 vote. The committee 

changed the registration fee to $25 per handgun and 

$20 for renewals. 

The Illinois House Rules Committee took up three 

anti-gun bills on Jan. 24 and passed them. The bills 

include HB-1294, banning many semi-automatic 

firearms including .50 caliber rifles and ammunition; 

HB-1599, classifies many semi-automatic firearms as 

“semi-automatic assault weapons” and classifies any 

ammunition of “.50 caliber or higher” and “high 

capacity ammunition” magazines, and creates 

enhanced felony penalties for possessing these 

firearms or ammunition; and finally HB-1855, that 

will make victims of firearms’ theft criminals if they 

fail to report the theft “within 72 hours after obtaining 

knowledge of the theft.” Rep. Edward Acevedo (D-2) 

has introduced all three of these bills. 

Several more anti-gun bills have been introduced in 

the House: HB-3809, makes it a crime to transfer a 

gun to someone known to be a “street gang member;” 

HB-4149, requiring all private sales of handguns to go 

through an FFL dealer; and HB 4457, increases 

penalties for those carrying firearms without a FOID 

card. 

SB-3218, a companion bill to HB-3809, was heard 

in the Criminal Law Committee and was not approved 

by the Committee. SB-3320, repealing the Illinois 

Firearms Owner’s Identification Act, was introduced. 

The bill’s sponsor, Sen. Sam McCann (R), stated that 

the current law “just punishes the law abiding public.” 



HB-148, a Right-to-Carry bill, is on the House 

calendar for consideration, but was postponed in 

February. Three more pro-gun bills are progressing 

through the Legislature. HB-4901, allowing an Illinois 

resident with a federal Curios and Relics license to 

own a rifle with a barrel under 16 inches, passed the 

House 96-7. The companion bill, SB-2539, passed the 

Senate on a 50-0 vote. SB-3533, amending the 

Wildlife Code to expand the definition of carrying 

“case” to include shipping boxes, firearms carrying 

boxes and other containers, passed the Senate 54-0. It 

is currently before the House Rules Committee 

SB-681 passed the Senate on March 28. It allows 

an Illinois resident to buy ammunition through the 

mail from an in-state federally licensed firearm 

retailer or seller of ammunition. 

Indiana 

The 2012 legislature has adjourned. After an 

Indiana Supreme Court ruling that citizens could not 

legally resist illegal police entry, SB-0001 was 

introduced to correct the problem. On March 20 Gov. 

Mitch Daniels signed the bill into law. 

SB-315, to reform Indiana’s charitable gaming 

laws to allow Friends of NRA fundraising events to 

comply with Indiana gaming statutes was signed by 

Gov. Daniels on March 16. 

Iowa 

The state legislature is in an overtime legislative 

session. Anything can happen but it is likely that no 

gun bills will be passed at this time. 

Kansas 

The 2012 legislature has adjourned. HB-2491, a 

bill to allow hunters, fishermen and trappers to carry a 

handgun for personal protection passed and was 

signed by Gov. Sam Brownback on March 29. 

SB-380, a bill allowing crossbow hunting, had a 

hearing on March 8. The House approved HB-2363, a 

concealed carry reform bill, on March 12 by a vote of 

70-54. However, when the Senate Federal and State 

Affairs Committee failed to act on HB-2363, the 

House amended the measure with the language of SB-

394 and passed SB-394 by a vote of 70-52. SB-394 

will now go to a conference committee to approve the 

changes before it can be sent to the governor. 

HB 2788, prohibiting the use of taxpayer money to 

fund lobbying for or against a legal product, failed to 

be enacted 

Kentucky 

Gov. Steve Beshear signed HB-484, strengthening 

Kentucky’s concealed carry law; HB 500, reforming 

the state’s preemption law; and HB-563, adding a 

“fraudulent firearm” definition to the firearms code, 

on April 11, 2012. 

On April 27 the Kentucky Supreme Court upheld 

Michael Mitchell’s right to keep a pistol in his 

personal vehicle parked in a parking lot at the 

University of Kentucky. Mitchell had been fined for 

being in violation of the firearms’ ban at the 

University. He first filed suit in Fayette County 

Circuit Court where summary judgment was granted 

to the University, but his appeal to the Kentucky 

Supreme Court reversed the judgment of the Circuit 

Court. 

Louisiana 

On April 3, SB-303, a Constitutional Amendment 

that would provide the strongest and most 

comprehensive state constitutional language of any 

state, has passed the Senate. This bill is currently 

before the House Administration of Criminal Justice 

Committee where numerous amendments could either 

defeat the bill or make it meaningless. 

Maine 

LD-1603, to allow persons with concealed carry 

permits to keep firearms in their vehicles while parked 

in public parking lots, has been passed by the Maine 

Legislature and was signed by Gov. Paul LePage on 

March 20. LD-1859, emergency powers legislation, 

has passed both Houses of the legislature and was 

signed by LePage on April 12. 

Maryland 

The 2012 legislature has adjourned. 

Massachusetts 

A “Castle Doctrine” bill, SB-661, was introduced 

and a hearing was held on Feb. 6, but the Joint 

Committee has yet to act on the legislation and the 

reporting date was extended. 

Michigan 

In 2011 the Senate passed SB-525, to ensure that 

Michigan right-to-carry permits do not expire before 

the county permitting board meets to authorize the 

renewal, by a 35-1 margin. SB-525 passed 

unanimously and Gov. Rick Snyder signed the bill on 

Feb. 28, taking effect immediately. SB-984, a bill to 

allow the purchase of long-guns from any state, has 

been referred to the Senate Committee on Outdoor 

Recreation and Tourism. HB-5225, a bill to eliminate 

Michigan’s redundant state handgun “permit-to-

purchase” law including the handgun registration 

requirement, is awaiting a hearing before the House 

Judiciary Committee. 



Minnesota 

Gov. Mark Dayton on March 5 vetoed House File 

1467, an omnibus bill that included “Castle Doctrine” 

language, recognition of Right-to-Carry permits from 

other states, and “Emergency Powers” language. 

HF-2171, allowing the hunting of wolves, was 

passed by the Environment, Energy and Natural 

Resources Policy and Finance Committee on March 7. 

Mississippi  

Gov. Phil Bryant signed two pro-gun bills, HB-695 

and HB-455. HB-695 automatically recognizes valid 

out-of-state Right-to-Carry Permits, while HB-455 

removes the state record keeping requirements that 

duplicates federal records. A Constitutional 

Amendment, House Concurrent Resolution 30, 

protecting the hunting and fishing rights of state 

citizens, was passed by both Houses of the legislature 

and now will be on the November 2014 ballot. HB-

353, making it a crime to knowingly deceive an FFL 

by initiating a “straw sale,” has been passed by both 

legislative chambers but with slightly differing 

versions. It now goes back to the House for 

concurrence with the Senate. HB-627 and SB-2435 

would prohibit gun buyback programs from using 

taxpayer dollars to purchase the firearms. 

Missouri  

The Missouri House passed HB-1621, banning 

discrimination against gun ownership by employers; 

HB-1319, lowering the age that active military 

stationed in Missouri can acquire a handgun from 21 

to 18; and HB-1326, a parking lot bill. All these bills 

are ready for floor action in the Senate. Three 

additional pro-gun bills have been introduced in 

Missouri: HB-1045, to limit the 2011 reforms to 

Missouri’s gun laws to those persons who renew their 

concealed carry permits after Aug. 28, 2011; HB-

1369, allowing a person with a concealed carry permit 

to carry openly; and HB-1641, making it unlawful for 

a business to make any employment sanctions against 

persons with right-to-carry permits or who use a 

firearm lawfully. 

Nebraska 

On April 18 Gov. Dave Heineman signed LB-807, 

a concealed handgun reform bill. Previously on April 

11 Heineman signed LB-804, a bill to provide persons 

who use a gun in self-defense with civil immunity, if 

the person has been cleared of wrongdoing through an 

investigation. 

On March 27 a pro-hunting constitutional 

amendment to guarantee the right to hunt and fish, 

40GCA, was passed by the legislature and it will be 

on the November ballot. One other pro-gun bill that 

has been introduced in the legislature is LB-785, a 

“Parking Lot” bill. 

New Hampshire 

The only remaining pro-gun bill is HB-536, a right-

to-carry reform bill that has passed the House 180-144 

and will now be considered by the Senate on May 2. 

HB-536 does not eliminate the current carry law, but 

allows changes to the permitting system by allowing 

persons to carry concealed without a permit. Gov. 

Lynch (D) has vowed to veto this bill should it pass 

the Senate. Three pro-gun bills, HB 194, HB 330, and 

HB 334 have been exiled to an interim study 

committee, killing them for 2012. 

New Jersey 

On Jan. 30 the Assembly Law and Public Safety 

Committee held a hearing considering AB-588 and 

AB-1013. AB-1013 was passed by the Committee and 

referred to the Assembly Appropriations Committee. 

This bill criminalizes the use of a “defaced” firearm if 

it is used while injuring or killing a police officer. 

AB-588, a ban on armor-piercing ammunition, which 

is so broad that it would cover almost all ammunition, 

including BBs and airsoft pellets, did not pass the 

committee but was held for further study. 

New Mexico 

The legislature has adjourned for this session. SB-

26, repealing New Mexico’s law limiting the purchase 

of long guns to contiguous states, passed the Senate 

unanimously and was signed by Gov. Susana Martina 

on March 6. 

New York 

Micro-stamping legislation, AB-1157B, that had 

been passed by the Assembly and was included in the 

governor’s budget bill did not survive a budget 

compromise. Additionally, the state’s 10-year old 

CoBIS recording system for handgun cartridge 

samples was terminated in the budget that was enacted 

and signed into law by Gov. Mario Cuomo (D). 

Oklahoma 

HB-2322, allowing the open carrying of firearms 

on private property, passed both houses of the 

legislature and was signed by Gov. Mary Fallin on 

April 23. 

The House of Representatives passed the following 

bills in late April: SB-1733, a bill to allow persons 

with concealed carry permits to carry a firearm either 

openly or concealed, passed the House by a vote of 

85-3; SB-1760, an Emergency Powers bill, passed 84-



0; and SB-1055, a bill to allow people to seek 

treatment for post-traumatic stress disorder without 

losing a concealed weapons permit, passed by a 77-5 

vote. All three bills are scheduled for a conference 

committee with the House. HB-2988, allowing the use 

of deadly force in a place of worship, has passed the 

House, and HB-2522, a gun law reform act, was 

approved by the House 84-0, passed the Senate 39-2 

and is currently before a conference committee. SB-

1743, allowing the use of suppressors while hunting, 

SB-1760, an emergency powers bill, and SB-1420, 

legalizing the use of laser scopes while hunting, 

passed both houses of the legislature. 

HB-2193, to allow ammunition to be kept in a 

locked vehicle in parking lots, died in the Rules 

Committee. 

Oregon 

On April 11, 2012, Gov. John Kitzhaber signed 

HB-4045, a bill that “authorized a person applying for 

concealed handgun license to limit the ability of a 

public body to disclose records or information that 

identifies the person as applicant for, or holder of, a 

concealed handgun license.” It had passed the House 

44-14 and the Senate 24-5 on March 1 with 

amendments. On March 2 the House by a vote of 54-6 

concurred with the Senate. 

Pennsylvania 

Two pro-gun bills, HB-1523 and HB-1668, have 

been introduced. HB-1523 is a bill to strengthen the 

pre-emption law by allowing citizens to sue 

municipalities that flaunt Pennsylvania’s preemption 

law when they pass more stringent ordinances. HB-

1668 is a reform to the firearms’ transfer laws to make 

them easier to understand. HB-1523 was considered 

by the House Judiciary Committee on Feb. 6 and 

passed 19-4. In March the bill was removed from the 

active calendar. Mayor Michael Nutter of Philadelphia 

and Mayors Against Illegal Guns are actively 

campaigning to kill the bill. On March 7, SB-1438, 

strengthening Pennsylvania’s preemption law and 

allowing firearms storage in locked motor vehicles on 

publicly accessible parking lots, was introduced. 

South Carolina 

HB-3665, to end the duplicative state licensing of 

FFLs, and HB-4494, to comply with federal statutes 

on buying long guns out-of-state, were passed by the 

House and sent to the Senate. HB-3665, however, was 

amended to keep state licensing of FFLs and to allow 

Right-to-Carry permit holders to carry in restaurants 

that serve liquor was amended on second reading to 

include language allowing concealed handgun 

permittees to carry in a restaurant provided they are 

not drinking alcohol, and passed by an 83 to 7 vote on 

March 28. 

South Dakota 

HB-1132, an anti-Parking Lot bill that would stop 

employees from storing firearms in a locked vehicle 

on company parking lots, passed the House by a vote 

49-15 on Feb. 1. On Feb. 24 the Senate Judiciary 

Committee killed the legislation on a 5-2 vote to 

“defer HB-1132 to the 41st Legislative Day.” HB-

1248, removing the misdemeanor charge from 

carrying a pistol or revolver without a permit, has 

passed the House on a vote of 50-18. On Feb. 24 the 

Senate State Affairs Committee voted 5-3 to send the 

bill to the full Senate. 

Tennessee 

Two bills dealing with employees carrying guns 

onto employers’ parking lots have been introduced: 

SB-3002 and SB-2992. On March 27 the Senate 

Judiciary Committee, passed SB-3002 and the Senate 

Commerce Committee passed SB-2992. The House 

companion bills HB-3559 and HB-3660 have also 

been introduced. All bills have passed their respective 

committees and are on track for floor votes. However, 

one representative and one senator are holding up the 

legislation and Lt. Gov. Ramsey has stated that votes 

in the Senate are “just not going to happen this year.” 

Texas 

The Texas Parks and Wildlife Commission voted 

on March 29 to allow the use of suppressors while 

hunting game. 

Utah 

The legislature has adjourned for 2012. Gov. Gary 

Herbert has signed HB-129, the right to defend one’s 

person and property bill; HB-117, allowing a person 

with a right-to-carry permit to carry a handgun while 

hunting; and HB-395, stopping the practice of taking 

away firearms rights from persons who have been 

accused of a crime but have not been adjudicated. 

Virginia 

The legislature has adjourned for 2012. No anti-

gun bills made it out of committee. The following 

bills have been signed by Gov. Bob McDonnell: HB-

940 that repealed Virginia’s one-gun-a-month law; 

HB-20, adding lawful carrying and transport of 

firearms in an emergency to Virginia’s Emergency 

Powers Law; HB-754, a bill to deny localities the 

ability to require fingerprints on right-to-carry 

applications; HB-22, to make it more difficult to hold 



gun buybacks; HB-26, regarding failure to present a 

permit to a law enforcement fficer; and HB-237 that 

transfers the background check from the Virginia 

State Police to NICS. HB-375, prohibiting localities 

from enacting laws to prevent an employee from 

storing a firearm in a locked vehicle, has passed both 

houses and is on the governor’s desk. 

Washington 

The legislature’s regular session has adjourned for 

2012. All bills that were introduced during the session 

have died with adjournment with the exception of SB-

6628, mandating mandatory storage requirements for 

gun owners. 

West Virginia 

The legislature has adjourned for 2012. Gov. Earl 

Ray Tomblin has signed three pro-gun bills: SB 149, 

requiring firearm that are taken by law enforcement to 

be returned to their lawful owners or sold at auction 

with the proceeds to go to the government (currently 

all seized firearms are destroyed); SB-353, allowing 

Right-to-Carry permit holders to be exempt from the 

National Instant Check System (NICS); and SB 478, 

creating an apprentice hunting license for hunters of 

any age. 

Right-to-Carry reciprocity with Texas was 

recognized. WV has reciprocity with 31 states. 

Wisconsin 

Governor Scott Walker has signed AB-311, the 

Hunting Heritage Act, and SB-411, a bill to allow the 

hunting of wolves. On April 21, 2012, Wisconsin 

issued its 100,000th concealed carry permit since the 

permit process was initiated six months ago. 

Wyoming 

The legislature has adjourned for 2012. No pro-gun 

or anti-gun bills were passed this session. The 
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IL Supremes open door to Cook County 

AWB challenge 
By Dave Workman, Senior Editor 

Illinois gun rights advocates scored a small but 

significant victory when the State Supreme Court 

ruled unanimously that the ban on so-called “assault 

weapons” in Cook County can be challenged. 

A county ordinance dating back to 1993 prohibits 

the possession of these semiautomatic firearms. In 

2006, the ordinance was expanded to include high-

capacity magazines, which have since been dubbed 

“assault magazines” by the anti-gun lobby. The case 

was partly remanded back to the trial court. 

Alan Gottlieb, chairman of the Citizens Committee 

for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms, said the ruling 

“opens the door” for a court to decide that modern 

semiautomatic sport-utility rifles – so often 

demonized as “assault rifles” – are protected by the 

Second Amendment. 

Gun prohibition groups, including the Brady 

Center for the Prevention of Gun Violence and the 

Legal Community Against Gun Violence decried the 

ruling. 

The opinion, written by Justice Mary Jane Theis, 

acknowledged that “Without a national uniform 

definition of assault weapons from which to judge 

these weapons, it cannot be ascertained at this stage of 

the proceedings whether these arms with these 

particular attributes as defined in this Ordinance are 

well suited for self-defense or sport or would be 

outweighed completely by the collateral damage 

resulting from their use…” 

She further noted that, “neither can we say 

conclusively at this early stage of the litigation that 

assault weapons as defined in this Ordinance 

categorically fall outside the scope of the rights 

protected by the Second Amendment. Heller explicitly 

recognized a historical and long-standing tradition of 

firearms regulations prohibiting a category of 

‘dangerous and unusual weapons’ that are ‘not 

typically possessed by law-abiding citizens for lawful 

purposes’.” 

The task now facing the plaintiffs is to prove that 

these firearms are in common use, or at least would be 

if there were no ban in place. Outside of the few states 

or local regions where bans have been imposed, 

ownership of such rifles has been steadily increasing 

the past few years. Nearly all major long-gun 

manufacturers have at least one version of a modern 

sporting rifle in their product lineup, and many of 

these companies have adapted the basic platform to 

accommodate new big game calibers for hunting. 

The state high court sent the case back to a lower 

court judge who had initially thrown out the 

challenge, which was filed by three Cook County 

residents, Joseph Messineo, Troy Edhlund and 

Matthew D. Wilson, for whom the case – Wilson v. 

Cook County – is named. 

The Chicago Sun Times called it a “victory for gun 

rights advocates” and the Chicago Tribune concurred, 

reporting that gun rights advocates had “scored a 

victory.” The GunMag May/2012 
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CCRKBA gloves off in defense of ‘Stand 

Your Ground’ 
In the aftermath of the Trayvon Martin case in 

Florida, state self-defense statutes – known as “Stand 

Your Ground” laws – have been under fire from anti-

gunners, and the Citizens Committee for the Right to 

Keep and Bear Arms has come out swinging in 

support of such laws. 

In an e-mail alert to members and supporters, 

CCRKBA Chairman Alan Gottlieb noted that 

Martin’s shooting death and subsequent charging of 

George Zimmerman has given anti-gun lobbyists in 

Florida an opportunity to “hijack” the controversial 

case in an effort to push their agenda. In their 

crosshairs: repeal of the Stand Your Ground law. 

However, CCRKBA has warned, it is not only 

Florida’s law but the Stand Your Ground – or “SYG” 

– concept across the country that is being threatened. 

Gun prohibitionists have branded SYG as “Shoot 

First.” 

Anti-gun New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg 

last month launched a national campaign that he calls 

a “Second Chance at Shoot First.” He accused the 

National Rifle Association of pushing the law through 

in 25 states. In the process, he said, SYG laws “have 

undermined the integrity of the justice system, and 

done serious harm to public safety.” 

“These laws have not made our country safer; they 

have made us less safe,” Bloomberg was quoted as 

stating by the Gleaner in the Queens, NY 

neighborhood of Jamaica. 

Bloomberg’s campaign is aimed at pressuring state 

lawmakers to repeal or “reform” SYG laws. 

But CCRKBA’s Gottlieb is fighting back. 

“The Stand Your Ground Law has saved many 

lives and will continue to do so in the future,” Gottlieb 

said in an e-mail appeal to gun owners. “We must 

stand our ground against these lawmakers to make 

sure we retain the freedom to defend ourselves.” 

Critics of the Martin shooting have portrayed 

Zimmerman as a wanton killer who profiled the teen. 

They have cast doubts on Zimmerman’s account that 

he was attacked and slammed to the ground, and 

criticized his decision to draw his legally-concealed 

handgun and fire. 

“Surely, if their heads were being slammed into the 

ground and they needed to defend themselves, they 

would have a different view on things,” Gottlieb said 

in his appeal. “These people are simply anti-gun 

whackos who are taking advantage of a situation to 

(get) rid (of) something they don’t agree with.” The 

GunMag May/2012 
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March 30, 2012 – SAF - SAF WINS 2A CASE 

IN MASS, STRIKING DOWN GUN BAN FOR 

LEGAL ALIENS 

BELLEVUE, WA - A Federal District Court Judge 

in Massachusetts today granted summary judgment in 

a Second Amendment Foundation case challenging 

that state's denial of firearms licenses to permanent 

resident aliens. 

U.S. District Court Judge Douglas P. Woodcock 

concluded that "the Massachusetts firearms regulatory 

regime as applied to the individual plaintiffs, 

contravenes the Second Amendment." 

The case involves two Massachusetts residents, 

Christopher Fletcher and Eoin Pryal, whose 

applications for licenses to possess firearms in their 

homes for immediate self-defense purposes were 

denied under a state law that does not allow non-

citizens to own handguns. SAF was joined in the case 

by Commonwealth Second Amendment, Inc. and the 

two individual plaintiffs. The case is Fletcher v. Haas. 

"This is our fourth court victory this month in our 

campaign to win back firearms freedoms one lawsuit 

at a time," said SAF founder and Executive Vice 

President Alan Gottlieb. "It is one more step toward 

repairing decades of Second Amendment erosion." 

In his 41-page ruling, Judge Woodcock wrote, 

"The Massachusetts firearms regulatory regime, as 

applied to Fletcher and Pryal, does not pass 

constitutional muster regardless of whether 

intermediate scrutiny or strict scrutiny appliesThe 

possibility that some resident aliens are unsuited to 

possess a handgun does not justify a wholesale ban." 

"With each strategic victory over a specific 

statute," Gottlieb said, "SAF and its fellow plaintiffs 

are advancing the line a little more. Since our 

landmark victory in the McDonald case that 

incorporated the Second Amendment to the states, 

we've been carefully picking laws to challenge, 

chipping away at years of gun control extremism. So 

far this month, we have posted victories in Maryland, 

North Carolina, Washington and now, Massachusetts. 
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"Our battle is hardly finished," Gottlieb concluded. 

"We've got to roll back generations of onerous gun 

laws. It's going to be a long march, and these wins are 

just the first small steps." 

 

March 5, 2012 – SAF - SAF VICTORY 

STRIKES DOWN NORTH CAROLINA 

EMERGENCY POWERS GUN BAN  

BELLEVUE, WA - A federal district court judge 

in North Carolina has just struck down that state's 

emergency power to impose a ban on firearms and 

ammunition outside the home during a declared 

emergency, ruling that the provision violates the 

Second Amendment right to keep and bear arms. 

The case, Bateman v. Purdue, was brought by the 

Second Amendment Foundation, Grass Roots North 

Carolina FFE and three individual plaintiffs. 

Defendants in the case were Gov. Beverly Purdue and 

Reuben F. Young, secretary of the state's Department 

of Crime Control and Public Safety, in their official 

capacities. 

In his opinion, Judge Malcolm J. Howard, senior 

United States district judge for the Eastern District of 

North Carolina, wrote, "the court finds that the 

statutes at issue here are subject to strict 

scrutiny...While the bans imposed pursuant to these 

statutes may be limited in duration, it cannot be 

overlooked that the statutes strip peaceable, law 

abiding citizens of the right to arm themselves in 

defense of hearth and home, striking at the very core 

of the Second Amendment." 

"When SAF attorney Alan Gura won the Heller 

case at the Supreme Court," noted SAF Executive 

Vice President Alan M. Gottlieb, "the gun ban crowd 

said that we were a one-trick-pony' and that we would 

never knock out another gun law. Well, SAF has now 

knocked out gun laws in Maryland, Illinois and North 

Carolina. 

"We filed this lawsuit on the day we won the 

McDonald case against Chicago," he added, 

"extending the Second Amendment to all 50 states. 

This was part of our strategy of winning firearms 

freedoms one lawsuit at a time." 

Gottlieb pointed to language in Judge Howard's 

ruling that solidifies the Second Amendment's reach 

outside the home. The judge noted that the Supreme 

Court in Heller noted that the right to keep and bear 

arms "was valued not only for preserving the militia, 

but 'more important(ly) for self-defense and hunting." 

"Therefore," Judge Malcolm wrote, "the Second 

Amendment right to keep and bear arms 'is not strictly 

limited to the home environment but extends in some 

form to wherever those activities or needs occur." 

"Under the laws at issue here, citizens are 

prohibited from engaging, outside their home, in any 

activities secured by the Second Amendment," Judge 

Malcolm wrote. They may not carry defensive 

weapons outside the home, hunt or engage in firearm 

related sporting activities. Additionally, although the 

statutes do not directly regulate the possession of 

firearms within the home, they effectively prohibit 

law abiding citizens from purchasing and transporting 

to their homes firearms and ammunition needed for 

self-defense. As such, these laws burden conduct 

protected by the Second Amendment." 
 
***The Second Amendment Foundation (www.saf.org) is the nation's 

oldest and largest tax-exempt education, research, publishing and legal 

action group focusing on the Constitutional right and heritage to 

privately own and possess firearms. Founded in 1974, The Foundation 

has grown to more than 650,000 members and supporters and conducts 

many programs designed to better inform the public about the 

consequences of gun control. SAF has previously funded successful 

firearms-related suits against the cities of Los Angeles; New Haven, CT; 

and San Francisco on behalf of American gun owners, a lawsuit against 

the cities suing gun makers and an amicus brief and fund for the 

Emerson case holding the Second Amendment as an individual right. 
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April 13, 2012 - CCRKBA - BELLEVUE, WA — 

The Citizens Committee for the Right to Keep and 

Bear Arms today challenged anti-gun New York 

Mayor Michael Bloomberg to stop allowing Empire 

State criminals to export crime to other states, rather 

than blaming his city’s crime problem on out-of-state 

gun laws.  “How many crimes have been committed 

in other states by people from New York,” queried 

CCRKBA Chairman Alan Gottlieb. “Instead of 

complaining about guns imported into his city, by Big 

Apple criminals, he should be concentrating on the 

crime that those thugs export to other states. The 

problem is not out of state guns, the problem is in-

state criminals, and he knows it.”  Bloomberg has 

been campaigning for other states to abolish their 

strong self-defense laws, yet he has done nothing to 

stop criminals from attacking the very citizens who 

need those laws and the protections they include. 

http://www.saf.org/
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“Mayor Bloomberg’s policies are all one-dimensional 

and his agenda is directed toward the wrong people,” 

Gottlieb stated. “He has constantly harped about gun 

dealers and gun shows in other states, but he has not 

said a word about the people in his own front yard 

who are providing a market for illegal guns; the 

people who go to other states, commit illegal 

transactions there, and occasionally victimize local 

residents while they’re at it. “At best,” he observed, 

“Bloomberg is being disingenuous and most assuredly 

is a hypocrite. His constant harangues about gun laws 

in other states is a smoke screen to distract public 

attention away from the real source of the trouble: 

Criminals in his own element. “If Mayor Bloomberg 

could just keep his own criminal element under 

control,” Gottlieb said, “he will find that the rest of 

the country can get along just fine without his 

interference. He is the mayor of New York, not the 

emperor of the United States.” 

 
 **With more than 650,000 members and supporters 

nationwide, the Citizens Committee for the Right to Keep 

and Bear Arms is one of the nation’s premier gun rights 

organizations. As a non-profit organization, the Citizens 

Committee is dedicated to preserving firearms freedoms 

through active lobbying of elected officials and facilitating 

grass-roots organization of gun rights activists in local 

communities throughout the United States. The Citizens 

Committee can be reached by phone at (425) 454-4911, on 

the Internet at www.ccrkba.org or by email to 

InformationRequest@ccrkba.org. 

 http://www.ccrkba.org/ 
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**Alerts** 

 
April 30, 2012 – GOA - Indiana Senate Race 

Critical to Gun Owners and Second Amendment 
We are one week away from the Indiana Primary 

Election and the possible election of one of GOA's top 

target candidates, Richard Mourdock, and the defeat 

of Barrack Obama's favorite Republican Senator 

Richard Lugar.  Lugar is so liberal he can't even be 

called a RINO -- Republican In Name Only. He's been 

a disaster on the gun issue, voting to destroy the 

Second Amendment so many times in his thirty-five 

years as a Senator, it would take a book to chronicle 

his bad votes.  He may as well be caucusing with 

Harry Reid and the Democrats because he follows 

their lead on most issues.  GOA-endorsed Indiana 

State Treasurer Richard Mourdock is a staunch 

supporter of the Second Amendment and IF WE CAN 

GET HIM ELECTED IN THIS PRIMARY, HE 

SHOULD BE THE NEW SENATOR AFTER 

NOVEMBER!!  Please help Richard Mourdock now 

in this last week before Election Day. If you live in 

Indiana, please find out how you can volunteer to help 

the Mourdock campaign -- AND THEN HELP THE 

MOURDOCK CAMPAIGN!!!  If you live outside of 

Indiana, please go to the Mourdock website and make 

a donation NOW. That's www.richardmourdock.com. 

 

April 27, 2012 – GOA - Pro-gun Senator Dean Heller 

Continues to Battle Harry Reid over Gun-Grabbing Judicial 

Nominee.  Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid just 

won’t take “no” for an answer when it comes to 

trampling the Second Amendment.  We reported to 

you about his judicial pick of Elissa Cadish for the 

federal District Court in Nevada.  You may remember 

that Cadish, when asked in 2008 by a group called 

Citizens for Responsible Government whether she 

believed an individual citizen had a constitutional 

right to keep and bear arms, answered:  I do not 

believe there is this constitutional right. Thus, I 

believe that reasonable restrictions may be imposed 

on gun ownership in the interest of public safety. Of 

course, I will enforce the laws as they exist as a judge.    

Of course, Cadish’s very assertion that “restrictions ... 

on gun ownership [further] public safety” shows an 

intense anti-gun bias – and suggests that Cadish, once 

on the bench for life, will do everything possible to 

thwart gun owners’ rights.     As for the “enforce the 

laws” lingo, we’ve heard that before from other 

Obama nominees, including Sonia Sotomayor. Like 

Cadish, Sotomayor also denied that the right to keep 

and bear arms is an individual, constitutional right. As 

soon as she had secured confirmation, she went on an 

anti-Second Amendment rampage on the Supreme 

Court.     Not content to ignore the Constitution, 

“ObamaCare Harry” Reid is now threatening to ignore 

the Senate rules as well – and to ignore Senator Dean 

Heller’s “blue slip” objection to the Cadish 

nomination.     Under Senate precedents and 
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traditions, a Senator can veto a judicial nominee from 

his state by signing a piece of paper known as a “blue 

slip.” And Dean Heller has in fact “blue slipped” 

Cadish due to concerns over her strident anti-Second 

Amendment views.    But this week Reid announced 

his intention to meet with Senate Judiciary Committee 

Chairman Pat Leahy (D-VT) and to ask that he ignore 

the Senate rules and hold a hearing on the Cadish 

nomination – even after she has been blue slipped.     

ACTION: Contact Senator Dean Heller. Thank him 

for holding firm in opposition to the nomination of 

anti-gun Elissa Cadish. Even if you live outside of 

Nevada, you can email Sen. Heller at 

info@deanheller.org. 

 

April 20, 2012 - GOA - It wasn’t the first time that 

virulently anti-gun New York Mayor Michael 

Bloomberg tried to pick the bones of a national 

tragedy for political advantage. But pick he did.  And 

now every anti-gun zealot in America is trying to use 

the Trayvon Martin incident to repeal pro-gun laws, 

such as Florida’s Stand Your Ground Law.  The New 

York Times, always a toady for anti-gun causes -- put 

it this way.  “As the [George Zimmerman] case 

proceeds, the Stand Your Ground law should be on 

trial as well.  It has invited gun owners to flirt with 

vigilantism...”  In other words, anti-gun zealots would 

take us back the “bad ol’ days” in 2003 -- when a 78 

year-old man was taken through the wringer by the 

legal system because he shot a man breaking into his 

trailer. Or a 71 year-old-man was almost destroyed by 

the legal system because he used a gun to defend his 

63 year-old friend against thugs who were trying to 

rob him.  In fact, in the four years for which we have 

statistics since the Stand Your Ground law was passed 

in Florida, homicides have dropped by 16.1%.  This is 

faster than the national average.  This means that 

many -- perhaps hundreds -- of Floridians are alive 

today because criminals have had to pause before 

robbing or killing them. And, in most cases, they have 

had to pause not because a victim pulled a gun, but 

because the killer didn’t know whether or not the 

victim had a gun.  But make no mistake about 

it: Florida will be the test case to see whether anti-

gunners can use the threats of riots and lynching’s to 

force repeal of America’s pro-gun laws.  We have to 

stop their threats in Florida. And we need to do this by 

getting Governor Rick Scott to agree to veto efforts to 

repeal Florida’s Stand Your Ground law.  Because, if 

we don’t the anti-gun laws -- the threats of riots -- the 

vigilante justice -- may soon be coming to a state near 

you.  I hope you will take a minute to sign your Gun 

Owners of America petition to Gov. Scott urging him 

not to repeal laws that protect your right to self-

defense.  No one knows exactly what happened in the 

Trayvon Martin incident – and we may never know.  

But the fact is that your gun rights will be on trial in 

the courtroom in that case.  That’s why it’s important 

that gun owners from across the country make their 

voices hear loud and clear.  Click here to sign the 

petition to Florida Governor Rick Scott urging him to 

reject efforts to gut the right of citizens to protect 

themselves.  The anti-gun lobby has billionaires like 

Michael Bloomberg and George Soros to fund their 

battles.  And believe me, they truly believe they have 

an opportunity to repeal Castle Doctrine and Stand 

Your Ground laws in many states, and they are even 

pushing to repeal concealed carry laws.  The 

billionaire club will stop at nothing to push their anti-

self-defense agenda.  After all, what do they care 

about your gun rights?  They can afford as many 

armed security guards as they want.  But we have 

something the other side does not have: millions upon 

millions of grassroots gun owners who will let the 

politicians know that they will be voted right out of 

office if they dare to undermine our sacred right of 

self-defense. It is with generous contributions from 

activist such as you that we can engage in this fight 

Sincerely, 

Tim Macy, Vice Chairman 
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April 30, 2012 – NSSF – Freedom Group 
Announces George Kollitides as New Chief 
Executive Officer - MADISON, NC – Freedom Group, 
Inc. (FGI) has announced George Kollitides as its 
Chief Executive Officer. Kollitides, a lifelong hunter, 
shooter and firearms enthusiast, had been serving 
since March as Acting CEO of FGI, the firearms 
industry powerhouse with brands including 
Remington Arms, Bushmaster, DPMS and Marlin, 
among others.  “As Acting CEO, George 
demonstrated unprecedented leadership and 
drive,” said Walter McLallen, Vice Chairman of the 
FGI Board of Directors. “In just his first six weeks 
as Acting CEO, George began rebuilding the 
company and making a series of strong new hires 
in manufacturing, quality control and operations. 
Further, he led a successful campaign to combat 
anti-gun legislation in New York and successfully 
refinanced our operations and concluded a strong 
financial quarter. George Kollitides is the clear 
choice as our permanent Chief Executive Officer.” 

Kollitides had been at Cerberus Capital 

Management since 2003, where he served as a 

Managing Director, focusing on the defense, firearms 

and related industries. Kollitides was the principal 

architect of the investments in FGI for Cerberus. An 

avid outdoorsman, Kollitides is a long-time member 

of numerous hunting, shooting and conservation 

organizations. He currently serves as a trustee of the 

NRA Foundation and Director of the NRA's Hunting 

and Wildlife Committee, Presidents Committee on 

Advancement, and Nominating Committee. He is also 

a Director of the New York State Rifle & Pistol 

Association.  “Working with the outstanding people at 

FGI for the last six weeks to provide the best customer 

service and highest quality products for sportsmen, 

shooters, firearms enthusiasts, law enforcement and 

our military has been an incredible experience," said 

Kollitides. "I'm honored by the trust the Board of 

Directors has placed in me. Having seen firsthand the 

extraordinary caliber of men and women who 

comprise the Freedom Group family, I am confident 

of the great accomplishments our team will continue 

to produce." 

 

April 30, 2012 – NSSF - CABELA'S REPORTS 

STRONG 1Q RESULTS, STRENGTH IN FIREARM 

SALES . . . Cabela's Inc. (NYSE:CAB) on Thursday 

reported record first quarter results. Same-store sales, 

or sales at stores open for at least a year, were up 4.2 

percent compared to the same period last year. Net 

income was up 62 percent to $28.8 million, compared 

to $17.8 million in the same quarter last year. "Similar 

to last quarter, we continued to see significant strength 

in the firearms and shooting categories," Cabela's 

CEO Tommy Millner said during the company's 

earnings call. 

 

April 30, 2012 – NSSF – ATK RECEIVES $266 

MILLION IN SMALL-CALIBER AMMO ORDERS . . . 

ATK (NYSE:ATK) has received orders totaling more 

than $266 million for small-caliber ammunition under 

an Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) 

contract with the U.S. Army Contracting Command, 

Rock Island, Ill. The order includes a mix of 5.56mm, 

7.62mm and .50-caliber military ammunition to be 

produced at the Lake City Army Ammunition Plant in 

Independence, Mo. 

 

April 30, 2012 – NSSF - FEDERAL AMMUNITION 

MARKS 90TH BIRTHDAY . . . Federal Premium, the 

Minnesota-based brand that is part of ATK, is 

celebrating its 90th year as an ammunition 

manufacturer. To help commemorate the occasion, 

and many of the significant achievements in its 

history, Federal has posted a news release and video 

on its website. 

 

April 30, 2012 – NSSF – BANK OF AMERICA . . . 

NSSF is aware of allegations surfacing recently that 

Bank of America has an anti-Second Amendment 

policy. NSSF is looking into the matter. While NSSF 

conducts its inquiry, note that many industry 

companies have reported they continue to have 

longstanding banking relationships with Bank of 

America. We will report on the findings of the inquiry 

when it is complete. 

 

April 30, 2012 – NSSF – PENNSYLVANIA 

INSTANT CHECK SYSTEM (PICS) OUTAGE . . . The 

Pennsylvania Instant Check System (PICS) will be 

undergoing a full replacement and maintenance from 

10 p.m. on May 19 until May 22 at 10 a.m. During 

this time period, there will be a restriction on all 

firearm sales. NSSF and the Pennsylvania Association 

of Firearms Retailers (PAFR) are working with the 

Governor's Office to try to shorten the time frame or 

find an alternative. 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001qo0uHZP5Fsrj1IbTeW5X7TDG9aVV-viEon-9wlrnRwlDMUFf3aOerbEVIqDs3SZwmlqnXSmBpi83XEXI7YVNjT-yosMGVg5ERhBVgUsxU_t3p3ug6IRTrQMc-VPiQ_xYs78QbM860D4IXiE9a-fYgkDXzvf0tqHvojWSdtHjYovNC27rNXyHfy5PzCLOwEAJFL4DPyjjm94=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001qo0uHZP5Fsq0LuqrBNmGb1kUKF3CLJ5N2seZflDGvcswRaMIQM-MPdp3cypUs4KuU1I_6hTiD2yHweGJylayV09yZtAPeTZzF_uirOaW-BjHH1LkciLHC5ZuyOfSG1xvcXKMpi7OJSc05v072Gzhd9ZOwGXhuuwd
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001qo0uHZP5Fsq0LuqrBNmGb1kUKF3CLJ5N2seZflDGvcswRaMIQM-MPdp3cypUs4KuU1I_6hTiD2yHweGJylayV09yZtAPeTZzF_uirOaW-BjHH1LkciLHC5ZuyOfSG1xvcXKMpi7OJSc05v072Gzhd9ZOwGXhuuwd
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001qo0uHZP5FsoJIh_Cfdpw9cbuPbsqdf0mzHiCFazn8VYgqSVWyhp9YeEOBEfL0Lp2UE3FgkBkidbmNuMM1OgLb8xlN6V2ZvUmPQXuJ_CDLdVpA2Zo5Z2zi7411Nw7QyNfKdw_YtwOqwKGLN0R-oZPI4duI18vGZBBFNFpex8LEypyL_AgaC4FZEaaEUDvKxMh31mmHD9SrCQmv4hKLxQmgg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001qo0uHZP5FsrsmCwAHyzhhk_EaKvEfJ4F5zF3sTlF7DH4zBuaRve1-YRm2uAqc1LUv8AlJww9BxaI02RZ0lKIX9J02sIWVG7eHXzQ9omcxCo6DkWww5eRJJpipoAzPg4hHZt_XhtnYcx4S94n1_EzmCTWC_7henqksT0nc96xq_aeeR3bim0Z_ddUGyrf3UlOXGw1EG7BHDo=


April 30, 2012 – NSSF - NASGW DONATES TO 

NRA CAUSES . . . At its spring board meeting held 

during the NRA Convention in St. Louis, the National 

Association of Sporting Goods Wholesalers 

(NASGW) board of directors voted to donate $50,000 

($25,000 each) to the NRA and the NRA-ILA. "This 

is a very important year for our entire industry," said 

Jack Baumler, NASGW chairman. "Both federal and 

state elections will directly affect our future and we 

felt it was important for NASGW as an organization 

to be involved." 

 

April 30, 2012 – NSSF - SURVEY: HUNTER 

APPROVAL OF MODERN SPORTING RIFLES ON THE 

RISE . . . "Do you approve of the use of semi-

automatic AR-platform modern sporting rifles for 

hunting?" Eighty percent of hunters said "yes" to this 

question in a recent survey, according to an NSSF 

supplemental report for April. That's up from 75 

percent in 2010. Click here to see other findings from 

the report. NSSF members can log in to view NSSF's 

complete April Survey Tracker.  

 

April 30, 2012 – NSSF - SOCIAL MEDIA HAS 

GONE TO THE BIRDS . . . Gobblers that is. With turkey 

season in full stride, social media outlets like Twitter, 

Facebook, YouTube and blogs have been abuzz with 

turkey talk. Click here to see how mentions of turkey 

hunting and turkey season fluctuated week to week 

this spring. "The monitoring of social media by itself 

is not a tell-all; however, adding it to other indicators 

such as license sales and retailer views helps the 

industry obtain a clearer picture of current market 

conditions," said Jim Curcuruto, NSSF director of 

industry research and analysis. 

 

April 27, 2012 – NSSF – THE SHRINKING 

'VAST MAJORITY': NSSF RESPONDS TO ATF 

MEXICAN TRACE REPORT . . . The Shrinking 

‘Vast Majority’: NSSF Responds to ATF Mexican 

Trace Report 

By Larry Keane   

ATF yesterday released a report on firearms 

submitted by the government of Mexico for tracing 

since 2007. One screaming headline referred to the 

“Vast Majority of Mexican Crime Guns Originate in 

U.S. New ATF Trace Data Reveals.”  If you have 

been following the issue of Mexican gun traces on this 

blog, you will realize the truth is a rapidly shrinking 

“Vast Majority” and the so-called “flood” of guns 

going into Mexico moves at glacier-like speed. 

The mainstream media has consistently falsely 

claimed that 90 percent of all firearms recovered in 

Mexico come from the United States. The “90 percent 

myth” stems from a misstatement by then-ATF 

Deputy Director Billy Hoover during congressional 

testimony in 2009. The myth spread like wildfire and 

the smoke from that firestorm still obscures the facts. 

We have put the lie to the 90 percent myth in past 

blog posts.  A report by the independent research 

group STRATFOR has shown that it is erroneous and 

grossly misleading to say the majority of firearms 

recovered in Mexico came from the United States.  In 

fact, only 12 percent of the firearms misused in 

Mexico were originally sold at retail in the United 

States. 

In 2009, a report by the U.S. Government 

Accountability Office (GAO) showed that only 

about 80 percent of firearms recovered in Mexico and 

submitted for tracing were originally sold at retail in the 

United States, not the 90 percent the media keeps 

reporting. 

But it shouldn’t surprise anyone to learn that many 

of the firearms recovered and traced come from the 

United States. That is because U.S. law requires 

markings on firearms precisely so they can be traced 

by law enforcement through commerce.  It is sort of 

like tracing the VIN number on cars on a Ford 

dealership lot and be surprised to learn that most are 

Fords. What the 90 percent myth does not account for, 

and the media turns a blind eye to, and what 

yesterday’s ATF report does not shed light on, is the 

fact that you know nothing about the firearms 

recovered in Mexico but were never traced — like the 

firearms that the 150,000 or so Mexican soldiers took 

with them when they defected to go work for the drug 

cartels over the past several years. 

Logically, Mexican officials wouldn’t bother to 

trace the U.S.-made firearms they know belonged to 

the Mexican government or law enforcement, the 

results of which would be highly embarrassing to 

Mexican officials. Nor does yesterday’s report 

account for guns that have been smuggled into 

Mexico from South and Central America. 

As Professor Gary Kleck has observed, “It’s likely 

that police in Mexico submit for ATF tracing only 

those crime guns that they believe originated in the 

U.S. This would be reasonable, since those are the 

ones that the ATF is likely to be able to trace, but it is 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001qo0uHZP5FsqFv8wJC4_rt9Xa-7F7nysspPdIez4mrvPLaGKnW2DI7LURCCjAjuLTxGLksZrNi7TtTh4EY3nlVR6ioAn7I6QVPYAALNEI-c9e2PODWl2tCFZNzY1Wx-WXJVBVA-aA5zTNgDqPszJ3MY5XmHw9HWEprsQfHPWZ4g5bpmQ7jPsu-Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001qo0uHZP5FsqZ8bc87e1uDtOKYNX2qxzQaV8BfNoV_ks2mYypxtPYz24pZ3uMF2ZBiQVmOtHmwSJbHwFq2AVLm47KP8uesjoMk1K9k_dgiHeVZ5GgQqBcq82S2BMZkwtPqpDoaPDFcyVhtV2nsPn6z3jacONpYDhYadr-NbU3KeSxgEja_7zZC_Sgf6bgn60XdFO6BYA0cVPNEUmwfXrXzAvVH-gSoE4y
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001qo0uHZP5FsqLAqoLkqwEZ60cQpKGAjrlpJcr5PdLqTbW8XCKIbbIRgN8CQpzHpAgp88pqEK2nIP84ldSdg66TLk7SQX3MEo-PdGa4KfZtG02zHuLoQIXHHX8uMDNnOw1wjr-WR3o-UwgOtRer7lulWxtIqUAccKypFHiwvRSAQA=
http://www.atf.gov/press/releases/2012/04/042612-atf-atf-releases-government-of-mexico-firearms-trace-data.html
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/vast-majority-of-mexican-crime-guns-originate-in-us-new-atf-trace-data-reveals-2012-04-26
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/vast-majority-of-mexican-crime-guns-originate-in-us-new-atf-trace-data-reveals-2012-04-26
http://www.nssf.org/factsheets/PDF/90PercentMyth.pdf
http://www.nssf.org/factsheets/PDF/90PercentMyth.pdf
http://nssf.org/factsheets/PDF/90PercentMyth.pdf
http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d09709.pdf
http://latino.foxnews.com/latino/news/2011/03/30/mexican-cartels-heavy-weapons-centam-cables-say/
http://www.nssfblog.com/the-myth-of-big-time-gun-trafficking/


not a sample from which to generalize. Even if guns 

of American origin account for only a small share of 

all Mexican crime guns, they would comprise nearly 

all of those submitted by the Mexican authorities for 

tracing by the ATF.” 

It is important to note that these percentages do not 

reflect the total number of firearms recovered.  In fact, 

in 2009 then-ATF Acting Director Kenneth Melson 

sent a letter to Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) 

admitting, “There are no United States Government 

sources that maintain any record of the total number 

of criminal firearms seized in Mexico.” 

Yesterday’s ATF report shows that this “vast 

majority” continues to shrink.  According to ATF, of 

the firearms recovered and traced by Mexico during 

the time period covered by the report, as few as 65 

percent, and most recently just 71 percent, of the 

firearms Mexico asked ATF to trace were determined 

to have come from the United States.  But even the 

information in yesterday’s report is not entirely new 

information. In a report titled, “Halting U.S. Firearms 

Trafficking to Mexico,” released in June of 2011 by a 

trio of anti-gun senators, Feinstein, Chuck Schumer 

(D-N.Y.) and Sheldon Whitehouse (D-R.I.), showed 

the number of firearms that have been recovered in 

Mexico and traced to the United States were actually 

declining in recent years from the mythical 90 percent 

to an unsubstantiated 70 percent.  The June 2011 

figures have now been substantiated. 

A deeper dive into yesterday’s report reveals that 

even a smaller percentage still were 

actually successfully traced to the first retail 

purchaser, ranging from only 37 percent to as low as 

just 25 percent.  It is important to heed ATF’s caution 

that “[a] crime gun trace alone does not mean that [a 

firearms retailer] or firearm purchaser has committed 

an unlawful act. Crime gun trace information is used 

in combination with other investigative facts in 

regulatory and criminal enforcement.”  — ATF Crime 

Gun Trace Reports (introduction, p. 4 of the Youth 

Crime Gun Interdiction Initiative). 

Perhaps ATF should also heed its own warnings. 

Its report cautions that “firearms selected for tracing 

are not chosen for purposes of determining which 

types, makes or models of firearms are used for illicit 

purposes,” that “[f]irearms selected [for tracing] do 

not constitute a random sample and should not be 

considered representative of the larger universe of all 

firearms used by criminals, or any subset of that 

universe,” and that “firearms traced do not necessarily 

represent the source or methods by which firearms in 

general are acquired for use in crime.”  Yet, that is 

precisely what ATF said in its press release yesterday, 

declaring that the trace data “shows a trend in 

recovered and submitted crime guns from Mexico 

shifting from pistols and revolvers to rifles.” 

Auturo Sarukhan, the Mexican ambassador to the 

U.S., once made the absurd claim that Mexico seizes 

2,000 guns a day from the United States — that 

amounts to 730,000 a year. Calderon claimed just the 

other day to support his call for Congress to reinstate 

the ban on modern sporting rifles that Mexico had 

recovered 140,000 firearms in the past four years and 

that “the vast majority have been assault weapons, 

AK-57s (sic), etc.  And many, the vast majority of 

these weapons, were sold in gun shops in the United 

States.” 

According to ATF, Mexico only submitted 68,000 

firearms over five years, many of which did not come 

from the United States.  More interesting, however, is 

the fact that of those firearms submitted for tracing 

less than half, and in some years as few as 28 percent, 

were rifles of any kind. The report does not break out 

the number or percentage of so-called “assault rifles,” 

i.e. AK-47 look-alikes (Like M-16s, AK-47s are 

automatic firearms. While civilian versions of M-16s 

are AR-15s, there is no corollary name for civilian 

versions of AK-47) or AR-15 variants.  The report 

also doesn’t tell us what percentage of the rifles 

submitted for tracing were determined not to be of 

U.S. origin and it also doesn’t tell us what percentage 

were not successfully traced to the first retail 

purchaser. 

Perhaps what is most interesting about ATF’s 

report is the fact that it does not discuss the “Time to 

Crime” (TTC) for the Mexican traced firearms.  

ATF always gives TTC when it issues a tracing report 

(click here for an example).  Why did ATF omit this 

piece of information? Because it knows that on 

average firearms (of all types) recovered in Mexico 

and successfully traced were on average originally 

sold at retail after a background check more than 15 

years ago. 

It is increasingly clear that this rapidly shrinking 

“vast majority” of firearms allegedly flooding over the 

border into Mexico are moving at a glacial pace. 

We can all agree that there are serious crime 

problems in Mexico, and notwithstanding his factual 

misstatements, we do applaud Mexican President 

Calderon’s courage for cracking down on the drug 

http://www.nssfblog.com/anti-gun-report-shows-decline-in-number-of-us-firearms-being-traced-to-mexico/
http://www.nssfblog.com/anti-gun-report-shows-decline-in-number-of-us-firearms-being-traced-to-mexico/
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http://www.nssfblog.com/second-amendment-not-responsible-for-mexicos-gun-violence/
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http://www.nssfblog.com/time-to-crime-statistics-cast-doubt-on-doj-gun-trafficking-claims/
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cartels and rampant corruption in his country, that has 

even reached inside his inner circle. However, laying 

the blame for Mexico’s crime at the feet of the U.S. 

firearms industry is more an act of frustration than a 

crime-fighting strategy, and, as we’ve said before, 

sacrificing the constitutional rights of law-abiding 

Americans as a means of addressing this issue is 

neither an option nor a solution. 

 
April 23, 2012 – NSSF - HOUSE PASSES 

'SPORTSMEN'S HERITAGE ACT' The National 

Shooting Sports Foundation (NSSF), the trade 

association for the firearms, ammunition, hunting and 

shooting sports industry, hailed today’s passage of the 

Sportsmen’s Heritage Act of 2012 (H.R. 4089). The 

bill passed the House with a 274-146 vote. 

Sponsored by Rep. Jeff Miller (R-Fla.), the bill 

combines four legislative priorities that will expand 

recreational hunting, shooting and fishing 

opportunities and also reaffirms existing law and 

heads off determined bureaucratic efforts to deny 

hunters and shooters from using traditional 

ammunition. This important legislation is supported 

by more than 35 national conservation and 

sportsmen’s groups. 

 

“NSSF thanks Rep. Miller for his exceptional 

leadership in helping to expand access and 

opportunities for sportsmen and in protecting and 

preserving America’s hunting and shooting heritage,” 

said Lawrence G. Keane, NSSF senior vice president 

and general counsel. “We look forward to seeking 

passage of the bill in the Senate.” 

Said Rep. Miller, “I think it is important to 

recognize the contributions that sportsmen make to 

protect our nation’s most precious resources. Outdoor 

activities like hunting and fishing are a central part of 

our heritage and way of life, but they also help fund a 

good portion of our conservation efforts. We must 

remain ever diligent to ensure the rights of sportsmen. 

Thanks to the members of the sportsmen’s 

community, Congressional Sportsmen’s Caucus and 

the House Committee on Natural Resources, H.R. 

4089 will be able to address some of the most pressing 

concerns the outdoors community faces.” 

 

Included in H.R. 4089 is the Hunting, Fishing, and 

Recreational Shooting Protection Act. The bill 

amends the Toxic Substances Control Act to clarify 

the original intent of Congress to exclude traditional 

ammunition — ammunition containing lead-core 

components — and fishing tackle from regulation by 

the Environmental Protection Agency. 

H.R. 4089 includes other key legislative priorities 

of the sportsmen’s community: 

 The Recreational Fishing and Hunting 

Heritage Opportunities Act, which requires 

federal land managers to support and facilitate 

use and access for hunting, fishing and 

recreational shooting. 

 The Recreational Shooting Protection Act, 

which requires National Monument land to be 

open to access and use for recreational 

shooting. 

 The Polar Bear Conservation and Fairness 

Act, which will allow the importation of polar 

bear parts taken in a hunt in Canada, if legally 

harvested before certain dates. 

 

April 23, 2012 – NSSF - Firearms Industry Helps 

Lead Economic Recovery; New Study Shows Growth 

in Jobs, Taxes Paid and Sales 

NSSF today released a newly commissioned report 

detailing double-digit gains in jobs and other data 

showing the industry has been a leader in the nation’s 

economic recovery. The report can be viewed 

athttp://nssf.org/impact. 

 

Firearms industry members on Capitol Hill were 

briefed on such remarkable statistics as the 30.6 

percent increase in jobs between 2008 and 2011, a 

66.5 percent increase in economic impact and a 66.5 

percent increase in federal taxes paid by industry 

companies. 

Armed with the good news of the report and 

recognizing that jobs and the economy are of major 

importance in the November elections, industry 

executives are meeting today with elected officials 

during the NSSF-sponsored Congressional Fly-In. 

“During difficult economic times and high 

unemployment rates nationally, our industry actually 

grew and created more than ten thousand new, well-

paying jobs,” said NSSF President Steve Sanetti. “Our 

industry is proud to be one of the bright spots in this 

economy.” 

  

The firearms industry has stood apart from other 

industries by thriving in a down economy. Indicators 

such as background-check statistics, firearms 

production and importation, firearm-retailer surveys 

http://www.nssfblog.com/corrupt-mexican-army-officer-in-calderons-inner-circle-supplied-drug-cartels-with-weapons/
http://nssf.org/impact


and on-the-ground reports from retailers nationwide 

reveal that Americans are purchasing firearms in 

record numbers. For example, federal background 

checks for March totaled nearly 1.2 million in 

adjusted figures, representing an increase of 20 

percent over a year ago and the 22nd straight month-

over-month increase. (NSSF adjusts figures from the 

National Instant Criminal Background Check System 

to remove purpose-code checks associated concealed 

carry applications and permits. Though not a direct 

correlation to firearm sales, adjusted NICS figures 

provide a more accurate picture of market conditions.) 

This year’s robust sales are a continuation of the 

economic growth the firearms and ammunition 

industry experienced last year that was driven by an 

unprecedented number of Americans choosing to 

exercise their fundamental right to keep and bear arms 

and purchase a firearm and ammunition. This increase 

in firearms ownership coincided with the continued 

decline in accidental firearm-related fatalities–a more 

than a 60 percent decrease in the last 20 years–and a 

continued drop in crime rates nationally. 

Also cited in the economic impact report were the 

significant taxes paid by industry member companies 

to federal and state governments and the Pittman-

Robertson excise tax the industry pays on the products 

it sells. The latter tax is the major source of wildlife 

conservation funding in America. 

 

“Last year our industry increased its contribution to 

wildlife conservation by over seven percent, which 

translates into sportsmen contributing more than 1.3 

million dollars daily to conservation efforts,” said 

NSSF Senior Vice President and General Counsel 

Lawrence G. Keane. 

 

“Ours is an industry with a rich history and 

heritage that remains vital and important to the 

American economy today,” continued Keane. “To 

millions of Americans our industry’s products 

represent liberty, security and recreation. We look 

forward to speaking with members of Congress today 

about important legislative and regulatory issues that 

will allow our industry members to continue to grow 

their businesses and create even more new jobs in 

their communities.” 

 

April 23, 2012 – NSSF - HEARING ON PITTMAN-

ROBERTSON, NAWCA BILLS The Senate Environment 

and Public Works subcommittee will hold a hearing 

tomorrow, Tuesday, April 24, at 10:15 a.m., on 

several bills important to sportsmen and sprotswomen, 

including NSSF's priority this legislative session--S. 

1249, the Target Practice and Marksmanship Training 

Support Act. The bill, introduced by Senator Mark 

Udall (D-CO), would allow states to expand their use 

of Pittman-Robertson funds to develop or expand 

public target shooting facilities. Amending the 

restrictions on Pittman-Robertson funds for this 

purpose is long overdue. More public shooting ranges 

are needed throughout the country to accommodate 

the rapidly growing number of target shooters who 

contribute to P-R funding through purchases of 

firearms and ammunition. Learn more about this bill 

and write your senators to support it. Among other 

bills being reviewed is S. 2282, the North American 

Wetlands Conservation Extension Act (NAWCA) of 

2012, introduced by James Inhofe (R-OK). The 

firearms industry, through NSSF, announced last 

week at its Congressional Fly-In that it will donate 

$150,000 to supplement congressional funding of this 

grant program that supports the North American 

Waterfowl Management Plan. Unless the program is 

renewed by Congress, it will expire in October. Learn 

more about NAWCA from theNSSF press 

release and write your senators to support it. Dan 

Ashe, the director of the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 

and other witnesses will attend the hearing in support 

of bills that will benefit conservation. 

 

April 23, 2012 – NSSF - USITC FIREARMS AND 

AMMUNITION DATA FOR  

FEBRUARY 2012 . . . NSSF reports that overall U.S. 

imports (in units) in six sporting arms and ammunition 

categories increased 36.5 percent in February 2012 

compared to February 2011. February 2012 imported 

units in tracked categories totaled 122.2 million, up 

from 89.5 million reported in February 2011. Overall 

U.S. exports (in units) in six sporting arms and 

ammunition categories decreased 57.2 percent in 

February 2012 compared to February 2011. February 

2012 exported units in tracked categories totaled 43.2 

million, down from 100.9 million reported in 

February 2011. All figures sourced from U.S. 

International Trade Commission (USITC). See a 

complete breakdown of each category's February 

import and export data. NSSF members may access 

additional historical import and export data by logging 

in at www.nssf.org/members and clicking NSSF 

Industry Research. 
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001Ap0dc78JSqvBGa0W_6PzmTbfnH4XXRQZC3ObClZPDqWB_NJm03qMQ2V2oyN4sIf7CQzlq4m-_JhTv6_FcYDJpMotpk5ru2ojCLr_BQ6klZz5F7A63dfxMRJEreUMoU1UtOfnnh_v7gwixphrj2iHM1_WJ_jf0q3u
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001Ap0dc78JSqulNONy77FaH-dezcT28KiC103GNBkBBc9nrkckXcoJT0BBLWpjmfvws9CfZ133Whemn7hTREXCNtwYsp_57oiMOSZY7Z7YBAuoF15F4Z3Mzw==


 

April 23, 2012 – NSSF - BUSHNELL TO ACQUIRE 

PRIMOS . . . Bushnell Outdoor Products, manufacturer 

of sports optics, eyewear and outdoor accessories, and 

MidOcean Partners, a middle-market private-equity 

fund, have announced an agreement to purchase 

Primos Hunting of Flora, Miss. Primos began more 

than 35 years ago and has established itself as an 

industry leader in game calls and a variety of other 

hunting gear. Read more about this announced 

purchase. 

 

April 23, 2012 – NSSF - REMINGTON CONTRACT 

TO CREATE UP TO 50 JOBS . . . The Utica Observer-

Dispatch reports that Remington Arms, with a plant in 

Ilion in New York's Mohawk Valley, will create up to 

50 jobs in the community in the fulfillment of an 

$83.9 million contract for the manufacturing of more 

than 100,000 M-4 rifles for the U.S. Army. The 

contract will allow the plant to buy new equipment 

and expand its facility. 

April 30, 2012 – NSSF - UP 27% IN FOURTH 

QUARTER . . . Wildlife conservation efforts got a boost 

in 2011 thanks to excise taxes paid by America's 

firearms and ammunition industry. Excise tax 

obligations for firearms and ammunition 

manufacturers were up 27 percent in the fourth quarter 

and up 14 percent for the 2011 calendar year when 

compared to the same periods the previous year. 

Obligations for the full 2011 calendar year were the 

highest for a calendar year to date. Excise tax 

collections are a key economic indicator for the 

industry. These 10 to 11 percent excise tax dollars, 

collected since 1937 under the Pittman-Robertson 

Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act, are 

specifically designated to be used by state wildlife 

agencies for conservation. Collectively, purchasers of 

firearms and ammunition and hunters are the single-

largest source of wildlife conservation funding. 

 

April 16, 2012 – NSSF Bullet Points - House 

Expected to Vote on 'Sportsmen's Heritage Act' 
CONTACT REPRESENTATIVES TODAY . . . As 

firearms industry executives prepare for NSSF's 

Congressional Fly-In this week on Capitol Hill, the 

U.S. House of Representatives is expected to vote as 

soon as Tuesday on the "Sportsmen's Heritage Act of 

2012" (H.R. 4089). NSSF is encouraging all hunters, 

shooters and gun owners to contact their U.S. 

representative today and urge them to support this 

vital pro-sportsmen legislation -- supported by more 

than 35 national conservation and sportsmen's groups. 

The bill combines four legislative priorities that will 

expand recreational hunting, shooting and fishing 

opportunities while also protecting the firearms and 

ammunition industries from detrimental regulations 

under the Environmental Protection Agency.  

 
April 16, 2012 – NSSF - REPORT SHOWS INDUSTRY'S 

ROI FROM EXCISE TAX CONTRIBUTIONS . . . A new 

report, "Financial Returns to Industry from the 

Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Program," 

highlights the benefits of the firearms and ammunition 

industry's 75 years of excise tax contributions to 

wildlife conservation. Southwick Associates teamed 

up with Andrew Loftus Consulting on behalf of the 

Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies to develop 

the report. Read the complete 86-page report. 
 

April 16, 2012 – NSSF - NBC SHOWS ANTI-GUN BIAS -

- AGAIN . . . In an attempt to combat failing ratings, 

NBC's Rock Center on Wednesday night aired another 

biased and sensationalized piece on Remington Arms 

and America's firearms industry. NSSF issued a 

response on the NSSF Blog. 
 

April 16, 2012 – NSSF - 'THE RISE IN GIRLS WITH 

GUNS' . . . CNBC last week reported on the fact that 

more women than ever before are becoming gun 

owners. "Several retailers hold 'Ladies Nights,' and 

enrollment in one women's only conceal-carry class at 

the Red Castle Gun Club in Tulsa, Okla., is up 400 

percent, according to published reports." Watch 

CNBC's report here. 

 
April 16, 2012 – NSSF - NSSF PAC 2011 YEAR IN 

REVIEW . . . The newly released NSSF Political 

Action Committee 2011 Year In Review highlights 

the major federal legislative achievements of the 

firearms and ammunition industry this past year and 

also underscores the important milestones reached by 

the NSSF PAC -- the muscle of NSSF's political arm. 

Topping NSSF's list of priorities in 2012 are the 

November elections. Through the recent launch of its 

voter registration and education campaign #gunvote -- 

Don't Risk Your Rights, NSSF wants to ensure that 

every gun owner, hunter and sportsman is informed 

about where candidates running for federal office 

stand on gun-control and sportsmen issues. 
 

April 16, 2012 – NSSF - IN NRA SPEECH, ROMNEY 

SAYS OBAMA WILL ERODE GUN OWNER RIGHTS . . . 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001Ap0dc78JSquqjsg7bN39bGp6RgvlZfvpmHspX5PkNIIyeX1xDqzL5dzAvBC8yUhzqPjZCzauuOq4Gg1-kIBNZL2DqXuPUEMHYXTzBWfSXc0peS5B7YodEBdsuuQ3g_9H
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001Ap0dc78JSqvd4U9bHMjJrPP9R2WVzRIi5qYuAhJr-xqU9K8gR1JgL3Y1TDdhoTC14F7uUsLzdcPaYTNN-Ekd_FH2Xvlylvwwl5lPDawZL3su3FdwIhh8H8wt8wrfDmFh
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001Ap0dc78JSqtXIeGvF5PpbL7odTy6RnL0jv77kcbg8LTTXIQYJEwak_oamJkfqO8q2EfJkNG_wJaJ9vYzcezXNr7ITwVOGcmDfGbsmQs_hpc=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001Ap0dc78JSqs1AKd4HGzStosCnSUScJ9MV8nYbRY7NMCBGtVqrOa9vfhxv0-wl7l18F9o1yObQSpo1Qq3Lr1NCSD2IL9arcaVWgkFiaRVQQKc6XHQi6D96WqzlEGPFvt6JYodKsKTirI_-jPalyqhjbQep5dVB1cMOV1-bBV2l3uc6INGq1xgcg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001Ap0dc78JSqu51wOSMWJBpdeO30IH5TLlVVhrD1MDEIVvAaSIz15nGeTuieavWRtdfVVIvjXDdG43Q9pEXTV-zMTCau1GSV03Suh6PceFkS4U751Rg27esFgxI4gJtQ0plxXLGhHxbSxlbZdwdYajgDESUbArMFR0pBK_EwasGk7vYWXlB3tDvfpoW134tsRZbJDU7CSCL01rk9lBLqah6w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001Ap0dc78JSqu51wOSMWJBpdeO30IH5TLlVVhrD1MDEIVvAaSIz15nGeTuieavWRtdfVVIvjXDdG43Q9pEXTV-zMTCau1GSV03Suh6PceFkS4U751Rg27esFgxI4gJtQ0plxXLGhHxbSxlbZdwdYajgDESUbArMFR0pBK_EwasGk7vYWXlB3tDvfpoW134tsRZbJDU7CSCL01rk9lBLqah6w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001BIPVcmr60MGDS3iaUeNBUnBU8szPNKgCjXXnRcF2OcYiGIRzPv7mbg1Y_5Pz-wCiVFQkmgXrjVkcVYQy7Y653h0HNLDW8yrByI4lWrHrtylGmVlToKhdcZ8askKTQFbQEDAaSue4FFx638c1uVJNBxlAucPhefgFFmPCnQxxl8w=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001BIPVcmr60MG9n0zD_HFAiD7WoR3X5mqWw9JnPpDeYABmU-ArzuPFL20ZaQLL_UjgnM7as-VxuBUrkJItoF1t_YNwyPHZvtXgcLNC6yIFYrUI5RP3xPOwlV7GW3TzGUHG6gcMne_P9pMZ9yon2dlfCEe03o92Uc9UOgpdJox_7Nk=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001BIPVcmr60MEk3N-9zQJg7bYNy3SfOT6EtZBM6YhIHbIE_vxCfZpx1jWHxDAWpf8pn5ByCpDUcDMOZxk0ZazwODgXeHI6wfIMBcDBpSACCycdJ9cSEdCRlRftwNAi1N2tk0a3y-eyNr4c6a1KGOzQMYFLHZCAvwRtXJiDDTSPCew=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001BIPVcmr60MHVusBa0aJic0YidWX4-RPUQC-jeYfRv-sYHfWdN1ha4gFFkofsABFS41lCAshiB-LacCni3SxZApBukh-_ZyETAPBbEoLfkIHQKbfVqCPTm9PUUstdBCKh8ikea6gOxwcENFmNY41RfqQXaunUuUPn
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001BIPVcmr60MFJUiFxIV-1tEX4nEGCBixOX6GPjJtZXCstrADpxEMHg1MNK7vcVbO34jfCU-dxnrB4j64Celzx7lqHo3JU5RGhILSGoCtQVMPRb9XS6ZMMavNCvS7m5uR5ZHOTza93KM7VZKOQeNFfcg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001BIPVcmr60MFJUiFxIV-1tEX4nEGCBixOX6GPjJtZXCstrADpxEMHg1MNK7vcVbO34jfCU-dxnrB4j64Celzx7lqHo3JU5RGhILSGoCtQVMPRb9XS6ZMMavNCvS7m5uR5ZHOTza93KM7VZKOQeNFfcg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001BIPVcmr60MEkNRrEEeZUYmb8iHuppV6rrUMWgqd7y43r-mc1AVCNIpMMOEjNsMH4d9ZvXodgG19wRtTzqrkPahgEMlKpowDkFDrciVoihKW-I3Q9oIu3boTMV1t-yFmZHYisR8neVao=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001BIPVcmr60MEkNRrEEeZUYmb8iHuppV6rrUMWgqd7y43r-mc1AVCNIpMMOEjNsMH4d9ZvXodgG19wRtTzqrkPahgEMlKpowDkFDrciVoihKW-I3Q9oIu3boTMV1t-yFmZHYisR8neVao=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001BIPVcmr60MFev0lKwng8rfzNfBbWSK5kfQqHDcVL3NkaHuIjqYdkb42npK-JWEDe6ktw0pzeuVdAgOxmWqTFo_Tc8ZmGMAGpdy8F8edINZ8EjuTf8zkyhA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001BIPVcmr60MFev0lKwng8rfzNfBbWSK5kfQqHDcVL3NkaHuIjqYdkb42npK-JWEDe6ktw0pzeuVdAgOxmWqTFo_Tc8ZmGMAGpdy8F8edINZ8EjuTf8zkyhA==


In a speech at the NRA Show in St. Louis on Friday, 

Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney said 

President Obama would like to erode gun owners' 

rights. "We need a president who will stand up for the 

rights of hunters, sportsmen, and those seeking to 

protect their homes and their families. President 

Obama has not; I will," Romney said. Read more from 

the Associated Press. 
 

April 16, 2012 – NSSF - POLL: MOST AMERICANS 

BACK NRA, RIGHT TO USE DEADLY FORCE . . . Most 

Americans support the right to use deadly force to 

protect themselves -- even in public places -- and have 

a favorable view of the National Rifle Association, a 

Reuters/Ipsos poll shows. 

Most Americans back gun lobby, right to use 
deadly force - Reuters/Ipsos poll 

By Deborah Charles 

WASHINGTON | Fri Apr 13, 2012 12:06pm IST 

(Reuters) - Most Americans support the right to use 

deadly force to protect themselves - even in public 

places - and have a favourable view of the National 

Rifle Association, the main gun-lobby group, a 

Reuters/Ipsos poll showed. 

The online survey showed that 68 percent, or two 

out of three respondents, had a favorable opinion of 

the NRA, which starts its annual convention in St. 

Louis, Missouri, on Friday. 

Eighty-two percent of Republicans saw the gun 

lobbying group in a positive light as well as 55 

percent of Democrats -- findings running counter to 

the image of supporters of the latter party being anti-

NRA. 

Most of the 1,922 people surveyed nationwide 

from April 9-12 said they supported laws that allow 

Americans to use deadly force to protect themselves 

from danger in their own home, or in a public place. 

"Americans do hold to this idea that people should 

be allowed to defend themselves and using deadly 

force is fine, in those circumstances," said pollster 

Chris Jackson. "In the theoretical ... there's a certain 

tolerance of vigilantism." 

The poll was conducted amid a nationwide debate 

over gun rights and race following the shooting of an 

unarmed black teenager, Trayvon Martin by George 

Zimmerman, a neighborhood crime watch volunteer 

who is white and Hispanic. 

(Link to poll: http:// www.ipsos-na.com/news-

polls/pressrelease.aspx?id=5586) 

The poll results will be welcomed by the NRA, 

which hosts Republican presidential candidate Mitt 

Romney and likely nominee as a speaker at its 

convention on Friday. 

Eighty-seven percent of respondents - with high 

numbers among both Republicans and Democrats - 

supported the use of deadly force to protect 

themselves from danger in their home. 

Two-thirds said they backed laws permitting the 

use of deadly force to protect themselves in public. 

 

STEP UP TO PREVENT CRIME - Nearly half 

of those surveyed felt crime rates were rising where 

they lived - even though Federal Bureau of 

Investigation statistics show that violent crime has 

declined for the past 4-1/2 years. 

"People's perception of crime always over-

represents reality," said Jackson. "I think that indicates 

the mind frame that the American public is in - there's 

always a constant low-level worrying about street 

crime." 

As a result, 85 percent of those polled said they did 

not believe police could stop all crime and 77 percent 

felt regular people had to "step up" to help prevent 

crime from happening. 

According to the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun 

Violence, nearly 100,000 people are shot every year in 

the United States in murders, suicides, accidents or 

police intervention. 

Government statistics show that 31,347 people died 

in the United States in 2009 as a result of gunshots, 

including 11,493 in homicides. 

Ninety-one percent of those who responded to the 

survey agreed on the need for background checks 

before a firearm can be sold. Only six percent said 

they thought gun ownership should require no, or very 

few restrictions. 

Nearly three-quarters of respondents said they 

supported limiting the sale of automatic weapons, and 

62 percent oppose bringing firearms into churches, 

workplaces or stores. 

"A fairly large number of Americans support 

strong regulation, or at least moderate regulation of 

gun ownership," said Jackson. "Which is sort of 

counter to the narrative you often hear that legislators 

can't touch our guns or you'll have to pay." 

The survey included 650 Republicans, 752 

Democrats and 520 independents. The precision of the 

Reuters/Ipsos online poll is measured using a 

credibility interval and this poll has a credibility 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001BIPVcmr60MHYU879_HpeINVrq2SUY39w4pglsFDytYVPO2pkTfYzsQ2fR_WS5-1OJlikEpcZQGMSvHKC9LKSud5ep1xtb1LP-UVaUQnHI_VQQLYVf_onuNUGgVpvPE59pv5E0oMkpmUI5z3RGtLytzNK_9yLnef_o0Bs1jEAcPB6L4vzlY3DlGfTUrzeqwTEJR5SiMa8aBUhNFYWjWpkv7L44aQjiu0LKb8rh0cvr_UAaH6KLjmrkQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001BIPVcmr60MH02c0Hf7lHU2YWkeuNmiktZp1tvPj2FMygfgqUINs5hXbGWmMHMwCrymWP9-M5YDoBCA_TsLSJp4xYaeQOAnlpHGyOTDgBkT6goNd2FD0mzVaPa0LZQOWz-Yt14ZFYigN3JzpuNOs0q4-krvBp2oY4C-g7q_xjgvkwwLT4baiTVs9w-lMwb5UQ


interval of plus or minus 2.6 percentage points for all 

respondents. (Editing by David Brunnstrom) 

 

April 10, 2012 – NSSF news - EPA Denies Anti-

Hunting Group’s Latest Petition to Ban Traditional 

Ammunition  The Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) on Monday denied yet another frivolous 

petition by the Center for Biological Diversity (CBD) 

— an established anti-hunting group — calling for a 

ban on the traditional ammunition (containing lead-

core components) for hunting and shooting. 

The National Shooting Sports Foundation (NSSF), 

the trade association for the firearms, ammunition, 

hunting and shooting sports industry, applauds the 

EPA’s latest decision and called upon Congress to 

immediately pass the Hunting, Fishing and 

Recreational Shooting Sports Protection Act 

(S.838/H.R.1558). In the House of Representatives, 

the bill is also included in the Sportsmen’s Heritage 

Act of 2012 (H.R. 4089), an important piece of 

legislation that combines three other legislative 

priorities for sportsmen. The bill (S.838/H.R.1558) 

amends the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) to 

clarify that Congress has excluded traditional 

ammunition from regulation by the EPA. The 

legislation is supported by more than 35 national 

conservation and sportsmen’s groups. The bill is even 

supported by the Fraternal Order of Police because a 

ban on traditional ammunition would apply to law 

enforcement and the U.S. military. 

NSSF opposed the petition, which was filed by the 

Center for Biological Diversity (CBD) and other like-

minded groups. This was the second attempt by the 

CBD to ban traditional ammunition since it first 

petitioned the EPA in August of 2010. In rejecting the 

CBD’s latest petition the EPA agreed with 

NSSF, telling the CBD that it did not have jurisdiction 

under TSCA to regulate ammunition. The CBD’s 

petition purported to narrow the scope of the ban 

sought, but the EPA concluded that this change was a 

“distinction without a substantive difference.” The 

EPA went on to say the new petition “contains no new 

information.” 

The CBD’s serial petitions erroneously claim that 

the use of traditional ammunition by hunters poses a 

danger to human health and wildlife, in particular 

raptor populations such as bald eagles. The truth is 

that wildlife populations, including raptor and bald 

eagle populations, are soaring. The myth of a human 

health risk has been thoroughly debunked by a 2008 

study by the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC) that found the health of hunters 

consuming game harvested with traditional 

ammunition was not at risk. 

The excise taxes raised from hunters’ purchases of 

the very ammunition the CBD tries to demonize is a 

primary source of wildlife conservation in the United 

States. Restricting or banning traditional ammunition 

absent sound science will hurt wildlife conservation. 

“Hunters have done more for wildlife than the CBD 

ever will,” said NSSF Senior Vice President and 

General Counsel Lawrence G. Keane. “These 

relentless and unfounded attacks against traditional 

ammunition by agenda-driven groups like the CBD 

are exactly why Congress must take immediate action 

and pass the Sportsmen’s Heritage Act of 2012.” 

Keane is referencing the federal excise tax that 

manufacturers pay on the sale of the ammunition (11 

percent), which is dedicated to the Wildlife 

Restoration Trust Fund administered by the U.S. Fish 

& Wildlife Service. 

 

NSSF Bullet Points (above): 

 

================================ 

JEWS FOR THE PRESERVATION OF 

FIREARMS OWNERSHIP  
America's Aggressive Civil Rights Organization 

  

April 20, 2012 – JPFO - JPFO sides with Ted 

Nugent - Ted Nugent's recent comments about the 

2012 election have landed him in hot water with the 

liberal world. Ted just does not care what yapping 

cultural Marxists like Debbie Wasserman Schultz 

think.  Ted has helped JPFO with film projects and 

has trumpeted the JPFO message for a long time now. 

No one can likely agree with everything Ted says, but 

that this man loves freedom and America is 

uncontestable. 

 

April 11, 2012 - JPFO - Why most of the world 

hates our Second Amendment 

Most of the citizenry of the world has been 

psychologically castrated regarding self defense and 

personal firearms. Only Switzerland comes 

ANYWHERE NEAR our American Second 

Amendment.  The Italians have a saying about 

beautiful women: "What you can't have? Hate." Envy 

is a vile poison in the human spirit. Most of the world 

envies America, despite all our foibles. Most of the 

http://capwiz.com/nssf/issues/alert/?alertid=41361526
http://capwiz.com/nssf/issues/alert/?alertid=61047291
http://www.nssf.org/share/PDF/040512.pdf
http://www.nssf.org/share/PDF/EPA_to_CBD_040912.pdf
http://www.nssf.org/
http://www.jpfo.org/
http://www.jpfo.org/


world CAN NOT have what we have. And so they 

hate us. 

We can stand firm and defeat the vermin, or we can 

let them get a foot in the door. You decide. 

 

Freedom is not a spectator sport. 

  

Use our latest handbills - http://jpfo.org/filegen-a-

m/freebies.htm this includes our latest additions. 

 Remember to check out all JPFO's movies - 

http://jpfo.org/filegen-a-m/movies.htm 

 Please support JPFO with donations, memberships 

and purchase of our materials ( http://shop.jpfo.org/ ) - 

so we can continue to provide you with these alerts 

and defend your rights. 

JPFO Membership form - http://jpfo.org/pdf02/memb-

form.pdf 

JPFO On line secure membership sign up - 

http://shop.jpfo.org/cart.php?m=product_list&amp;c=

4 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 PS - Visit our alert archive / sign up to receive email 

alerts - http://jpfo.org/alerts.htm 

================================ 

USSA News Alerts (below): 

U.S. Sportsmen’s Alliance Foundation 
801 Kingsmill Parkway, Columbus, OH  43229 

Ph. 614/888-4868 • Fax 614/888-0326 

Website: www.ussportsmen.org • E-mail: 

info@ussportsmen.org 

U.S. Sportsmen's Alliance 

 

April 27, 2012 – USSA - New Website Serves All 

Sportsmen (Columbus) – To help and educate all 

hunters, anglers, trappers, recreational shooters, and 

persons with an interest in the great outdoors and 

conservation, the U.S. Sportsmen’s Alliance has 

launched “The Sportsmen’s Daily”—a new website 

covering all things outdoors. The new site focuses on 

issues and news around the nation and is updated 

frequently. The site focuses on legislative issues 

insight and reports which sportsmen and women 

nationwide expect from the USSA.  The site also 

includes information on USSA collaborative projects 

and programs (such as Trailblazer and Families 

Afield), and features cutting-edge news in the shooting 

sports and angling industries. 

Visitors can also search the website for blogs that 

provide perspectives on Protecting What’s Right, and 

insider views on where legislation is—or could be 

headed—in the nation’s and states’ capitals. From 

time to time the website features special deals on gear 

and keen insight from the pro staff and manufacturers 

who comprise the important USSA Outdoor Business 

Council. 

But it also includes many useful features to help 

you enter the field. An interactive map will take 

visitors to active and current weather reports, game 

laws, and regional information. Short videos will 

entertain and educate visitors on a wide variety of 

outdoors topics. The new website also provides a 

quick link to sign up for the USSA’s popular Sentry 

program and makes getting involved with USSA 

watchdog efforts easier.  “The Sportsmen’s Daily” offers 

a searchable database where you can determine what 

has been happening in your state. The popular “Eye-

on-the Antis” articles continue to expose the methods 

and tactics of radical anti-hunting and anti-trapping 

groups. The best news is that The Sportsmen’s Daily can 

be delivered to your computer each morning much 

like the newspapers of yesteryear landed on your door 

step. Use your mouse to make this your home page 

and to help you make accurate decisions on what 

action to take—or what to pursue that day. Take a tour 

at www.ussportsmen.org. 

 

April 27, 2012 – USSA - HR 4089 Provides 

Fundraising Bonanza for Extremist Groups 

Anti-hunting and Environmental Lobby Distort the 

Sportsmen’s Heritage Act to Raise Money (Columbus) 

– Following in the footsteps of the nation’s most 

powerful anti-hunting organization, a quartet of 

environmental groups wasted no time firing off 

fundraising appeals to fight HR 4089.  The bill, also 

called the Sportsmen’s Heritage Act of 2012, is the 

most significant pro-sportsmen legislation in 15 

years.  The funding requests are full of lies, 

mischaracterizations and distortions.  

Joining the Humane Society of the United States in 

this cynical attempt to cash in are the Center for 

Biological Diversity, Defenders of Wildlife, The 

Wilderness Society and the National Parks 

Conservation Association.  Their fundraising appeals 

can be viewed by clicking on each group’s name. 

Opponents falsely claim that the Sportsmen’s 

Heritage Act will:    

 Allow motorized access, roads, logging 

and oil / gas development in wilderness areas;  

http://jpfo.org/filegen-a-m/freebies.htm
http://jpfo.org/filegen-a-m/freebies.htm
http://jpfo.org/filegen-a-m/movies.htm
http://shop.jpfo.org/
http://jpfo.org/pdf02/memb-form.pdf
http://jpfo.org/pdf02/memb-form.pdf
http://shop.jpfo.org/cart.php?m=product_list&amp;c=4
http://shop.jpfo.org/cart.php?m=product_list&amp;c=4
http://jpfo.org/alerts.htm
http://www.ussportsmen.org/Page.aspx?pid=240
http://www.ussportsmen.org/
mailto:info@ussportsmen.org
http://www.ussportsmen.org/Page.aspx?pid=240
http://www.ussafoundation.org/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.ussportsmen.org%2f&srcid=8810&srctid=1&erid=11570605&trid=769a8c87-667e-4b5c-881a-492cc5a39a4f
http://www.ussafoundation.org/page.redir?target=https%3a%2f%2fsecure.humanesociety.org%2fsite%2fAdvocacy%3fcmd%3ddisplay%26page%3dUserAction%26id%3d5507&srcid=8820&srctid=1&erid=11588149&trid=c28f0eb2-a0a0-4717-81ce-64ad1719e5db
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 Prohibit the use of the National 

Environmental Policy Act in making hunting 

and fishing management decisions on public 

lands;  

 Mandate that hunting be allowed in 

National Parks.  This could include hunting at 

historic battlefield, cemeteries or other 

sensitive cultural sites;  

 Remove protection from the Endangered 

Species Act and the Marine Mammal 

Protection Act for polar bears;  

 Allow unregulated hunting on federal 

public land;  

 Remove the authority of the U.S. EPA to 

regulate lead in ammunition and fishing tackle.  

Bill Horn, federal affairs director for the U.S. 

Sportsmen’s Alliance (USSA), is one of the key 

contributors to the language in H.R. 4089.  A former 

Assistant Secretary of Interior, Bill explains what is 

fiction and what is fact about the Sportsmen’s 

Heritage Act of 2012.  

 

April 25, 2012 – USSA - Sportsmen’s Heritage Act 

Needs Your Support 
Call your U.S. Senators today and ask for their 

support for your right to hunt, fish, and shoot! 

Last week, the U.S. House of Representatives passed 

the most important legislation protecting hunters, 

anglers, and shooters in the past 15 years.  The fate of 

the bill, H.R. 4089, now lies in the hands of the U.S. 

Senate.  

 

April 25, 2012 – USSA - Hearing Could Reopen 

Angler Access 
Fishing can be as simple as driving or walking to the 

water’s edge and tossing in a lure—unless you want to 

go to Cape Hatteras National Seashore Recreational 

Area (CHNSRA).  There, a 2008 ruling, and another 

ruling this past February, have severely restricted 

human access to the recreation area and beach access 

by anglers resulting in business closures and less 

tourism.  Cape Hatteras is thought by many to provide 

the best shore fishing in the United States. 

 

April 25, 2012 – USSA - Four Reasons Hunting 

Really Matters in the 2012 Election 
The Latest Post from Jeremy Rine on the Protect 

What's Right Blog 

Unfortunately the vast majority of elected officials are 

not hunters.  So it is up to sportsmen to convince them 

why they should care about our issues.  Of course 

there are roughly 20 million hunters in America, so 

that is a huge start.  But what about the many 

candidates for office who represent areas where we 

just don’t have a lot of sportsmen and women?  

 

April 25, 2012 – USSA - Donations Needed to Defeat 

California Bill 
On April 24, 2012, California’s Senate Natural 

Resources Committee voted to pass SB 1221, which 

would ban hunting bears and bobcats with hounds.  

Sportsmen groups were hoping to keep the bill from 

going to the full Senate.   This means that the 

campaign to defeat this attack on sportsmen will last a 

lot longer, and be much more expensive. 

 

April 24, 2012 – USSA - Pennsylvania Senator is Key 

to Passage of Pro-Sportsmen Bill 
Call Senator Bob Casey, Jr. today to help protect your 

right to hunt, fish, and shoot!  

The most significant pro-sportsmen’s legislation of 

the past 15 years is now in the U.S. Senate.  

Pennsylvania’s Senator Bob Casey, Jr. is one of a 

handful of Senators that can determine whether the 

bill makes it to President Barack Obama’s desk for his 

signature.  

H.R. 4089, the Sportsmen’s Heritage Act of 2012, 

addresses top priority issues of the sportsmen’s 

community.  The bill passed the U.S. House of 

Representatives with bipartisan support on Tuesday, 

April 17
th

 by a vote of 274-146.  Read more on H.R. 

4089 below. 
Without Senator Casey’s support, the bill may not get a 

vote in the Senate!  Pennsylvania sportsmen should call 

Senator Casey today and ask him to support H.R. 4089. 
Facing re-election, Senator Casey is in an 

influential position to push Senate leadership for a 

vote on the measure.  Sportsmen need to call on the 

Senator to do just that. 

Pennsylvania sportsmen can help protect the future 

of hunting, fishing, and shooting by contacting 

Senator Casey and asking for his support.  Contact 

Senator Casey at:  Phone:  (202) 224-6324; Fax:  

(202) 228-0604 

 

April 20, 2012 – USSA - USSA Talks Sportsmen’s 

Rights on C-SPAN (Columbus, Ohio)- Today, the U.S. 

Sportsmen’s Alliance Director of Federal Affairs, Bill 

Horn, appeared on C-SPAN’s Washington Journal 

discussing Sportsmen’s Rights, and H.R. 4089, the 

Sportsmen’s Heritage Act of 2012.    
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Bill Horn is one of America’s top legal minds in the 

area of wildlife and natural resources law. He has 

been with USSA for 23 years.  During his tenure with 

USSA, sportsmen have prevailed on key battles to 

protect the rights of Americans to hunt, fish and trap.  

Notable among these is the National Wildlife Refuge 

Improvement Act of 1997 which makes hunting and 

fishing priority uses of the 100 million-acre public 

land system.    

Early in his career he worked as a Congressional 

staffer on the old House Interior Committee. Bill was 

appointed Assistant Secretary of the Interior for Fish, 

Wildlife, and Parks by President Reagan. In that job, 

he oversaw the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the 

National Park Service and directed important 

programs regarding migratory bird hunting, the 

Endangered Species Act, and fisheries restoration 

programs. He also chaired the Great Lakes Fishery 

Commission and the National Wildlife Refuge 

Centennial Commission. 

When not manning the political and legal front 

lines on behalf of hunters and anglers, he is a hardcore 

grouse and woodcock hunter, waterfowler, and 

saltwater fly fisher. His passion for these pursuits has 

spurred ventures into outdoor writing and his articles 

have appeared in The Pointing Dog Journal, American 

Angler, and Florida Sportsman magazines. Bill’s first 

book – Seasons on the Flats: An Angler’s Year in the 

Florida Keys – will be released this summer. 

 

April 19, 2012 – USSA - USSA Breaks Down Crucial 

Vote 
On Tuesday, April 17th, the U.S. House of 

Representatives passed the most significant pro-

sportsmen legislation in the last 15 years—the 

Sportsmen’s Heritage Act of 2012. The vote was 274-

146 in favor. Here are some additional vote 

breakdowns including by party, by state, and 

Congressional Sportsmen’s Caucus.  Find out how 

your Congressman voted. 

 

April 19, 2012 – USSA - HSUS: USSA Defends All 

Hunting 
“I’ve never seen a form of hunting that the USSA 

doesn’t support.” The latest post by Rob Sexton on 

the Protect What's Right Blog That’s a direct quote 

from Wayne Pacelle, CEO of the world’s largest 

animal rights group, the Humane Society of the 

United States, during a debate with me over 

legislation that would ban hunting black bears in 

California using hounds. 

 

April 19, 2012 – USSA - When Ethical Treatment 

Goes Wrong  Could it be true that in an animal shelter 

run by a society dedicated to the ethical treatment of 

animals the percentage of animals killed is nearly 95 

percent?  Is it true that the percentage of animals 

successfully adopted out is less than 1 percent?  A 

report in Psychology Today by Stanley Coren, Ph.D., 

F.R.S.C. in Canine Corner, details that nearly 95 

percent of the animals entrusted to PETA are killed.  

The report also notes that the group cannot back up its 

recent claims that kennel crates are harmful to dogs. 

PETA ran half-page ads in many newspapers claiming 

that the standard kennel crates used in many homes to 

contain dogs were harmful to them. Dr. Coren went 

looking for the facts and could not find supporting 

details about crates being harmful to dogs anywhere, 

not even on PETA’s website. 

  

Dr. Coren did, however, find revealing facts 

through Virginia’s Department of Agriculture 

and Consumer Services (VDACS) through freedom of 

information requests. Now much of the same 

information can be found on the VDACS website 

(http://www.virginia.gov/vdacs_ar/cgi-

bin/Vdacs_search.cgi?link_select=facility&form=fac_

select&fac_num=157&year=2006). 

In Virginia all animal shelters must report the 

number of cats and dogs they take in each year, how 

many animals were reclaimed by their owners, 

adopted out, transferred to other agencies, died of 

natural causes, were killed, and how many the shelter 

held alive at the end of the calendar year. This 

researcher’s correspondence suggested that the 

proportion of animals being killed by PETA was 

extremely high and was causing public concern in 

Virginia. 

Just more misleading of the public by a radical 

animal rights group that professes to help animals.  

Details are at http://tinyurl.com/coq7pjl 

 

April 19, 2012 – USSA - Top Five Foes of Fishing  

Courtesy of the U.S. Sportsmen’s Alliance 

While spring means warmer waters, active fish, 

and anglers making casts across America, take note 

that there are groups working to prevent you from 

ever making another cast—or from catching any fish, 

anywhere. 
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 Center for Biological Diversity: This 

Tucson-based, lawsuit-centered group has 

twice petitioned the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency to ban the use of lead-based 

fishing tackle products.  After a rejection in 

2010, CBD filed a second petition in 

November 2011 requesting that the EPA again 

ban lead fishing tackle in all U.S. waters under 

the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). 

This was again rejected with more tax dollars 

wasted because of CBD’s efforts. 

 Sierra Club: This environmental group 

joined with Earthjustice, The Wilderness 

Society, and others to reinstate the Roadless 

Rule in national forests. Parts of the plan 

would block access for anglers to rivers and 

lakes. 

 PETA: This anti-fishing group often 

performs weird and wacky stunts to make 

fishing less attractive to kids. PETA also 

sought to rename a highway rest stop near 

Troutville, Virginia as “Fishing Hurts” as well 

as promoted a nationwide anti-fishing 

campaign entitled “Save our Schools.”  More 

examples of how PETA thinks fish are like 

people can be found at www.nofishing.org. 

 Ocean Conservancy: Is an environmental 

group working to create Marine Protection 

Areas (MPA’s)—which are off-limit ocean 

parks—that will prevent anglers from having 

access to fish and waterfronts, including public 

lands and beaches. The OC is pushing to 

expand this restrictive “off-limits” system 

along California’s entire coastline—and 

beyond. 

 Environmental Defense Fund: Another 

environmental group that’s also working to 

increase areas off-limits to fishing. The 

group’s website boasts that: “underwater 

wilderness areas, called marine protection 

areas (MPAs), are an important tool to rebuild 

fish populations and revitalize ocean 

ecosystems. Such areas are off-limits to 

offshore oil drilling and mining, and all types 

of fishing may be restricted or banned.” Yes, 

they are working to stop fishing, including 

your fishing access. 

Keep the “Top Five Foes of Fishing” on your mind 

and tell other anglers in your boat, and in your local 

tackle shop, about these groups that work against 

anglers everywhere. 

 

April 19, 2012 – USSA - USSA Director of Federal 

Affairs to Appear on C-Span 

(Columbus) –The U.S. Sportsmen’s Alliance 

played a key role in the passage of H.R. 4089 through 

the U.S. House of Representatives.  The bill, also 

called the Sportsmen’s Heritage Act of 2012, is the 

most significant piece of legislation in 15 years.  

 

Tomorrow April 20
th

, watch U.S. Sportsmen’s 

Alliance Director of Federal Affairs Bill Horn on C-

SPAN’s Washington Journal discussing Sportsmen’s 

Rights, and H.R. 4089.   The program is live.  Bill will 

be appearing from 8:30 a.m. to 9:15 a.m. Eastern 

Standard Time. 

Click here for information on H.R. 4089, the 

Sportsmen’s Heritage Act of 2012.  

Bill Horn is one of America’s top legal minds in 

the area of wildlife and natural resources law.  

He has been with USSA for 23 years.  During his 

tenure with USSA, sportsmen have prevailed on key 

battles to protect the rights of Americans to hunt, fish 

and trap.  Notable among these is the National 

Wildlife Refuge Improvement Act of 1997 which 

makes hunting and fishing priority uses of the 100 

million-acre public land system.    

 

Early in his career he worked as a Congressional 

staffer on the old House Interior Committee. Bill was 

appointed Assistant Secretary of the Interior for Fish, 

Wildlife, and Parks by President Reagan. In that job, 

he oversaw the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the 

National Park Service and directed important 

programs regarding migratory bird hunting, the 

Endangered Species Act, and fisheries restoration 

programs. He also chaired the Great Lakes Fishery 

Commission and the National Wildlife Refuge 

Centennial Commission. 

 

When not manning the political and legal front 

lines on behalf of hunters and anglers, he is a hardcore 

grouse and woodcock hunter, waterfowler, and 

saltwater fly fisher. His passion for these pursuits has 

spurred ventures into outdoor writing and his articles 

have appeared in The Pointing Dog Journal, American 

Angler, and Florida Sportsman magazines. Bill’s first 

book – Seasons on the Flats: An Angler’s Year in the 

Florida Keys – will be released this summer. 

http://www.ussafoundation.org/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.ussportsmen.org%2flegislative-action%2fu-s-house-votes-to-protect-hunting-shooting-on-public-land%2f&srcid=8764&srctid=1&erid=11430247&trid=5e4eebd2-56fa-470e-a8b9-b7459114668d


 

April 17, 2012 – USSA - U.S. House Votes to 

Protect Hunting / Shooting on Public Land 

(Columbus, Ohio) –With bipartisan support the U.S. 

House of Representatives today approved the most 

significant pro-sportsmen legislation in 15 years.  

H.R. 4089, which passed by a vote of 274-146, is a 

package of high priority issues supported by every 

nationally prominent conservation and sportsmen’s 

organization.  The bill was supported by 235 

Republicans and 39 Democrats.       

Entitled The Sportsmen’s Heritage Act of 2012, 

H.R. 4089: 

 Classifies Bureau of Land Management 

(BLM) and U.S. Forest Service lands as open 

to hunting, fishing and recreational shooting 

unless closed or restricted based on scientific 

evidence;  

 Confirms that the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) cannot ban lead in 

traditional ammunition or in sport fishing gear;  

 Protects recreational shooting on BLM 

National Monument land; and  

 Allows the import of legally hunted polar 

bear trophies now tangled in federal red-tape.  

A major focus of the organizations that helped craft 

H.R. 4089 is to prevent frivolous lawsuits that unfairly 

restrict the rights of hunters, anglers and shooters and 

limit wildlife conservation and management.  Over the 

last decade anti-hunting groups and their trial lawyers 

have filed multiple suits in courts arguing that existing 

federal law does not allow, or requires restrictions on 

fishing, hunting, and shooting on federal public lands.  

Defending against these suits has cost state and 

federal wildlife agencies and sportsmen’s 

organizations, including the U.S. Sportsmen’s 

Alliance (USSA), millions of dollars.  

 

In 1998, USSA first proposed that federal BLM 

and Forest Service lands, which total over 700 million 

acres, be declared legally open to fishing, hunting and 

shooting unless closed by specific agency action.  In 

the intervening years, USSA has worked to persuade 

the sporting community and Congress of the need for 

such legislation.  House passage of H.R. 4089 is the 

result of this long effort to build strong legal barriers 

against anti-hunters and the animal rights lobby. 

The bill also protects fishing tackle and 

ammunition from attacks.  Recently, the Center for 

Biological Diversity filed a notice of intent to sue the 

federal government to force the U.S. EPA to ban the 

use of lead in ammunition and fishing tackle.  Their 

claim misrepresented the intent of the Toxic 

Substance Control Act which was enacted in 1976 to 

allow the EPA to regulate new commercial chemicals 

entering the market and the distribution of existing 

chemicals found to pose unreasonable risks to public 

health or the environment.  It was never intended to 

allow the regulation of ammunition and fishing 

tackle.  

 

“H.R. 4089 spells out in plain language that 

hunting, fishing and recreational shooting are 

legitimate uses of federal public lands and that these 

lands are open, as a matter of law, to these traditional 

activities,” said Bud Pidgeon, USSA president and 

CEO.  “And it makes it crystal clear that the U.S. EPA 

does not have the authority to restrict American’s 

choices of ammunition and fishing tackle.” 

 

In addition to USSA, H.R. 4089 is supported by an 

array of sporting conservation groups including the 

American Sportfishing Association, Congressional 

Sportsmen’s Foundation, National Rifle Association, 

National Shooting Sports Foundation, and Safari Club 

International 

 

April 12, 2012 – USSA - Listeners Hear Sandhill 

Season Debate   Wisconsin Public Radio listeners 

tuned in to hear an unusual topic on-the-air one recent 

morning. U.S. Sportsmen’s Alliance Director of 

Federal Affairs Bill Horn was debating an Audubon 

society member about a potential sandhill crane 

hunting season in Wisconsin. 

 

April 12, 2012 – USSA - Protect What’s Right: 

What Stops You From Taking Someone Hunting?  By 

Evan Heusinkveld, Director of State Services   The 

future of hunting depends on hunters taking family 

and friends into the field.  Evan Heusinkveld, USSA’s 

director of state services, blogs about what holds us 

back from asking someone to go hunting. Visit Protect 

What’s Right for the full post. 

 

April 12, 2012 – USSA - Texas Sporting Dogs 

Retain Protection  Texas’ Department of Licensing 

and Regulations (TDLR) recently adopted final 

commercial dog breeder regulations that include a 

crucial sporting dog exemption. 

 

http://www.ussafoundation.org/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.ussportsmen.org%2f%3fp%3d729&srcid=8740&srctid=1&erid=11324435&trid=ad871450-107f-4c56-a134-82e2708a87de
http://www.ussafoundation.org/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.ussportsmen.org%2f%3fp%3d729&srcid=8740&srctid=1&erid=11324435&trid=ad871450-107f-4c56-a134-82e2708a87de
http://www.ussafoundation.org/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwp.me%2fp2ka1X-1Y&srcid=8740&srctid=1&erid=11324435&trid=ad871450-107f-4c56-a134-82e2708a87de
http://www.ussafoundation.org/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwp.me%2fp2ka1X-1Y&srcid=8740&srctid=1&erid=11324435&trid=ad871450-107f-4c56-a134-82e2708a87de
http://www.ussafoundation.org/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwp.me%2fp2ka1X-1Y&srcid=8740&srctid=1&erid=11324435&trid=ad871450-107f-4c56-a134-82e2708a87de
http://www.ussafoundation.org/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwp.me%2fp2ka1X-1Y&srcid=8740&srctid=1&erid=11324435&trid=ad871450-107f-4c56-a134-82e2708a87de
http://www.ussafoundation.org/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.ussportsmen.org%2fhunting%2ftexas-sporting-dogs-retain-protection%2f&srcid=8740&srctid=1&erid=11324435&trid=ad871450-107f-4c56-a134-82e2708a87de
http://www.ussafoundation.org/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.ussportsmen.org%2fhunting%2ftexas-sporting-dogs-retain-protection%2f&srcid=8740&srctid=1&erid=11324435&trid=ad871450-107f-4c56-a134-82e2708a87de


April 12, 2012 – USSA - USSA Sentry Founds 

University Trap & Skeet Club DePauw University, 

near Greencastle, Indiana, recently approved a Trap & 

Skeet Club as a way for students to enjoy the shooting 

sports in a safe, ethical and collegial environment. The 

concept was created by U.S. Sportsmen’s Alliance 

Sentry and DePauw student Mitch Strobl. 

 

USSA News Alerts (above): 

U.S. Sportsmen's Alliance 

 

================================ 

***News Links 
 

12-05-02 Residents warned of bold home 

invasions 

A string of Murrysville home invasions in recent 

weeks could be drug-related, police Chief Thomas 

Seefeld said. 

Bold intruders have entered two occupied homes 

and, in a third, took $25,000 worth of jewelry and 

antique guns. 

"They're desperate," Seefeld said. "When they need 

their drugs, they're desperate," and they'll take risks. 

Burglaries and thefts are on the rise in the area 

because of the poor economy and the drug trade, 

according to state police in Indiana. 

A state police advisory urges residents to protect 

themselves and their homes by investing in a heavy 

safe to secure firearms, important documents and 

jewelry; a home-monitoring system; or motion lights. 

Thieves are targeting scrap metal, jewelry and 

guns, police said. 

Burglaries, thefts and other property crimes 

typically are drug-related, Greensburg state police 

spokesman Trooper Steven Limani said. 

"Drugs cause around 97 percent of the property-

type crimes we have," he said. 

Some municipal police departments have seen an 

increase in vehicle break-ins, where thieves or looking 

for cash, GPS units and other electronics. 

Derry police Chief Randolph S. Glick said a police 

recently arrested a man and found he had several GPS 

units and stereos stolen from vehicles. 

"Anything they can get their hands on to pawn or 

sell or trade," he said. "Heroin ... is very, very 

inexpensive and very pure, which makes it very 

addicting. People get hooked and ... they need the 

money." 

Greensburg police Capt. George Seranko said 

vehicle thefts are more common than burglaries in the 

city. Because most thefts are from unlocked vehicles, 

he advises people to keep the vehicles locked. 

"Anything valuable, place it where nobody can see 

it," he said, noting that those items can be easily 

turned into cash used to buy drugs, Seranko said. 

A safe can be a good way to prevent the loss of 

important documents and cherished items, state police 

at Indiana said. 

Westmoreland Lock & Safe Co. owner Pete 

Miscovich said safe buyers have their security in 

mind. 

"Most of (the sales are) because they've seen 

burglaries in the area, and they want to protect 

themselves," Miscovich said. 

The home security industry is predicted to grow by 

27 percent between 2010 and 2012, according to 

Parks Associates market research. Internet-based 

security systems are expected to increase through 

2016. 

State police at Indiana advise writing down serial 

numbers and identifying details of firearms, 

electronics and other important items and keeping the 

document in a separate location. 

"In order to enter a stolen article into the national 

registry, serial numbers are required," police said. 

Burglars aren't necessarily strangers; a suspect 

could be a trusted friend or family member, Glick 

said. 

"You would be surprised who's stealing from you," 

he said. "Lock your car, lock your house." 

What to do if you are the victim of a home 

invasion: 

= Don't touch anything. 

= Call 911. 

= Retrieve any lists of serial numbers and 

identifying characteristics of stolen items, such as 

guns or electronics. 

Source: Pennsylvania State Police 

http://triblive.com/news/indiana/1296257-

74/police-state-burglaries-items-safe-thefts-anything-

drug-drugs-electronics 

 

12-05-01 Top ICE figure pleads guilty in brazen, 

$600G scam 

In a brazen criminal scheme to defraud taxpayers, 

one of the highest-ranking officials in the U.S. 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement agency 

http://www.ussafoundation.org/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.ussportsmen.org%2fvideo%2fussa-sentry-founds-university-trap-skeet-club%2f&srcid=8740&srctid=1&erid=11324435&trid=ad871450-107f-4c56-a134-82e2708a87de
http://www.ussafoundation.org/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.ussportsmen.org%2fvideo%2fussa-sentry-founds-university-trap-skeet-club%2f&srcid=8740&srctid=1&erid=11324435&trid=ad871450-107f-4c56-a134-82e2708a87de
http://www.ussportsmen.org/Page.aspx?pid=240
http://www.ussportsmen.org/Page.aspx?pid=240
http://triblive.com/news/indiana/1296257-74/police-state-burglaries-items-safe-thefts-anything-drug-drugs-electronics
http://triblive.com/news/indiana/1296257-74/police-state-burglaries-items-safe-thefts-anything-drug-drugs-electronics
http://triblive.com/news/indiana/1296257-74/police-state-burglaries-items-safe-thefts-anything-drug-drugs-electronics


pleaded guilty Tuesday in federal court to helping 

embezzle $600,000 from the federal government. 

Over three years, James Woosley and at least five 

other ICE employees scammed the agency by 

fabricating expenses for trips that were never taken 

and for hotel, rental car and restaurant expenses that 

did not exist, according to court records. 

His son and Woosley's live-in girlfriend, Lateisha 

Rollerson -- both ICE employees -- allegedly ran the 

scam out of the elder Woosley's two Virginia homes. 

Here's how it worked, according to court records: 

ICE employees traveled to Washington, D.C., on 

business, but instead of staying at a hotel, they stayed 

with Woosley. Rollerson allegedly created false 

receipts from hotels like the local Marriott, while 

Woosley approved their fraudulent expense reports 

and charged each employee a kick-back fee for half 

the amount. 

Prosecutors accused Woosley of receiving about 

$188,000, some of which he used to buy a new house 

and a boat. 

Sources inside ICE tell Fox News the scam 

represents total breakdown of oversight within the 

agency, especially given the periodic background 

checks and financial examinations given to agents 

working within the sensitive Office of Intelligence.  

"It tells us that the vetting process and the checks 

and balances, the internal controls at ICE, obviously 

are inadequate," said Rep. Candice Miller, R-Mich., 

who sits on the House Committee on Homeland 

Security.  

"It's bad enough you find some employees, federal 

employees, who are misusing taxpayer dollars," 

Miller said. "However, in this case, these are ... 

intelligence officers that are handling classified 

information." 

One ICE employee involved was Ahmed Abdallat, 

the agency's intelligence supervisor in El Paso, Texas. 

Abdallat, a former colonel in the Jordanian Air Force, 

joined the agency in 1995 and worked throughout the 

Middle East, including three years in Saudi Arabia. 

Abdallat's salary was by no means enough to make 

him rich, yet in 2010 he made three wire transfers to 

Middle Eastern accounts totaling $570,000, and he 

maintained personal accounts in Jordan totaling $1.2 

million, authorities say. 

Shannon Enochs, an FBI special agent, said during 

a lengthy court hearing that the FBI does not know 

where Abdallat got the money but doubted he made it 

working as a civil servant within the U.S. or Jordanian 

governments. 

Abdallat travelled to D.C. at least 13 times in 2009 

and 2010. Each time he submitted travel vouchers that 

allegedly contained fictitious charges not supported by 

any receipts or fake receipts created by Rollerson on 

her home computer. Each time, ICE paid. 

More serious, however, were his trips to Jordan. 

Federal prosecutors charged him with eight counts of 

misusing a diplomatic passport he was not supposed 

to have to fly to Jordan. 

During a search warrant of Abdallat's home in El 

Paso, the FBI reported pulling out 29 boxes of 

evidence, including two Jordanian passports he denied 

having during background checks in 2000, 2005 and 

2010. He also denied having foreign bank accounts, 

though the FBI found several written in Arabic after 

serving their search warrant. 

As a life-long intelligence officer with clearance to 

secret and classified papers on terrorism, narcotics and 

human smuggling along the Southwest border, 

Abdallat's file should have received priority review. 

Instead, he maintained close personal and financial 

ties to Jordan, apparently without suspicion. 

Four of the five suspects indicted by the U.S. 

Attorney's Office in this ICE scam already pleaded 

guilty to embezzlement and received one to two years 

in prison.  

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2012/05/01/top-

ice-figure-expected-to-plead-guilty-to-brazen-500g-

scam/?test=latestnews#ixzz1tiQganeY 

 

12-04-30 Assistant on The View shot in the 

stomach in a New York deli for taking too long 

ordering a sandwich 

Lourdes Guillen, 25, was shot as she tried to 

protect her male cousin  

Hosts from The View praised Guillen as a hero  

Whoopi Goldberg said Guillen 'almost paid the 

ultimate price for her a 

A production assistant on TV talk show The View 

was shot in the stomach during an angry stand-off in a 

New York deli yesterday - all because she took too 

long ordering her food.  

Three armed thugs fired at Lourdes Guillen, 25, as 

she tried to protect her cousin, Juan Medina, 24 - who 

had already been shot twice. 

Hosts from the TV show have praised Guillen, who 

still has a bullet lodged in her stomach, as a hero.  

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2012/05/01/top-ice-figure-expected-to-plead-guilty-to-brazen-500g-scam/?test=latestnews#ixzz1tiQganeY
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2012/05/01/top-ice-figure-expected-to-plead-guilty-to-brazen-500g-scam/?test=latestnews#ixzz1tiQganeY
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2012/05/01/top-ice-figure-expected-to-plead-guilty-to-brazen-500g-scam/?test=latestnews#ixzz1tiQganeY


'This weekend, a member of our "View" family 

almost paid the ultimate price for her act of heroism,' 

said Whoopi Goldberg. 

The incident took place at a 24 hour bodega in 

Brooklyn's Bushwick neighborhood at 5am on Sunday 

morning. 

Miss Guillen, who works behind the scenes on the 

hit daytime show, had been celebrating Mr Medina's 

last day in the city with a third cousin, Ramali 

Rodriquez. 

The men began hasseling the trio after deciding 

they were taking too much time ordering their food. 

One began fighting with Mr Medina , who is 

visiting the city from his home in the Dominican 

Republic, and then pulled out a gun and opened fire - 

hitting him twice in the stomach. 

Doctors at Manhattan's Bellevue hospital say she is 

in stable condition, her cousin, Mr Medina is in 

critical condition after undergoing a four hour 

operation. 

View panelist Barbara Walters said she had spoken 

to Guillen this morning and that Guillen had told her 

that would step in front of her cousin again.  

'Lourdes bravely stepped between them and 

pleaded with the gunman to stop the violence. He 

responded by shooting her in the stomach,' Walters 

said. 

Elisabeth Hasselbeck added that Guillen had 

applied pressure to her cousin’s  

Miss Guillen pleaded with the shooter to stop, later 

telling the New York Post: 'I knew that if my cousin 

got shot again, he would die. I couldn’t let that 

happen. I had to do something. 

'I was trying to talk him out of it, because if he saw 

I was a woman, he would stop. But clearly, that didn’t 

faze him at all.' 

She claimed the man  

Miss Guillen added: 'I fell down against a car next 

to my cousin. 'I wasn’t bleeding. It wasn’t painful. It 

was just obstructing my breathing. 

'We held hands and hung in there until the 

ambulance came.' 

The police are investigating the shooting. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-

2137299/The-View-production-assistant-Lourdes-

Guillen-shot-stomach-New-York-deli.html 

 

12-04-29 Changes to deer hunting seasons will 

be debated 

Pennsylvania Game Commissioners did not change 

the parameters of the state’s two-week firearms deer 

season for this fall. 

But for next year? That’s a possibility. 

Half of the state’s wildlife management units offer 

12 days of concurrent buck and doe hunting; half offer 

five days of bucks-only hunting, followed by seven 

days concurrently. 

The board began moving that direction a couple of 

years ago in an attempt to maintain harvests while 

satisfying hunters who wanted to see more deer.  

“The board’s kind of doing what the sportsmen 

want,” said commissioner Jay Delaney of Luzerne 

County. 

How well that’s worked is debatable. 

In units 2D, 2G, 3C and 4B — the first four to go 

to split seasons — deer populations have gone up, and 

hunters are seeing a few more does per week than 

previously, said Chris Rosenberry, the commission’s 

chief deer biologist.  

But surveys indicate there’s been no “second 

opening day effect” — a rush of hunters back to those 

units on the season’s first Saturday, when antlerless 

deer become fair game — as some predicted, 

Rosenberry said. Most hunters in those units still say 

deer populations are too low and ratings of the 

commission’s deer program have changed little, he 

added. 

“There’s been some limited success with going to a 

split season. There has been no overwhelming 

success,” said commission president Ralph Martone 

of New Castle. 

That’s got the board eyeing concurrent seasons 

statewide. 

It’s what biologists — and younger hunters, 

according to the survey — want. Rosenberry said 

concurrent seasons do not necessarily equate to fewer 

deer because the commission can control the harvest 

via doe license allocations. But they do help 

sportsmen who need flexibility in terms of time to 

hunt without hurting those who only want to shoot a 

buck anyway, he said. 

The board is going to consider that in conjunction 

with an ongoing review of its management units. It’s 

possible the boundaries of some may be withdrawn. 

If that occurs by October — before commissioners 

set seasons and bag limits for 2013-14 — a move to 

statewide concurrent seasons could follow.  

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2137299/The-View-production-assistant-Lourdes-Guillen-shot-stomach-New-York-deli.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2137299/The-View-production-assistant-Lourdes-Guillen-shot-stomach-New-York-deli.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2137299/The-View-production-assistant-Lourdes-Guillen-shot-stomach-New-York-deli.html


“I’d like to go back to full two-week concurrent 

seasons. But I didn’t want to keep piecemealing it,” 

said commissioner Ron Weaner of Adams County.  

Delaney said the survey showed 52 percent of deer 

hunters like split seasons, so no decision to abandon 

them has been made. But the discussion will take 

place, he added. 

“This is something very much on our mind,” 

Martone said.  

http://triblive.com/sports/outdoors/1107498-

74/deer-seasons-hunters-concurrent-units-board-

commission-hunting-rosenberry-season 

 

12-04-27 ATF & U.S. DOJ Plan to Remove 

CLEO Signature Requirement for NFA Firearms 

Transfers 

San Diego, CA --(Ammoland.com)- According to 

the National Firearms Act Trade & Collectors 

Association, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 

Firearms and Explosives (ATF) and the U.S. 

Department of Justice (DOJ) are preparing to remove 

the often burdensome Chief Law Enforcement Officer 

(CLEO) signature requirement from Form 1 and Form 

4 for NFA firearms. (see article here) 

“NFA firearms” are highly regulated devices 

meeting the specific and somewhat counter-intuitive 

definition of “firearm” as that term is defined under 

the federal National Firearms Act (NFA). These 

“firearms” include machineguns, short-barreled rifles 

and shotguns, destructive devices, silencers, and “any 

other weapons,” as that phrase is defined by the NFA. 

http://nfatca.org/ 

To lawfully possess any of these devices, one must 

register it with the federal government. And to make 

or transfer such devices, one must first submit Forms 

1 and 4 to the ATF requesting approval to do so. 

Under the current requirements, those forms must be 

signed by the local CLEO where the intended 

recipient of the NFA firearm resides before ATF can 

give its approval. 

A problem most Americans run into when 

attempting to make or acquire an NFA firearm is that 

most CLEOs are not too keen on signing the federal 

paperwork. Some outright refuse. And there is no way 

for the individual to compel the CLEO to sign. 

In response to this, and as a way to get around a 

stubborn CLEO, NFA firearm enthusiasts who wanted 

to acquire these devices have created “NFA Trusts.” 

Federal law allows for the transfer of an NFA firearm 

to a trust without a CLEO signature. But NFA Trusts 

tend to be costly to set up and, if done incorrectly, can 

expose the trust members to federal criminal 

prosecution. And even if an individual is able to 

obtain an NFA firearm directly or through a trust, 

state laws and restrictions still apply. 

Even if a person is the legal registered owner of an 

NFA firearm and in compliance with federal law, that 

person may nonetheless be subject to felony criminal 

prosecution under California law for possession of 

certain NFA firearms if they do not have a separate 

California permit. These permits for machineguns, 

destructive devices, and short-barreled shotguns and 

rifles, are practically impossible to get unless you are 

a member of, work closely with, or supply the 

military, law enforcement, or the entertainment 

industry. And silencers cannot be possessed by 

anyone other than certain military, law enforcement, 

and dealers/manufacturers licensed under the NFA. 

The removal of the CLEO signature requirement 

opens a new door of personal defense options, 

especially for those Californians who wish to acquire 

“any other weapons” (AOWs). 

Under the NFA, an AOW is any: 

weapon or device capable of being concealed on 

the person from which a shot can be discharged 

through the energy of an explosive, a pistol or 

revolver having a barrel with a smooth bore designed 

or redesigned to fire a fixed shotgun shell, weapons 

with combination shotgun and rifle barrels 12 inches 

or more, less than 18 inches in length, from which 

only a single discharge can be made from either barrel 

without manual reloading, and shall include any such 

weapon which may be readily restored to fire. Such 

term shall not include a pistol or a revolver having a 

rifled bore, or rifled bores, or weapons designed, 

made, or intended to be fired from the shoulder and 

not capable of firing fixed ammunition. 

Devices that fall under this definition include, 

among other things, disguised devices like pen-guns, 

cigarette lighter guns, knife guns, cane guns, umbrella 

guns, and handguns with a “second vertical handgrip.” 

Firearm models like the Serbu Super-Shorty and the 

Safety Harbor KEG12 are also considered AOWs. 

While some AOWs technically meet the definition 

of certain firearms prohibited under California law – 

e.g., “camouflaging firearm container,” “cane gun,” 

“firearm not immediately recognizable as a firearm,” 

“wallet gun,” “short-barreled shotgun” (California’s 

definition of short-barreled shotgun is much more 

expansive than the federal definition, including any 

http://triblive.com/sports/outdoors/1107498-74/deer-seasons-hunters-concurrent-units-board-commission-hunting-rosenberry-season
http://triblive.com/sports/outdoors/1107498-74/deer-seasons-hunters-concurrent-units-board-commission-hunting-rosenberry-season
http://triblive.com/sports/outdoors/1107498-74/deer-seasons-hunters-concurrent-units-board-commission-hunting-rosenberry-season


firearm designed or redesigned to fire a fixed shotgun 

shell meeting certain length requirements (Cal. Penal 

Code § 17180)) — as “generally prohibited weapons,” 

they are expressly exempted if possessed by a person 

permitted to possess them under the federal Gun 

Control Act (oddly, the California exemption 

references the Gun Control Act and not the NFA. The 

GCA generally governs the transfer, commerce, and 

transportation of common firearms, and makes no 

reference to “any other weapons”). So, if a person can 

lawfully acquire an AOW under federal law, he or she 

should be protected from prosecution for possession 

of one of the “generally prohibited weapons” under 

California law. 

A word of caution for Californians: While lawful 

possession of AOWs under federal law provides 

protection against prosecution for California’s 

restriction on “generally prohibited weapons,” it does 

not extend that protection to prosecutions for 

possession or restrictions on “assault weapons,” .50 

BMG rifles, “unsafe handguns,” etc. 

Make absolutely certain you and the device you are 

purchasing are compliant with California law before 

acquiring or possessing such devices. 

http://www.ammoland.com/2012/04/25/atf-u-s-doj-

plan-to-remove-cleo-signature-requirement-for-nfa-

firearms-transfers/#ixzz1tFoVwPfg 

 

12-04-25 Man says he shot in self-defense during 

roadside robbery in Stroud Twp. 

Two people have been taken to the hospital after a 

man told police he fired his gun in self-defense during 

a roadside robbery in Stroud Township on Wednesday 

afternoon.  

According to Stroud Area Regional Police, three 

occupants of a car on Garden Street flagged down an 

officer at around 1 p.m. One of the occupants told the 

officer he had been shot in the hand by a hitchhiker 

they had picked up on Business Route 209 in the area 

of Shafers Schoolhouse Road, police said.  

The injured man was taken to Pocono Medical 

Center for treatment and questioning by detectives. 

The other occupants of the car gave police a 

description of the man they picked up, and a search 

was conducted in the area where the shooting took 

place.  

However, under questioning, their stories began to 

fall apart, police said. At about the same time, a man 

called police from a home off Shafer's Schoolhouse 

Road to report being beaten by several individuals.  

In an interview, he told police that he was the 

shooter, that he was beaten and robbed by the 

occupants of the vehicle, and that he fired the gun in 

self-defense. He was taken to Pocono Medical Center 

for treatment of his injuries.  

Police have not released any names and are 

continuing to investigate. The weapon involved, a .45 

caliber firearm, was recovered by police.  

Check back at PoconoRecord.com for the latest on 

this developing story 

http://www.poconorecord.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article

?AID=/20120425/NEWS/120429851&cid=sitesearch 

 

12-04-24 Weeping four-year-old girl accused of 

carrying a GUN by TSA officers after she hugged 

her grandmother while passing through security 

Of all the many complaints about airport security 

and the TSA, one of the most common is that they 

make little distinction between plausible security 

threats and passengers unlikely to be doing anything 

wrong. 

And a recent incident in Wichita, Kansas has 

reinforced that argument, as a four-year-old girl was 

apparently subjected to a humiliating ordeal after she 

hugged her grandmother while she was waiting in 

line. 

The girl was accused of having a gun and declared 

a 'high security threat', while agents threatened to shut 

down the whole airport if she could not be calmed 

down. 

When asked about the overbearing treatment the 

girl received 

Four-year-old Isabella's horrific experience in 

Wichita earlier this month was recounted on Facebook 

by her furious mother Michelle Brademeyer. 

The family was in Kansas for a wedding, and was 

travelling home to Montana with Ms Brademeyer's 

mother. 

Ms Brademeyer and her two children had passed 

through security when the grandmother was detained 

after triggering an alarm on the scanners 

Isabella then, according to her mother, 'excitedly 

ran over to give her a hug, as children often do. They 

made very brief contact, no longer than a few 

seconds.' 

The young girl was immediately detained by 

security agents, who apparently shouted at her that she 

would have to be frisked too, and refused to let her 

mother explain what has happening. 

http://www.ammoland.com/2012/04/25/atf-u-s-doj-plan-to-remove-cleo-signature-requirement-for-nfa-firearms-transfers/#ixzz1tFoVwPfg
http://www.ammoland.com/2012/04/25/atf-u-s-doj-plan-to-remove-cleo-signature-requirement-for-nfa-firearms-transfers/#ixzz1tFoVwPfg
http://www.ammoland.com/2012/04/25/atf-u-s-doj-plan-to-remove-cleo-signature-requirement-for-nfa-firearms-transfers/#ixzz1tFoVwPfg
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Ms Brademeyer wrote: 'It was implied, several 

times, 

In her terror, Isabella tried to run away rather than 

face a full body pat-down, which unsurprisingly 

enraged the TSA officers further. 

One officer even told the girl's mother that the 

airport would have to be shut down and every flight 

cancelled if the four-year-old did not co-operate. 

They also apparently described the little girl as a 

'high security threat'. 

As Isabella was taken into a side room for a pat-

down, accompanied by her mother, she could not stop 

crying and refused to let the agents touch her. 

An officer repeatedly said she had 'seen a gun in a 

teddy bear' in the past, in an apparent attempt to 

justify the situation. 

Ms Brademeyer continued: 'The TSO loomed over 

my daughter, with an angry grimace on her face, and 

ordered her to stop crying. 

'When my scared child could not do so, two TSOs 

called  

Isabella continued to cry, and officers said the 

family would have to leave the airport as the TSA was 

unable to frisk the four-year-old. 

When a manager was called, he decided that the 

distraught Isabella could be checked alongside her 

mother, and let the family pass through security at 

last. 

But their nightmare was not yet over, as on a 

connecting flight in Denver, an airport employee 

demanded to know which of the family was Isabella - 

and 'looked really confused' when the girl was pointed 

out to her. 

Ms Brademeyer concluded her Facebook post by 

drawing attention to TSA rules against separating 

children from their parents, and added: 'I feel 

compelled to share this story in the hope that no other 

child will have to share in this experience.' 

When The Consumerist approached the TSA for 

comment on the bizarre incident, a spokesman said: 

'TSA has reviewed the incident and determined that 

our officers followed proper current screening 

procedures in conducting a modified pat-down on the 

child.' 

Last month the agency came in for criticism when 

a video of a three-year-old boy in wheelchair having  

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-

2134280/Weeping-year-old-girl-accused-carrying-

GUN-TSA-officers-hugged-grandmother-passing-

security.html#ixzz1sxAVHmrN 

 

12-04-24 Va. couple accidentally shot at gun 

safety class 

ROANOKE, Va. (AP) — A Roanoke, Va., man 

and his wife were recovering after he accidentally shot 

himself and her during a firearms safety class. 

The Bedford County Sheriff's Office tells media 

outlets that Michael L. Deel shot himself in the hand 

with a .45-caliber handgun. The bullet also struck his 

wife, Michelle, in the leg as she was sitting beside 

him. 

The incident occurred Saturday during a firearms 

safety class at a residence. The instructor, Thomas 

Starke, told police he'd left the room and then heard a 

shot. 

The Deels were taken to a local hospital where they 

were treated for non-life threatening injuries. 

Michael Deel says the shooting was a "stupid 

accident." 

http://news.yahoo.com/va-couple-accidentally-

shot-gun-safety-class-111518724.html 

 

12-04-24  Resident Fires Shots At Would-Be 

Robbers During Home Invasion 

WILKINSBURG, Pa. -- A resident fired shots at 

two would-be robbers -- critically wounding one -- 

when his house became the target of a home invasion 

Monday night, police said. 

According to police, a man, woman and two 

children were inside the home on Montier Street in 

Wilkinsburg when shots were fired about 9:50 p.m. 

Police said the man shot one of the intruders, who 

was taken to an area hospital in critical condition with 

multiple gunshot wounds to the torso. 

Police said the intruder was armed with a sawed-

off shotgun, which was recovered at the shooting 

scene. 

A second intruder fled on foot, police said. 

A warrant will be issued for that person, police 

said. More information is expected to be released 

sometime Tuesday. 

None of the residents were injured. 

The District Attorney's office will review the case 

and determine whether the resident will face any 

charges. 

http://www.wtae.com/news/30945808/detail.html 

 

12-04-24 Pa. primary: Independent and third-

party voters pay, don't play today 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2134280/Weeping-year-old-girl-accused-carrying-GUN-TSA-officers-hugged-grandmother-passing-security.html#ixzz1sxAVHmrN
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HARRISBURG — More than 1 million registered 

voters in Pennsylvania will not be allowed to 

participate in today's primary election even though 

they help pay for the candidate-selection process. 

Under state law, Pennsylvania's primary election is 

closed, meaning only voters registered with either the 

Republican or Democratic parties may vote. Voters 

registered as independents or with third-party 

affiliations are helping pick up the tab for what is, 

essentially, an internal process in which only 

Republican and Democratic voters can take part. 

Independents and third-party groups say they are 

being frozen out of an important step in the electoral 

process, but the major parties defend the system as 

necessary. 

About half the states have open primaries — which 

allow all voters to participate regardless of affiliation 

— or partially open primaries that allow independents 

to vote in one of the party primaries. 

Closed system 

Jennifer Bullock is founder and director of 

Independent Pennsylvanians, a grassroots 

organization of about 500 registered independents 

who fight for equal ballot access and open primaries. 

She said the primary election is the first step of a two-

level process and all should have access, as they do in 

the general election in November. 

"Essentially, we're locked out of the critical first 

round of the electoral process," she said. "It's part of a 

system that perpetuates the lack of political power for 

those who choose to not be a part of the two major 

parties." 

Because of the closed system, many voters in the 

state register with the Republican or Democratic 

parties simply so they can vote in the primary, which 

artificially inflates the size and power of those two 

parties at the expense of third-party groups, she said. 

The Pennsylvania Department of State estimates it 

costs about $20 million to conduct the election, which 

covers the cost of the voting machines, poll workers 

and tabulation of results. Since elections in 

Pennsylvania are conducted at the county level, 

county taxpayers pick up the costs. 

Pennsylvania has more than 4.1 million registered 

Democrats and nearly 3.1 million registered 

Republicans, according to the latest voter registration 

figures. 

More than 1 million Pennsylvanians are registered 

as independents or affiliated with a third party. None 

of them will be allowed to vote Tuesday, except in the 

six state House districts filling vacancies with special 

elections, which are being held at the same time as the 

primary. 

Bills in the works 

Two bills in the General Assembly would open 

Pennsylvania's primary election to all voters. 

House Bill 994, sponsored by state Rep. Eugene 

DePasquale, D-York, is awaiting action in the House 

State Government Committee; Senate Bill 1295, 

sponsored by state Sen. Anthony Williams, D-

Philadelphia, is similarly languishing in the Senate 

State Government Committee. 

Bullock said she holds little hope either bill will 

advance. 

"They never even get out of committee, because 

the lawmakers know open primaries would hurt their 

ability to control the election process," she said. 

Pennsylvania is one of more than 20 states with 

completely closed primary elections. In some other 

states, registered independents are allowed to choose 

which primary to vote in, while others allow all voters 

to cross registration lines if they choose. 

Mark Nicastre, spokesman for the Pennsylvania 

Democratic Party, defended the closed primary. 

"We believe Democrats should have the right to 

select who runs under their banner," he wrote in an 

email. 

The Republican Party of Pennsylvania did not 

return requests for comment. 

http://www.poconorecord.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article

?AID=/20120424/NEWS90/204240332 

 

12-04-23 Olympic shooting venue overrun by 

foxes 

Tally-ho! 

The reported $1.6 billion spent on Olympic 

security isn't keeping venues free from all intruders. A 

number of foxes have snuck into London's shooting 

venue and have chewed through cables, destroyed 

audio equipment and left, er, surprises near the medal 

podium at the Royal Artillery Barracks. 

"The place is inundated with them," organizer Peter 

Underhill told BBC Sport. "I'm sure there's more than 

one. They lived here before we created the venue so, 

at night, they're getting into some of our enclosures, 

going around and chewing things." 

Some competitors reported seeing the animals 

during a recent test event at the venue. While 

dropping off his guns in the locker room, Sydney gold 

http://www.poconorecord.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20120424/NEWS90/204240332
http://www.poconorecord.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20120424/NEWS90/204240332


medalist Richard Faulds caught a glance of an animal. 

His coach confirmed it was a fox. 

Guards who are already stationed at the venue at 

night will be tasked with shooing away the animals. 

And, before you ask: No, nobody is going to shoot a 

fox even though it seems like the most logical way to 

deal with the problem. 

How could they? Despite the chewing and 

gnawing, these are generous, giving animals. "Rumor 

has it there was a little present left by [the medal 

podium] in the indoor rifle range," Faulds told the 

BBC. 

You see? The foxes may be messing up audio and 

video equipment, but they come bearing gifts. And 

isn't that what the Olympic spirit is all about? 

http://sports.yahoo.com/blogs/olympics-fourth-

place-medal/olympic-shooting-venue-overrun-foxes-

172631898.html 

 

12-04-23 Unstable ground: The fine line 

between self-defense and murder 

Laveen, Arizona (CNN) -- Daniel Adkins knew his 

son would never leave Lady. So when animal control 

officers showed up at the door with Daniel Jr.'s yellow 

lab in tow, "I felt like he was calling out to me for 

help." 

Something was definitely wrong. 

Adkins and his wife, Antonia, had searched the 

neighborhood just hours earlier, tracing their missing 

son's footsteps down two miles of dusty road to a 

cluster of strip malls. But they didn't make it as far as 

the Taco Bell. If they had, they would have come 

across the flashing police lights and the body of 

Daniel Jr., lying on the asphalt by the drive-thru 

window, with Lady by his side. 

The next morning brought two police detectives 

bearing news that Daniel Jr., who was 29 but had the 

mental capacity of a 13-year-old, had been shot and 

killed. The shooter said he acted in self-defense. He 

has not been charged. 

Adkins' death on April 3 marks the most recent 

chapter in America's debate over the right to use lethal 

force. The controversy has ricocheted from coast to 

coast ever since unarmed teenager Trayvon Martin 

was shot to death in Sanford, Florida, on February 26. 

The Martin case renewed scrutiny of Florida's 2005 

"Stand Your Ground" law after Sanford police 

initially declined to arrest Martin's shooter, a 

neighborhood watch volunteer. George Zimmerman 

has now been charged with second-degree murder but 

likely will invoke self-defense. 

In Arizona, where the Adkins family lives, a 

similar law was enacted in 2006, tacked on to another 

gun bill after a gun rights lobbyist promoted it for 20 

seconds in front of the Senate Judiciary Committee. 

Called "Make my Day," it says people have no duty to 

retreat before using deadly force to protect themselves 

anywhere they have the legal right to be. 

Arizona and Florida are not alone in enacting these 

laws. Thirty-one other states also have laws that 

expand the use of deadly force beyond the home. 

People who kill armed intruders in their homes 

already were protected under the Castle Doctrine, the 

legal notion that your home is your castle and you 

have the right to use lethal force to defend it. 

Interactive: Does your state have expanded self-

defense laws? 

CNN reviewed four deadly force cases, each with a 

unique set of circumstances that tested the boundaries 

of Stand Your Ground laws. Each also raises 

questions about where the line is drawn between 

legitimate fear and vigilantism. 

Is the use of deadly force justified when the 

attacker has no weapon and doesn't touch the person 

who feels threatened? If an intruder has been subdued, 

is shooting him or her justified? Can a person chase 

someone down and then claim self-defense? Are 

Stand Your Ground laws necessary or were existing 

laws enough? 

Guns always have been a part of American life. 

The right to bear arms was addressed in the Second 

Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. But the law 

continues to evolve to this day, said Laurie Levenson, 

a professor at Loyola Law School in Los Angeles, 

California. 

"When you arm people on the streets, the 

opportunities for tragic shootings like the one in the 

Martin case increase," Levenson said. "Having a 

broader law lends itself to situations where people 

shoot instead of pursuing non-lethal alternatives for 

self-defense." 

The current debate over Stand Your Ground is 

healthy, Levenson added. 

"It is good that people are starting to rethink what 

we have done," she said. "Given the number of guns 

on the street, it is important that people not use self-

defense laws as an excuse for unjustifiable shootings." 

A study commissioned by the National District 

Attorneys Association in 2007 tied the trend toward 

http://sports.yahoo.com/blogs/olympics-fourth-place-medal/olympic-shooting-venue-overrun-foxes-172631898.html
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expanding self-defense laws to citizens' lack of 

confidence in the justice system in the wake of the 

September 11 terrorist attacks and Hurricane Katrina. 

People did not feel safe, and they did not trust their 

government to protect them. 

But the expanded self-defense laws worry police 

and prosecutors, according to the study. Chief among 

their concerns: Could the laws lead to what the study 

called "an increasingly armed and trigger-happy 

citizenry?" 

Meet the architect of Florida's Stand Your Ground 

law 

Shot 'straight in the heart' 

The confrontation that would catapult two more 

families into the middle of the lethal force debate 

began as the sun dipped below the horizon in Laveen, 

Arizona, a suburb southwest of Phoenix. 

It was April 3 -- 37 days after Martin's death in 

Florida. Daniel Adkins Jr. walked past Taco Bell's 

drive-thru just as a 22-year-old man pulled around in 

his SUV to pick up his order. Sitting in the passenger 

seat was his pregnant fiancée. 

CNN is withholding the shooter's name because he 

has not been charged with a crime. A police report 

describes how the deadly confrontation unfolded. 

The driver slammed on the brakes, just missing 

Adkins. The two men exchanged words. 

The shooter told police that Adkins "air swung" his 

hands in the direction of the SUV, but acknowledged 

he never hit him or his vehicle. Still, he said, he was 

afraid of what Adkins might do with the weapon he 

believed he was carrying. Although a weapon was 

never found, the shooter described it as a 3-foot metal 

pipe or bat. 

 

'Stand Your Ground' law under fire  

When Adkins lifted his hands in the air again, the 

driver drew his Smith and Wesson .40-caliber 

handgun from his sweatpants. He pointed the barrel at 

Adkins from inside his car and racked the slide of the 

gun, putting a bullet in the chamber. Then he pulled 

the trigger. 

Struck in the chest, Adkins fell to the ground, face 

first, clutching Lady's leash. The lab stayed at her 

master's side, even as the life drained out of him. 

The shooter pulled around to the front of the Taco 

Bell as his fiancée called 911. 

He told police he had no choice but to shoot. He 

said he couldn't drive away from Adkins because the 

dog was in the way and he "thought he had no other 

options," according to the police report. 

While the shooter said he did not believe Adkins 

would have killed him and his fiancée had he not 

fired, he also said he feared Adkins was trying to hurt 

him. 

Police turned over their findings to the district 

attorney's office. Prosecutors have sent it back for 

further investigation. 

CNN was unable to locate the shooter but spoke 

with a man who identified himself as his father. The 

man didn't want to be named and stood behind the 

door of his home, warning that he had a gun in his 

hand. He defended his son's right to use deadly force. 

He said witnesses at the scene told him that Adkins 

"went beserk" on his son, raising his hands and 

yelling: "What the hell, you almost hit me" and to 

"watch where the f*** you're going." 

As the shooter's father recounted the events of that 

night, Adkins' family sat together in their living room 

a few blocks away, searching for answers. They 

believe their son was the victim of a trigger-happy 

young man. 

We need justice for Daniel. We need this guy 

behind bars because he does not deserve to be out. 

Marina Reyes, sister of Daniel Adkins Jr. 

Above the couch, Daniel Jr. seemed to look down 

at them from a photograph. They still can't believe 

that four weeks have passed and the man who killed 

him is free and in the same neighborhood where they 

live. They want to know: What else needs to be 

investigated? 

Their thoughts turn to the funeral, and they begin 

to cry. 

They bought Daniel Jr. a teddy bear for Easter but 

didn't get to give it to him. Instead, they placed it at a 

memorial for him at Taco Bell. Easter Sunday became 

a day to say goodbyes. 

"We're at a funeral viewing my brother in a coffin 

while [the shooter] is at home with his family," said 

Marina Reyes, Daniel Jr.'s sister. "It's not fair to us. 

We need justice for Daniel. We need this guy behind 

bars because he does not deserve to be out." 

The specter of Florida's Trayvon Martin case 

haunts both families. 

The shooter's father worries that his son will be 

seen as another George Zimmerman."This is not like 

that case," the father said. "This guy was attacking my 

son." 



Adkins' father worries that the politics swirling 

around the Martin case may give Arizona police and 

prosecutors cold feet about pursuing his son's shooter. 

He believes in gun rights, but says people need to 

"be responsible and know when to use one." 

"Why didn't he shoot my son in the leg? It 

would've stopped him. He hit him right straight in the 

heart. He shot to kill." 

The loss of their son, and the circumstances in 

which he died, have tied the Adkins family to Trayvon 

Martin's. After Daniel Jr. was killed, they wrote 

Martin's parents a letter. 

"Nobody knows the pain of losing a son in this way 

besides them," said Adkins' father. "His mother, she 

just wants justice for her son, just like we do. I'll go 

anywhere it takes, talk shows, make signs, whatever it 

takes." 

"I'm not letting my son die in vain." 

Reluctant symbol 

James Workman never wanted to be the poster boy 

for the nation's first Stand Your Ground law. But an 

elderly hurricane victim made a compelling symbol. 

Shortly after 2 a.m. on November 3, 2004, 

Workman shot and killed 35-year-old Rodney Cox, a 

FEMA worker from North Carolina who had come to 

his house near Pensacola, Florida, and asked for a 

drink of water. 

Workman and his wife, Kathryn, were staying in 

an RV in the driveway of their home. Hurricane Ivan 

had made landfall seven weeks earlier, collapsing 

their front porch and peeling back the roof. The 

damaged house was unlivable. 

It was a scary time on Florida's Perdido Key. 

People were camped out everywhere, and nerves were 

frayed. It felt like they were living in a war zone. 

Just a week or two before, police subdued a man 

with a machete at the house next door. And a few days 

earlier, while they were away, someone in a camper 

parked in front of their house, used their hose and left 

the water running. 

On a recent weekday, Kathryn Workman, now 62, 

stood with her husband in front of their tidy brick 

house with the sweeping view of Big Lagoon and the 

sugar sand dunes along the Gulf of Mexico. She 

stepped around her driveway, re-enacting events still 

vivid in her mind. 

"He's in the trailer. He's in the trailer with us. ... 

Please, oh please God ... He is in here." 

Kathryn Workman 

It was warm and windy that night and she couldn't 

sleep. As she reached to adjust a window, she spotted 

a stranger headed toward the front door of the house. 

She woke her husband, who grabbed his .38, and 

stepped outside. 

The stranger mumbled and asked for a drink of 

water. Workman ordered him to "Get on out of here," 

and fired the warning shot into the grass. Instead, the 

man bolted toward the trailer where Kathryn was 

backed up against the kitchen sink, a phone in one 

hand and her own .38-caliber handgun in the other. 

She screamed, telling the 911 dispatcher: "He's in 

the trailer. He's in the trailer with us. ... Please, oh 

please God ... He is in here." 

There were sounds of a struggle. Seconds later, 

Kathryn Workman told the dispatcher her husband 

had shot the intruder. 

"He dropped down after a point, and then he got 

back up," she told CNN, adding that she and her 

husband tried to edge him toward the RV door. "He 

died, well, I don't know if he was dead then, but he 

collapsed right in front of our TV." 

When the police came, they had to escort the 

couple over the body. It was blocking the only way 

out. 

How Rodney Cox, the man Workman shot and 

killed, came to be on the couple's front lawn -- and 

inside their trailer -- remains a mystery. But his sister, 

Terri Lavery, says he was not a drunken, drug-addled 

drifter up to no good. He was the father of two, 

married to his high school sweetheart, a successful 

building contractor who "was kind of preppie." 

And on that night, he was a man looking for help. 

A few hours before he was shot to death, Cox had 

called 911 himself, saying he was a victim of 

domestic violence. It was his first night in the 

Pensacola area, and he was staying in a camper about 

two miles from the Workman house. 

But he kept giving the dispatcher the wrong 

address, explaining in frustration, "I'm not from 

around here." 

The deputy who found Cox reported that the man 

appeared to be intoxicated, describing him as "very 

jumpy" and "unable to stand still." He said Cox had 

trouble completing his sentences and was difficult to 

understand. He did not make note of any injuries. 

At some point during the evening, Cox had been 

hit over the head. The blow was hard enough to 

fracture his skull, an autopsy showed; his sister 

believes this may explain his erratic behavior. 



Workman knew none of that at 2 a.m., of course. It 

was dark, his wife was screaming, a stranger was 

holding him in a bear hug, and there was no time to 

think it all through. 

"We didn't have time to psychoanalyze him," 

Workman explained. 

He added that he made his decision in a heartbeat 

and feels he was justified. After reviewing the case for 

nearly four months, a prosecutor agreed and decided 

not to file charges against Workman. 

Lawmakers in Tallahassee seized on the Workman 

case as they considered the nation's first Stand Your 

Ground law. Rep. Dennis Baxley, co-sponsor of the 

law, said law-abiding people shouldn't have to wait 

months for prosecutors to rule a shooting in self-

defense is justified. 

"You have a 77-year-old gentleman and a 

perpetrator breaks into the RV to attack him," Baxley 

said. "It's months before he knows he's not going to be 

charged with a crime for simply defending his own 

life and his own property. That's not right. That's not 

how we do things here." 

Florida already had a law on the books based on 

the Castle Doctrine -- the legal notion that your home 

is your castle and you have the right to use lethal force 

to defend it. 

Fla. to review 'Stand Your Ground' law 

Stand Your Ground offered the presumption that 

using deadly force in self-defense is justified. It took 

the decision away from prosecutors, eliminating any 

wait to learn whether charges would be filed. 

Even though Workman's experience became the 

catalyst for the law, he was never asked to testify at 

the legislative hearings. He said he spoke to no one in 

Tallahassee. He learned about Florida's new law on 

the evening news. 

"Nobody ever asked us," he said. 

Workman, now 84, is reluctant to tell his story. 

"We don't want to be portrayed as gun-waving nut 

cases," his wife, Kathryn, explained. 

Nobody can say how Cox fractured his skull, and 

police apparently never looked into it. 

The Workmans told his sister they did not see Cox 

hit his head. When he fell after being shot, they said, 

he fell to his knees. 

"I just want to know if someone seems disoriented 

and asks for a glass of water, why do you have to 

shoot him?" Lavery said. "My brother was injured. He 

was trying to get help. Instead he got shot, twice, and 

died at the age of 35." 

She added, "I think everybody was on edge, and 

maybe a little trigger happy." 

Self defense or 'execution?' 

Jose Luis Gonzales loved spending weekends at his 

ranchette outside the border town of Laredo, Texas. 

But by the summer of 2007, he'd grown frustrated 

with the burglaries occurring at his house. So when 

four boys, ages 11 to 15, broke in around midnight 

one night in July, Gonzales greeted them with a 

shotgun. 

What happened next depends on who is telling the 

story. But one thing is indisputable: At the end of the 

night, 13-year-old Francisco Anguiano was dead, shot 

in the back. 

The landmark case over Texas homeowners' right 

to defend their property was all anyone in town could 

talk about. It raised questions about how far someone 

can go -- and what it means to defend yourself using 

deadly force. 

Texas passed its Stand Your Ground law in 2007, 

extending the right to defend oneself not just at home, 

but also in the workplace or in a vehicle. Under the 

law, you can use deadly force if you reasonably 

believe it immediately necessary to protect yourself 

and prevent certain violent crimes, such as murder, 

aggravated kidnapping, sexual assault or robbery. 

The boys entered Gonzales' home looking for 

snacks, said Uriel Druker, the Webb County district 

attorney at the time. They came from a neighborhood 

where several homes had little or no running water, he 

noted. 

But Gonzales had no inkling about the boys' 

intentions, said his lawyer, Isidro Alaniz, who is now 

the district attorney in Webb County, where the 

shooting took place. He argued that Gonzalez had the 

right to use deadly force because the boys had broken 

into his home. 

Gonzales confronted the boys and, holding a 

shotgun, asked them what they were doing in his 

home, attorneys said. He ordered the boys to get down 

on their knees. 

He told one boy to "drop it," prosecutor Druker 

said. A bag of Cheetos fell to the floor. The boys 

testified at trial that Gonzales then smacked them with 

the shotgun. 

"They had hits all over their body," Druker said. 

"He then had them all laying face-down, subdued. 

These kids weren't going to go at him. He was 

screaming at them." 



In Texas, citizens have the unequivocal right to 

stand their ground against intruders in their homes. 

But Druker said that he believes Gonzales' claim of 

self-defense fell apart because he already had subdued 

the boys. If they were under Gonzales' control, and no 

longer a threat, he doesn't understand why Gonzales 

felt he had to fire the shotgun. 

Gonzales said during the trial that he had his gun 

pointed in the air, but he thought Anguiano, the 13-

year-old, was about to lunge at him. 

"He perceived this young boy going for his legs," 

said Alaniz, his lawyer. "He's pointing the weapon, his 

finger on the trigger, trying to figure out what to do, 

as he's outnumbered by four intruders. He's giving 

them orders not to move and one of them lunges. 

Maybe he was trying to hide, maybe he was trying to 

grab something, we'll never know." 

All that mattered, Alaniz said, was that his client 

felt at that moment that his life was in danger. He 

pulled the trigger. The bullet hit Anguiano in the back, 

traveling through his body and severing his spine. 

One of the boys carried Anguiano's bleeding body 

down the road as they tried to get him to a hospital for 

help. He was pronounced dead on arrival. 

Gonzales stood trial for murder in Webb County. 

The week-long trial posed the question: How absolute 

is your right to protect your home, your castle? 

"I think the town was split on the use of deadly 

force," Alaniz said about the case. "For some people it 

is absolute. You have every right to protect yourself 

from intruders. But the other side said, this is a 

defenseless boy on his knees. Why did you have to 

shoot him in the back?" 

This guy subdued them, beat them, had them on the 

ground. This guy executed that kid.  

Uriel Druker, former Webb County district 

attorney 

Druker said he believed Gonzales took things too 

far, acted like a vigilante and only claimed self-

defense when faced with charges. 

He said a medical examiner testified that there was 

no way the boy could have received the wound he did 

if he had lunged at Gonzales. And, Druker claimed, 

Gonzales never mentioned the boys lunging at him or 

fearing for his life until he got a lawyer. 

"This guy subdued them, beat them, had them on 

the ground," Druker said. "This guy executed that kid. 

You can't take it that far." 

But the defense said it was unfair for anyone to 

judge whether Gonzales should have shot the boy. His 

lawyer acknowledged that on the surface, Gonzales' 

actions seem unreasonable. 

"At first glance it looks like an execution," Alaniz 

said. "But until you are in a life-and-death situation, 

nobody knows how they are going to react. His 

perception was his life was in danger. This teen was 

going to knock him on his back, he would be 

outnumbered, and then perhaps the one that would 

end up being buried was Mr. Gonzales." 

A jury deliberated three hours before acquitting 

Gonzales. He spoke in Spanish to reporters after the 

trial, saying that at the end of the day it was his life or 

the boy's. 

The verdict shocked Druker. He needed to know 

why the jury agreed to acquit. He spoke to the jurors 

officially, and then again afterward when he saw them 

around town. He said he always heard the same 

answer: They feared losing the right to protect their 

own homes. 

"They said, at the end of the day we can't let these 

kids think they can come into our house and do that," 

he recalled. "It was sending out a statement. It was the 

idea of 'If you come into my home you're dead. At 

least, in Texas.' 

"It was the statute on trial, not Mr. Gonzales. They 

chose to say it's absolute, and we won't question 

people when they are where they are allowed to be." 

Alaniz said that while he felt the jurors returned the 

right verdict, he understood the murky nature of the 

case. It's a tough issue, he said, and it is about 

perception becoming reality when you fear for your 

life. 

"Nobody wins in these cases," he said. "We have 

an unnecessary death of a young boy, and a law 

abiding citizen put through a legal battle to fight for 

his life in a court of law. It was a tragedy all around." 

Giving Chase 

Proponents of Florida's Stand Your Ground law 

say it was never intended to apply to people who 

pursue someone and then use deadly force. "There's 

nothing in the statute that authorizes pursuit, 

confrontation or provocation and altercation," said 

Rep. Dennis Baxley, one of the sponsors of the 2005 

law. 

Lawmaker: 'Stand Your Ground' misused 

"Everything in this statute says, 'Defend yourself if 

you are a law-abiding citizen,'" he added. "We stand 

by you and the presumption of the law is with you." 

But how much on the defensive was Greyston 

Garcia when he chased a suspected thief for a block 



and confronted him before killing him early on the 

morning of January 25, 2011? Where should 

authorities draw the line? 

Police arrested Garcia, and prosecutors believed 

they had enough evidence to charge him with second-

degree murder. But a judge dismissed the case late last 

month, citing Stand Your Ground. 

Prosecutors are appealing the decision, and nobody 

is commenting at the moment. 

But the court file tells enough of the story to show 

that police, prosecutors and judges continue to 

struggle to find the line between a justifiable homicide 

and a case in which someone goes too far. 

Unlike the other cases, Garcia's doesn't involve a 

shooting, but a stabbing. 

It began when another tenant told Garcia someone 

was outside their apartment, stealing car and truck 

radios. Garcia grabbed a kitchen knife, ran down the 

stairs and started shouting at the man. 

The prowler saw him coming, grabbed a bag of 

stolen radios and took off running though Miami's 

Little Havana neighborhood. 

Garcia did not call police; instead, he chased the 

suspected thief, catching up with him about a block 

away. They scuffled, and the brief confrontation was 

captured on a neighborhood pharmacy's surveillance 

video. 

The video, while blurry, shows the suspect, Pablo 

Roteto, swinging a bag at Garcia. He blocked the bag 

and swung his right hand, stabbing Roteto in the 

chest. 

He later told police he didn't even know he had 

stabbed the man. 

Roteta, 26, collapsed and died in the street, 

bleeding out from a stab wound that slashed his aorta 

and pierced a lung. Garcia, unaware the man he 

chased had died, retuned home and fell asleep. 

Assistant Public Defender Eduardo Pereira sought 

to have the murder charge dismissed, arguing that 

Garcia's use of lethal force was justified and Stand 

Your Ground gave him immunity from prosecution. 

Prosecutor Jennie Conklin argued Garcia did not need 

to use deadly force because the suspect was running 

away. 

In end, the case rested on the 30 seconds in which 

Garcia caught up with Roteta. 

During a two-day hearing, a medical examiner 

testified that a blow from a four to six-pound bag of 

radios could cause great bodily harm, and perhaps 

even death. 

But prosecutors presented facts that didn't seem to 

support a self-defense claim: Garcia had hidden the 

knife afterward and he sold the other stolen radios. 

Judge Beth Bloom sided with the defense, noting 

that while prior Florida law required a person to 

retreat before using deadly force, Garcia "was well 

within his rights to pursue the victim and demand the 

return of his property." 

"How can it be Stand Your Ground?" the lead 

homicide detective, Sgt. Everns Ford, told the Miami 

Herald. "It's on video! You can see him stabbing the 

victim ..." 

He called the decision "a travesty of justice." 

You'll always have cases that are a close call. 

Rep. Dennis Baxley, co-sponsor of Stand Your 

Ground 

Kathleen Hoague, a top prosecutor in Miami-Dade 

County also was thrown by Bloom's decision. 

"We feel the judge abused her discretion," she told 

the Herald. "The law does not allow for you to use 

deadly force to retrieve your property." 

Whether someone acted in self-defense is a 

decision best left to a jury, she added. 

Baxley, the law's sponsor, defended Stand Your 

Ground, saying it is sound legislation and that police 

and prosecutors are working out kinks, as they would 

with any new law. 

"I think if anything, it's more a learning curve on 

how to apply it that's developing," Baxley observed. 

"You'll always have cases that are a close call." 

The human toll 

Stand Your Ground has turned the language of law 

enforcement on its head. Who are the victims? Who 

are the aggressors? 

The police report in the Workman case refers to 

him and his wife as "the actual victims," even though 

some might call Rodney Cox the victim. He didn't 

steal anything or raise his hand -- and lay dead on the 

floor of an RV. 

Perhaps, everyone is a victim in some way. 

In each of the four cases CNN examined, split-

second decisions carried tragic consequences -- for 

everyone. Families of the dead agonize over the "what 

ifs." The shooters feel remorse but are resolute in the 

belief that the law is on their side. 

In Arizona, a family raised a special needs son with 

extra care, only to lose him after a dispute at a fast-

food restaurant. A few blocks away, a father worries 

that his son will be arrested and vilified like he says 

George Zimmerman was. 



In Texas, a boy will never grow up, and a 

homeowner has to live with the consequences of 

taking a life to stop a group of teenagers from stealing 

snacks. 

In Florida, a working man from out of town never 

returned home because he was mistaken for a prowler. 

A retired couple was pushed into the limelight by 

politics and a law they never sought. 

And a bag of stolen car radios worth practically 

nothing cost a Florida man his life. The man who 

stabbed him doesn't know whether prosecutors will 

succeed in charging him. 

Laurie Levenson, the Loyola Law School 

professor, said the criminal justice system will sort out 

the issues presented by the individual cases, but 

added, "The bigger issue of what America is going to 

do about its love-hate relationship with guns deserves 

our attention." 

Those who mourn loved ones say there always was 

another, less extreme option. Lashing out with a gun, 

a knife, or a bat only escalates a bad situation into a 

violent one. 

Terri Lavery, whose brother was killed by 

Workman, says she owns guns and knows how to use 

them. But Stand Your Ground, she adds, is "a bad, 

bad law that gives people an excuse to just blow 

people away. Fire now and deal with the 

consequences later. It's a bad law because it is based 

on lies and half-truths." 

She said she thought she had forgiven Workman 

and made her peace. But the Trayvon Martin case 

stirred up old emotions, and now she isn't sure she can 

ever forgive. 

I hate his actions, but I don't hate him. 

Daniel Adkins Sr. 

Across two time zones, the family of Daniel 

Adkins Jr. also struggles to find compassion for the 

man who shot him, even if they think he was wrong 

and should be prosecuted. 

There were so many other options, Adkins' father 

said. "He could have driven away. He could have 

rolled up his window and called police. 

"This is a young kid, who made a horrible 

decision," he added. "I hate his actions, but I don't 

hate him." 

It isn't easy on those who sling the guns or swing 

the knives, either. 

The father of the young man who shot Adkins says 

the family feels a heavy burden every day, even if his 

son hasn't been charged with a crime. 

He hasn't slept well since the shooting and his son 

literally is sick over killing someone - throwing up 

whenever he thinks about it. 

But that doesn't change the fact he was doing what 

the law allowed him to, his father is quick to add. 

"I feel bad, I feel sorry for this family," he said. 

"It's a real bad situation. But the days we live in, you 

can't just go attacking nobody's car at 8 o'clock at 

night when it's dark at a drive-thru." 

James Workman, whose case launched the Stand 

Your Ground movement, feels the same way about 

Rodney Cox. 

"Of course I'm sorry I had to shoot him," Workman 

said, a tear forming in his eye. "I didn't want to shoot 

him. I wanted him to leave." 

Workman said he wouldn't hesitate to shoot again 

if the circumstances were the same. "It wouldn't make 

any difference to us what the law was," he said. "How 

many people do you know who wouldn't do 

everything they could to protect their wife?" 

He favors Stand Your Ground, with limitations. 

And that's really the key issue raised by this sweeping 

change in the nation's gun laws: Where should the line 

be drawn? 

"I think people ought to be able to protect 

themselves," Workman said. "I don't think they ought 

to be able to go looking for trouble." 

http://www.cnn.com/2012/04/29/us/stand-your-

ground/index.html?hpt=hp_c1 

 

12-04-23 Virginia teacher arrested for allegedly 

firing blanks at students 

A Virginia teacher has been charged with 12 felony 

counts after allegedly pulling a blank firing gun on his 

students and firing several times. 

"One for each student who was in there. And 

basically the charges result of inciting fear into the 

students," Washington County Sheriff Fred Newman 

told KSDK.com. 

The incident occurred just days after the five-year-

anniversary of the Virginia Tech shootings, during 

which 32 people were shot by a mentally ill student. 

The Kingsport Times reports that Manuael Ernest 

Dillow, 60, was teaching a welding glass at an 

Abingdon, Virginia, vocational school when he 

reportedly "gathered" the attention of his students by 

forcing them to line up. 

"He then pulled a 'blank firing handgun,' black in 

color, from the back waistband of his pants and 

discharged the weapon between four and ten shots in 

http://www.cnn.com/2012/04/29/us/stand-your-ground/index.html?hpt=hp_c1
http://www.cnn.com/2012/04/29/us/stand-your-ground/index.html?hpt=hp_c1


the direction of the line of the students," according to 

a police statement. "The 'report' of the firearm was 

similar to that of a firearm that fires a projectile, thus 

placing the students in fear, according to statements. 

No students were physically injured as a result of the 

incident." 

Sheriff Newman said Dillow apparently borrowed 

the gun, which is not capable of shooting actual 

bullets, from another school department. 

The Washington County Sheriff's Office says the 

charges levied against Dillow are all class 6 felonies, 

each punishable by up to five years in prison and a 

$2,500 fine. Dillow has since been released on a 

$20,000 bond. 

http://news.yahoo.com/blogs/sideshow/virginia-

teacher-arrested-allegedly-firing-blanks-students-

164758793.html 

 

12-04-18 NEGROES WITH GUNS 

Liberals have leapt on the shooting death of 

Trayvon Martin in Florida to push for the repeal of 

"stand your ground" laws and to demand tighter gun 

control. (MSNBC'S Karen Finney blamed "the same 

people who stymied gun regulation at every point.")  

This would be like demanding more funding for 

the General Services Administration after seeing how 

its employees blew taxpayer money on a party 

weekend in Las Vegas. 

We don't know the facts yet, but let's assume the 

conclusion MSNBC is leaping to is accurate: George 

Zimmerman stalked a small black child and murdered 

him in cold blood, just because he was black. 

If that were true, every black person in America 

should get a gun and join the National Rifle 

Association, America's oldest and most august civil 

rights organization. 

Apparently this has occurred to no one because our 

excellent public education system ensures that no 

American under the age of 60 has the slightest notion 

of this country's history. 

Gun control laws were originally promulgated by 

Democrats to keep guns out of the hands of blacks. 

This allowed the Democratic policy of slavery to 

proceed with fewer bumps and, after the Civil War, 

allowed the Democratic Ku Klux Klan to menace and 

murder black Americans with little resistance. 

(Contrary to what illiterates believe, the KKK was 

an outgrowth of the Democratic Party, with 

overlapping membership rolls. The Klan was to the 

Democrats what the American Civil Liberties Union 

is today: Not every Democrat is an ACLU'er, but 

every ACLU'er is a Democrat. Same with the Klan.) 

In 1640, the very first gun control law ever enacted 

on these shores was passed in Virginia. It provided 

that blacks -- even freemen -- could not own guns. 

Chief Justice Roger Taney's infamous opinion in 

Dred Scott v. Sandford circularly argued that blacks 

could not be citizens because if they were citizens, 

they would have the right to own guns: "[I]t would 

give them the full liberty," he said, "to keep and carry 

arms wherever they went." 

With logic like that, Republicans eventually had to 

fight a Civil War to get the Democrats to give up 

slavery. 

Alas, they were Democrats, so they cheated. 

After the war, Democratic legislatures enacted 

"Black Codes," denying black Americans the rights of 

citizenship -- such as the rather crucial one of bearing 

arms -- while other Democrats (sometimes the same 

Democrats) founded the Ku Klux Klan. 

For more than a hundred years, Republicans have 

aggressively supported arming blacks, so they could 

defend themselves against Democrats. 

The original draft of the Anti-Klan Act of 1871 -- 

passed at the urging of Republican president Ulysses 

S. Grant -- made it a federal felony to "deprive any 

citizen of the United States of any arms or weapons he 

may have in his house or possession for the defense of 

his person, family, or property." This section was 

deleted from the final bill only because it was deemed 

both beyond Congress' authority and superfluous, 

inasmuch as the rights of citizenship included the right 

to bear arms. 

Under authority of the Anti-Klan Act, President 

Grant deployed the U.S. military to destroy the Klan, 

and pretty nearly completed the job. 

But the Klan had a few resurgences in the early and 

mid-20th century. Curiously, wherever the Klan 

became a political force, gun control laws would 

suddenly appear on the books. 

This will give you an idea of how gun control laws 

worked. Following the firebombing of his house in 

1956, Dr. Martin Luther King, who was, among other 

things, a Christian minister, applied for a gun permit, 

but the Alabama authorities found him unsuitable. A 

decade later, he won a Nobel Peace Prize. 

How's that "may issue" gun permit policy working 

for you? 

The NRA opposed these discretionary gun permit 

laws and proceeded to grant NRA charters to blacks 

http://news.yahoo.com/blogs/sideshow/virginia-teacher-arrested-allegedly-firing-blanks-students-164758793.html
http://news.yahoo.com/blogs/sideshow/virginia-teacher-arrested-allegedly-firing-blanks-students-164758793.html
http://news.yahoo.com/blogs/sideshow/virginia-teacher-arrested-allegedly-firing-blanks-students-164758793.html


who sought to defend themselves from Klan violence 

-- including the great civil rights hero Robert F. 

Williams. 

A World War II Marine veteran, Williams returned 

home to Monroe, N.C., to find the Klan riding high -- 

beating, lynching and murdering blacks at will. No 

one would join the NAACP for fear of Klan reprisals. 

Williams became president of the local chapter and 

increased membership from six to more than 200. 

But it was not until he got a charter from the NRA 

in 1957 and founded the Black Armed Guard that the 

Klan got their comeuppance in Monroe. 

Williams' repeated thwarting of violent Klan 

attacks is described in his stirring book, "Negroes 

With Guns." In one crucial battle, the Klan sieged the 

home of a black physician and his wife, but Williams 

and his Black Armed Guard stood sentry and repelled 

the larger, cowardly force. And that was the end of it. 

As the Klan found out, it's not so much fun when 

the rabbit's got the gun. 

The NRA's proud history of fighting the Klan has 

been airbrushed out of the record by those who were 

complicit with the KKK, Jim Crow and racial terror, 

to wit: the Democrats. 

In the preface to "Negroes With Guns," Williams 

writes: "I have asserted the right of Negroes to meet 

the violence of the Ku Klux Klan by armed self-

defense -- and have acted on it. It has always been an 

accepted right of Americans, as the history of our 

Western states proves, that where the law is unable, or 

unwilling, to enforce order, the citizens can, and must 

act in self-defense against lawless violence." 

Contrary to MSNBC hosts, I do not believe the 

shooting in Florida is evidence of a resurgent KKK. 

But wherever the truth lies in that case, gun control is 

always a scheme of the powerful to deprive the 

powerless of the right to self-defense 

http://www.anncoulter.com/columns/2012-04-

18.html 

 

12-04-18 People using income tax refund to buy 

guns 

ORANGE COUNTY, Fla. (WOFL FOX 35) - 

Forget about paying the bills with your tax refund, 

some are heading to the gun shop instead. Over at 

Shoot Straight employees say more people are taking 

a shot at a owning a gun, thanks to Uncle Sam, "This 

is tax time and people are getting their tax returns or 

they're expecting to get their money back and they 

take a punch and make a purchase. Combine the 

uncertain times with the extra cash people are getting 

and these are the ingredients for good gun sales." 

Employee Charles O'Meara says politics help 

motivate sales, "In a presidential election year there's 

always a little bit of uncertainty. The Obama years we 

thought we'd hit high water marks that we'd never 

touch again and this year we're going beyond that." 

As people debate the Stand Your Ground law, 

many worry about losing the right to own a gun, "Any 

time people feel their second amendment right might 

be taken away or altered, they get concerned and buy 

the guns that they can buy now, while they can." 

Charles says more women are also buying guns, he 

says the pink guns are especially popular, "15% of our 

new buyers are women and that's growing. They're 

sizing the guns for the women." 

Charles tells us, guns can often keep much of their 

value, "Say you bought a gun for $300 a few years 

ago and sold it for $200 a couple of years later. For 

$100 you rented that gun for two years, you had pride 

in ownership and you got to do it." According to the 

National Rifle Association, there are around 60 

million gun owners nationwide. Charles says, it's 

inundating gun makers, "Manufacturers have had a 

hard time keeping up with demand. They're buying 

guns for all sorts of reasons." 

http://www.myfoxorlando.com/dpp/news/local/04181

2-people-using-income-tax-refund-to-buy-guns 

 

12-04-17 Blackhawks Circle Low Through 

Chicago Skies as Secret Service Releases Security 

Details 

Chicago - Blackhawks and A/MH-6 Little Bird 

helicopters used by special forces circling low through 

downtown Chicago skies made for a scary scene along 

the Chicago River, as they rattled windows flying 

among the city's skyscrapers. 

The training exercise comes as the city found out 

some of the details of what the Secret Service wants 

for security at next month's summit at McCormick 

Place. 

The Chicago Tribune reports that the most traffic 

for NATO dignitaries will be between McCormick 

place and downtown hotels in the Loop, River North 

and the Gold Coast. 

Fifty heads of state will attend, with delegates, and 

will be moving multiple times each day. 

FOX Chicago News viewers called in, describing 

men with automatic weapons, hanging out of 

helicopters.  

http://www.anncoulter.com/columns/2012-04-18.html
http://www.anncoulter.com/columns/2012-04-18.html
http://www.myfoxorlando.com/dpp/news/local/041812-people-using-income-tax-refund-to-buy-guns
http://www.myfoxorlando.com/dpp/news/local/041812-people-using-income-tax-refund-to-buy-guns


The city’s Office of Emergency Management and 

Communications on Monday announced that Chicago 

is the site of a military training exercise this week 

involving personnel and at least three helicopters.  

But the bland press release from City Hall did 

nothing to prepare folks for the jarring scene that 

unfolded Monday evening. 

“It was frightening,” Jessica Hill said. “I was 

definitely alarmed.” 

At least three Blackhawk helicopters flying at time 

in close order formation - at other times separating 

fairly widely - zoomed around office and residential 

towers for several hours. 

“I was pretty amazed,” Felise Llano said, “because 

they were definitely military.” 

Witnesses described three to four very heavily 

armed men in each chopper. Several said some of the 

men appeared to be tethered and were at times 

literally hanging out of the choppers, and looked 

ready to jump. 

Calling it routine training, city officials said in a 

statement such exercises are conducted by military 

personnel in various cities around the country. They 

say the exercises are designed to improve the 

military's ability to operate in urban environments. 

Emergency management officials said the training 

sites have been selected to minimize the impact on 

residents' daily routines. 

The timing of the drills led some to wonder if 

they're in preparation for next month's NATO summit. 

But officials said that the summit and the drills are 

unrelated. 

http://www.myfoxchicago.com/dpp/news/metro/mi

litary-blackhawks-circle-downtown-skies-honing-

urban-battle-skills-chicago-20120416 

 

12-04-17 Rep Waters ‘Castle’ Doctrine needs 

changes 

When the Pennsylvania Legislature debated 

expanding the Castle Doctrine law last year, I and 

others warned it would carry dire consequences; 

innocent lives would be lost. 

A thousand miles to our south in Florida, which 

enacted similar legislation in 2005 and allows people 

to carry guns with an out-of-state permit, we have 

seen the results of a law that encourages a shoot-first-

and-ask-questions-later mentality. 

Trayvon Martin, a 17-year-old armed with a 

package of Skittles and a container of iced tea, is 

dead. Reportedly, the young black man wearing a 

hoodie was tracked because he seemed out of place in 

a gated community. 

The shooter, 28-year-old community watch 

coordinator George Zimmerman, claims he shot 

Trayvon in self-defense. 

We must never allow another state-sanctioned 

tragedy like this. Pennsylvania must revisit its Castle 

Doctrine law and take steps to get guns off our streets. 

Prior to Gov. Tom Corbett signing the legislation 

into law last year, Pennsylvania allowed citizens the 

right to use deadly force, if necessary, against 

intruders in their “castle” or home. 

The new law allows the use of deadly force in 

other places, such as a car or public street, and does 

not require the person to retreat before shooting. 

I find it terrifying that we have enacted legislation 

that condones untrained civilians shooting someone in 

our streets. It’s the wrong direction for Pennsylvania. 

Instead, I believe the state should create a task 

force on gun violence and trafficking. 

The task force should be composed of law 

enforcement officials, including the Pennsylvania 

State Police, and would be tasked with investigating 

the use and transport of illegal guns and assault 

weapons across the state and developing measures to 

take them off the street.  

We can also revisit some common-sense proposals 

made during the debate on expanding the Castle 

Doctrine law that were rejected by the Republican 

majority. 

The proposals included legislation that would have 

required a missing firearm to be reported to police 

within three days; limited the purchase of handguns to 

one per month; required Pennsylvania residents to 

have a state license to carry; allowed Philadelphia to 

create an ordinance on assault weapons; banned 

assault weapons and closed a loophole in state law 

that allows people to carry guns with an out-of-state 

permit, even after being denied a gun permit in 

Pennsylvania. 

Let’s not let Trayvon Martin’s death go in vain. 

Let’s make some positive changes that will truly 

protect our citizens. 

State Rep. Ronald G. Waters D-191, represents 

portions of Delaware and Philadelphia counties and 

serves as chairman of the Pennsylvania Legislative 

Black Caucus. 

http://www.delcotimes.com/articles/2012/04/17/opi

nion/doc4f8cd8874b47a734711048.txt?viewmode=ful

lstory 
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12-04-16 Convicted defendants left uninformed 

of forensic flaws found by Justice Dept. 

Justice Department officials have known for years 

that flawed forensic work might have led to the 

convictions of potentially innocent people, but 

prosecutors failed to notify defendants or their 

attorneys even in many cases they knew were 

troubled. 

Officials started reviewing the cases in the 1990s 

after reports that sloppy work by examiners at the FBI 

lab was producing unreliable forensic evidence in 

court trials. Instead of releasing those findings, they 

made them available only to the prosecutors in the 

affected cases, according to documents and interviews 

with dozens of officials. 

In addition, the Justice Department reviewed only a 

limited number of cases and focused on the work of 

one scientist at the FBI lab, despite warnings that 

problems were far more widespread and could affect 

potentially thousands of cases in federal, state and 

local courts. 

As a result, hundreds of defendants nationwide 

remain in prison or on parole for crimes that might 

merit exoneration, a retrial or a retesting of evidence 

using DNA because FBI hair and fiber experts may 

have misidentified them as suspects. 

In one Texas case, Benjamin Herbert Boyle was 

executed in 1997, more than a year after the Justice 

Department began its review. Boyle would not have 

been eligible for the death penalty without the FBI’s 

flawed work, according to a prosecutor’s memo. 

The case of a Maryland man serving a life sentence 

for a 1981 double killing is another in which federal 

and local law enforcement officials knew of forensic 

problems but never told the defendant. Attorneys for 

the man, John Norman Huffington, say they learned of 

potentially exculpatory Justice Department findings 

from The Washington Post. They are seeking a new 

trial. 

Justice Department officials said that they met their 

legal and constitutional obligations when they learned 

of specific errors, that they alerted prosecutors and 

were not required to inform defendants directly.  

The review was performed by a task force created 

during an inspector general’s investigation of 

misconduct at the FBI crime lab in the 1990s. The 

inquiry took nine years, ending in 2004, records show, 

but the findings were never made public. 

In the discipline of hair and fiber analysis, only the 

work of FBI Special Agent Michael P. Malone was 

questioned. Even though Justice Department and FBI 

officials knew that the discipline had weaknesses and 

that the lab lacked protocols — and learned that 

examiners’ “matches” were often wrong — they kept 

their reviews limited to Malone. 

But two cases in D.C. Superior Court show the 

inadequacy of the government’s response. 

Santae A. Tribble, now 51, was convicted of killing 

a taxi driver in 1978, and Kirk L. Odom, now 49, was 

convicted of a sexual assault in 1981.  

Key evidence at each of their trials came from 

separate FBI experts — not Malone — who swore 

that their scientific analysis proved with near certainty 

that Tribble’s and Odom’s hair was at the respective 

crime scenes. 

But DNA testing this year on the hair and on other 

old evidence virtually eliminates Tribble as a suspect 

and completely clears Odom. Both men have 

completed their sentences and are on lifelong parole. 

They are now seeking exoneration in the courts in the 

hopes of getting on with their lives. 

Neither case was part of the Justice Department 

task force’s review. 

A third D.C. case shows how the lack of Justice 

Department notification has forced people to stay in 

prison longer than they should have. 

Donald E. Gates, 60, served 28 years for the rape 

and murder of a Georgetown University student based 

on Malone’s testimony that his hair was found on the 

victim’s body. He was exonerated by DNA testing in 

2009. But for 12 years before that, prosecutors never 

told him about the inspector general’s report about 

Malone, that Malone’s work was key to his conviction 

or that Malone’s findings were flawed, leaving him in 

prison the entire time. 

After The Post contacted him about the forensic 

issues, U.S. Attorney Ronald C. Machen Jr. of the 

District said his office would try to review all 

convictions that used hair analysis.  

Seeking to learn whether others shared Gates’s 

fate, The Post worked with the nonprofit National 

Whistleblowers Center, which had obtained dozens of 

boxes of task force documents through a years-long 

Freedom of Information Act fight. 

Task force documents identifying the scientific 

reviews of problem cases generally did not contain the 

names of the defendants. Piecing together case 

numbers and other bits of information from more than 



10,000 pages of documents, The Post found more than 

250 cases in which a scientific review was completed. 

Available records did not allow the identification of 

defendants in roughly 100 of those cases. Records of 

an unknown number of other questioned cases 

handled by federal prosecutors have yet to be released 

by the government. 

The Post found that while many prosecutors made 

swift and full disclosures, many others did so 

incompletely, years late or not at all. The effort was 

stymied at times by lack of cooperation from some 

prosecutors and declining interest and resources as 

time went on. 

Overall, calls to defense lawyers indicate and 

records documented that prosecutors disclosed the 

reviews’ results to defendants in fewer than half of the 

250-plus questioned cases. 

Michael R. Bromwich, a former federal prosecutor 

and the inspector general who investigated the FBI 

lab, said in a statement that even if more defense 

lawyers were notified of the initial review, “that 

doesn’t absolve the task force from ensuring that 

every single defense lawyer in one of these cases was 

notified.” 

He added: “It is deeply troubling that after going to 

so much time and trouble to identify problematic 

conduct by FBI forensic analysts the DOJ Task Force 

apparently failed to follow through and ensure that 

defense counsel were notified in every single case.” 

Justice Department spokeswoman Laura Sweeney 

said the federal review was an “exhaustive effort” and 

met legal requirements, and she referred questions 

about hair analysis to the FBI. The FBI said it would 

evaluate whether a nationwide review is needed.  

“In cases where microscopic hair exams conducted 

by the FBI resulted in a conviction, the FBI is 

evaluating whether additional review is warranted,” 

spokeswoman Ann Todd said in a statement. “The 

FBI has undertaken comprehensive reviews in the 

past, and will not hesitate to do so again if necessary.” 

Santae Tribble and Kirk Odom  

John McCormick had just finished the night shift 

driving a taxi for Diamond Cab on July 26, 1978. 

McCormick, 63, reached the doorstep of his home in 

Southeast Washington about 3 a.m., when he was 

robbed and fatally shot by a man in a stocking mask, 

according to his widow, who caught a glimpse of the 

attack from inside the house. 

Police soon focused on Santae Tribble as a suspect. 

A police informant said Tribble told her he was with 

his childhood friend, Cleveland Wright, when Wright 

shot McCormick. 

After a three-day trial, jurors deliberated two hours 

before asking about a stocking found a block away at 

the end of an alley on 28th Street SE. It had been 

recovered by a police dog, and it contained a single 

hair that the FBI traced to Tribble. Forty minutes later, 

the jury found Tribble guilty of murder. He was 

sentenced in January 1980 to 20 years to life in prison.  

Tribble, 17 at the time, his brother, his girlfriend 

and a houseguest all testified that they were together 

preparing to celebrate the guest’s birthday the night 

McCormick was killed. All four said Tribble and his 

girlfriend were asleep between 2 and 4:30 a.m. in Seat 

Pleasant. 

Tribble took the stand in his own defense, saying 

what he had said all along — that he had nothing to do 

with McCormick’s killing. 

The prosecution began its closing argument by 

citing the FBI’s testimony about the hair from the 

stocking. 

This January, after a year-long effort to have DNA 

evidence retested, Tribble’s public defender 

succeeded and turned over the results from a private 

lab to prosecutors. None of the 13 hairs recovered 

from the stocking — including the one that the FBI 

said matched Tribble’s — shared Tribble’s or 

Wright’s genetic profile, conclusively ruling them out 

as sources, according to mitochondrial DNA analyst 

Terry Melton of the private lab. 

“The government’s entire theory of prosecution — 

that Mr. Tribble and Mr. Wright acted together to kill 

Mr. McCormick — is demolished,” wrote Sandra K. 

Levick, chief of special litigation for the D.C. Public 

Defender Service and the lawyer who represents 

Gates, Tribble and Odom. In a motion to D.C. 

Superior Court Judge Laura Cordero seeking Tribble’s 

exoneration, Levick wrote: “He has waited thirty-

three years for the truth to set him free. He should 

have to wait no longer.” 

In an interview, Tribble, who served 28 years in 

prison, said that whether the court grants his request 

or not, he sees it as a final chance to assert his 

innocence. 

“Ms. Levick has been like an angel,” Tribble 

added, “.?.?. and I thank God for DNA.” 

Details of the new round of hair testing illustrate 

how hair analysis is highly subjective. The FBI 

scientist who originally testified at Tribble’s trial, 

Special Agent James A. Hilverda, said all the hairs he 



retrieved from the stocking were human head hairs, 

including the one suitable for comparison that he 

declared in court matched Tribble’s “in all 

microscopic characteristics.” 

In August, Harold Deadman, a senior hair analyst 

with the D.C. police who spent 15 years with the FBI 

lab, forwarded the evidence to the private lab and 

reported that the 13 hairs he found included head and 

limb hairs. One exhibited Caucasian characteristics, 

Deadman added. Tribble is black. 

But the private lab’s DNA tests irrefutably showed 

that the 13 hairs came from three human sources, each 

of African origin, except for one — which came from 

a dog. 

“Such is the true state of hair microscopy,” Levick 

wrote. “Two FBI-trained analysts, James Hilverda and 

Harold Deadman, could not even distinguish human 

hairs from canine hairs.”  

Hilverda declined to comment. Deadman said his 

role was limited to describing characteristics of hairs 

he found. 

Kirk Odom’s case shares similarities with 

Tribble’s. Odom was convicted of raping, sodomizing 

and robbing a 27-year-old woman before dawn in her 

Capitol Hill apartment in 1981. 

The victim said she spoke with her assailant and 

observed him for up to two minutes in the “dim light” 

of street lamps through her windows before she was 

gagged, bound and blindfolded in an hour-long 

assault. 

Police put together a composite sketch of the 

attacker, based on the victim’s description. About five 

weeks after the assault, a police officer was talking to 

Odom about an unrelated matter. He thought Odom 

looked like the sketch. So he retrieved a two-year-old 

photograph of Odom, from when he was 16, and put it 

in a photo array for the victim. The victim picked the 

image out of the array that April and identified Odom 

at a lineup in May. She identified Odom again at his 

trial, telling jurors her assailant “had left her with an 

image of his face etched in her mind.” 

At trial, FBI Special Agent Myron T. Scholberg 

testified that a hair found on the victim’s nightgown 

was “microscopically like” Odom’s, meaning the 

samples were indistinguishable. Prosecutors explained 

that Scholberg had not been able to distinguish 

between hair samples only “eight or 10 times in the 

past 10 years, while performing thousands of 

analyses.” 

But on Jan. 18 of this year, Melton, of the same lab 

used in the Tribble case, Mitotyping Technologies of 

State College, Pa., reported its court-ordered DNA test 

results: The hair in the case could not have come from 

Odom.  

On Feb. 27, a second laboratory selected by 

prosecutors, Bode Technology of Lorton, turned over 

the results of court-ordered nuclear DNA testing of 

stains left by the perpetrator on a pillowcase and robe.  

Only one man left all four partial DNA profiles 

developed by the lab, and that man could not have 

been Odom. 

The victim “was tragically mistaken in her 

identification of Mr. Odom as her assailant,” Levick 

wrote in a motion filed March 14 seeking his 

exoneration. “One man committed these heinous 

crimes; that man was not Kirk L. Odom.” 

Scholberg, who retired in 1985 as head of hair and 

fiber analysis after 18 years at the FBI lab, said side-

by-side hair comparison “was the best method we had 

at the time.”  

Odom, who was imprisoned for 20 years, had to 

register as a sex offender and remains on lifelong 

parole. He says court-ordered therapists still berate 

him for saying he is not guilty. Over the years, his 

conviction has kept him from possible jobs, he said. 

“There was always the thought in the back of my 

mind .?.?. ‘One day will my name be cleared?’?” 

Odom said at his home in Southeast Washington, 

where he lives with his wife, Harriet, a medical 

counselor.  

Federal prosecutors declined to comment on 

Tribble’s and Odom’s specific claims, citing pending 

litigation.  

One government official noted that Odom served 

an additional 16 months after his release for an 

unrelated simple assault that violated his parole.  

However, in a statement released after being 

contacted by The Post, Machen, the U.S. attorney in 

the District, acknowledged that DNA results “raise 

serious questions in my mind about these 

convictions.”  

“If our comprehensive review shows that either 

man was wrongfully convicted, we will promptly join 

him in a motion to vacate his conviction, as we did 

with Donald Gates in 2009,” Machen said. 

The trouble with hair analysis  

Popularized in fiction by Sherlock Holmes, hair 

comparison became an established forensic science by 

the 1950s. Before modern-day DNA testing, hair 



analysis could, at its best, accurately narrow the pool 

of criminal suspects to a class or group or definitively 

rule out a person as a possible source. 

But in practice, even before the “?‘CSI’ effect” led 

jurors to expect scientific evidence at every trial, a 

claim of a hair match packed a powerful, dramatic 

punch in court. The testimony, usually by a respected 

scientist working at a respected federal agency, 

allowed prosecutors to boil down ambiguous cases for 

jurors to a single, incriminating piece of human 

evidence left at the scene.  

Forensic experts typically assessed the varying 

characteristics of a hair to determine whether the 

defendant might be a source. Some factors were 

visible to the naked eye, such as the length of the hair, 

its color and whether it was straight, kinky or curly. 

Others were visible under a microscope, such as the 

size, type and distribution of pigmentation, the 

alignment of scales or the thickness of layers in a 

given hair, or its diameter at various points.  

Other judgments could be made. Was the hair 

animal or human? From the scalp, limbs or pubic 

area? Of a discernible race? Dyed, bleached or 

otherwise treated? Cut, forcibly removed or shed 

naturally?  

But there is no consensus among hair examiners 

about how many of these characteristics were needed 

to declare a match. So some agents relied on six or 

seven traits, while others needed 20 or 30. Hilverda, 

the FBI scientist in Tribble’s case, told jurors that he 

had performed “probably tens of thousands of 

examinations” and relied on “about 15 

characteristics.”  

Despite his testimony, Hilverda recorded in his lab 

notes that he had measured only three characteristics 

of the hair from the stocking — it was black, it was a 

human head hair, and it was from an African 

American. Similarly, Scholberg’s notes describe the 

nightgown hair in Odom’s case in the barest terms, as 

a black, human head hair fragment, like a sample 

taken from Odom. 

Hilverda acknowledged that results could rule out a 

person or be inconclusive. However, he told jurors 

that a “match” reflected a high likelihood that two 

hairs came from the same person. Hilverda added, 

“Only on very rare occasions have I seen hairs of two 

individuals that show the same characteristics.” 

In Tribble’s case, federal prosecutor David Stanley 

went further as he summed up the evidence. “There is 

one chance, perhaps for all we know, in 10 million 

that it could [be] someone else’s hair,” he said in his 

closing arguments, sounding the final word for the 

government. 

Stanley declined to comment. 

Flaws known for decades  

The Tribble and Odom cases demonstrate problems 

in hair analysis that have been known for nearly 40 

years.  

In 1974, researchers acknowledged that visual 

comparisons are so subjective that different analysts 

can reach different conclusions about the same hair. 

The FBI acknowledged in 1984 that such analysis 

cannot positively determine that a hair found at a 

crime scene belongs to one particular person. 

In 1996, the Justice Department studied the 

nation’s first 28 DNA exonerations and found that 20 

percent of the cases involved hair comparison. That 

same year, the FBI lab stopped declaring matches 

based on visual comparisons alone and began 

requiring DNA testing as well. 

Yet examples of FBI experts violating scientific 

standards and making exaggerated or erroneous 

claims emerged in 1997 at the heart of the FBI lab’s 

worst modern scandal, when Bromwich’s 

investigation found systematic problems involving 13 

agents. The lab’s lack of written protocols and 

examiners’ weak scientific qualifications allowed bias 

to influence some of the nation’s highest-profile 

criminal investigations, the inspector general said. 

From 1996 through 2004, a Justice Department 

task force set out to review about 6,000 cases handled 

by the 13 discredited agents for any potential 

exculpatory information that should be disclosed to 

defendants. The task force identified more than 250 

convictions in which the agents’ work was determined 

to be either critical to the conviction or so problematic 

— for example, because a prosecutor refused to 

cooperate or records had been lost — that it 

completed a fresh scientific assessment of the agent’s 

work. The task force was directed to notify 

prosecutors of the results. 

The only real notice of what the task force found 

came in a 2003 Associated Press account in which 

unnamed government officials said they had turned 

over results to prosecutors and were aware that 

defendants had been notified in 100 to 150 cases. The 

officials left the impression that anybody whose case 

had been affected had been notified and that, in any 

case, no convictions had been overturned, the officials 

said. 



But since 2003, in the District alone, two of six 

convictions identified by The Post in which forensic 

work was reassessed by the task force have been 

vacated. That includes Gates’s case, but not those of 

Tribble and Odom, who are awaiting court action and 

were not part of the task force review. 

The Gates exoneration also shows that prosecutors 

failed to turn over information uncovered by the task 

force. 

In addition to Gates, the murder cases in Texas and 

Maryland and a third in Alaska reveal examples of 

shortcomings. 

All three cases, in addition to the District cases, 

were handled by FBI agent Malone, whose cases 

made up more than 90 percent of scientific reviews 

found by The Post.  

In Texas, the review of Benjamin Herbert Boyle’s 

case got underway only after the defendant was 

executed, 16 months after the task force was formed, 

despite pledges to prioritize death penalty cases.  

Boyle was executed six days after the Bromwich 

investigation publicly criticized Malone, the FBI 

agent who worked on his case, but the FBI had 

acknowledged two months earlier that it was 

investigating complaints about him. 

The task force asked the Justice Department’s 

capital-case review unit to look over its work, but the 

fact that it failed to prevent the execution was never 

publicized.  

In Maryland, John Norman Huffington’s attorneys 

say they were never notified of the findings of the 

review in his case, leaving them in a battle over the 

law’s unsettled requirements for prosecutors to turn 

over potentially exculpatory evidence and over 

whether lawyers and courts can properly interpret 

scientific findings.  

In Alaska, Newton P. Lambert’s defenders have 

been left to seek DNA testing of remaining biological 

evidence, if any exists, while he serves a life sentence 

for a 1982 murder. Prosecutors for both Huffington 

and Lambert claim they disclosed findings at some 

point to other lawyers but failed to document doing 

so. In Lambert’s case, The Post found that the 

purported notification went to a lawyer who had died. 

Senior public defenders in both states say they 

received no such word, which they say would be 

highly unlikely if it in fact came. 

Malone, 66, said he was simply using the best 

science available at the time. “We did the best we 

could with what we had,” he said. 

Even the harshest critics acknowledge that the 

Justice Department worked hard to identify potentially 

tainted convictions. Many of the cases identified by 

the task force involved serious crimes, and several 

defendants confessed or were guilty of related 

charges. Courts also have upheld several convictions 

even after agents’ roles were discovered.  

Flawed agents or a flawed system?  

Because of the focus on Malone, many 

questionable cases were never reviewed. 

But as in the Tribble and Odom cases, thousands of 

defendants nationwide have been implicated by other 

FBI agents, as well as state and local hair examiners, 

who relied on the same flawed techniques.  

In 2002, the FBI found after it analyzed DNA in 80 

selected hair cases that its agents had reported false 

matches more than 11 percent of the time. “I don’t 

believe forensic science truly understood the 

significance of microscopic hair comparison, and it 

wasn’t until [DNA] that we learned that 11 percent of 

the time, two hairs can be microscopically similar yet 

come from different people,” said Dwight E. Adams, 

who directed the FBI lab from 2002 to 2006.  

Yet a Post review of the small fraction of cases in 

which an appeals court opinion describes FBI hair 

testimony shows that several FBI agents gave 

improper testimony, asserting the remote odds of a 

false match or invoking bogus statistics in the absence 

of data. 

For example, in testimony in a Minnesota bank 

robbery case, also in 1978, Hilverda, the agent who 

worked on Tribble’s case, reiterated that he had been 

unable to distinguish among different people’s hair 

“only on a couple of occasions” out of more than 

2,000 cases he had analyzed.  

In a 1980 Indiana robbery case, an agent told jurors 

that he had failed to tell different people’s hair apart 

just once in 1,500 cases. After a slaying in Tennessee 

that year, another agent testified in a capital case that 

there was only one chance out of 4,500 or 5,000 that a 

hair came from someone other than the suspect.  

“Those statements are chilling to read,” Bromwich 

said of the exaggerated FBI claims at trial.  

Todd, the FBI spokeswoman, said bureau lab 

reports for more than 30 years have qualified their 

findings by saying that hair comparisons are not a 

means of absolute positive identification. She 

requested a list of cases in which agents departed from 

guidelines in court. The Post provided nine cases.  



Todd declined to say whether the bureau 

considered taking steps to determine whether other 

agents intentionally or unintentionally misled jurors. 

“Only Michael Malone’s conduct was questioned in 

the area of hair comparisons,” Todd said. “The 

[inspector general] did not question the merits of 

microscopic hair comparisons as a scientific 

discipline.” 

Experts say the difference between laboratory 

standards and examiners’ testimony in court can be 

important, especially if no one is reading or watching 

what agents say. 

“It seemingly has never been routine for crime labs 

to do supervision based on trial testimony,” said 

University of Virginia School of Law professor 

Brandon L. Garrett. “You can have cautious 

standards, but if no one is supervising their 

implementation, it’s predictable that analysts may 

cross the line.” 

‘Veil of secrecy’  

A review of the task force documents, as well as 

Post interviews, found that the Justice Department 

struggled to balance its roles as a law enforcer 

defending convictions, a minister of justice protecting 

the innocent, and a patron and practitioner of forensic 

science.  

By excluding defense lawyers from the process and 

leaving it to prosecutors to decide case by case what 

to disclose, authorities waded into a legal and ethical 

morass that left some prisoners locked away for years 

longer than necessary. By adopting a secret process 

that limited accountability, documents show, the task 

force left the scope and nature of scientific problems 

unreported, obscuring issues from further study and 

permitting similar breakdowns.  

“The government has hidden behind the veil of 

secrecy to shield these abuses despite official 

assurances that justice would be done,” said David 

Colapinto, general counsel of the National 

Whistleblowers Center.  

The American Bar Association and others have 

proposed stronger ethics rules for prosecutors to act 

on information that casts doubt on convictions; 

opening laboratory and other files to the defense; 

clearer reporting and evidence retention; greater 

involvement by scientists in setting rules for 

testimony at criminal trials; and more scientific 

training for lawyers and judges.  

Other experts propose more oversight by standing 

state forensic-science commissions and funding for 

research into forensic techniques and experts for 

indigent defendants. 

A common theme among reform-minded lawyers 

and experts is taking the oversight of the forensic labs 

away from police and prosecutors. 

“It’s human to make mistakes,” said Steven D. 

Benjamin, president-elect of the National Association 

of Criminal Defense Lawyers. “It’s wrong not to learn 

from them.” 

More specifically, the D.C. Public Defender 

Service, Benjamin’s group and others said justice 

would be served by retesting hair evidence in 

convictions nationwide from 1996 and earlier. “If 

microscopic hair analysis was a key piece of evidence 

in a conviction, and it was one of only a limited 

amount of evidence in a case, would it be worthwhile 

to retest that using mitochondrial DNA? I would say 

absolutely,” said Adams, the former FBI lab director. 

The promised review by federal prosecutors of hair 

convictions in the District would not include cases 

before 1985, when FBI records were computerized, 

and would not disclose any defendant’s name. That 

approach would have missed Gates, Odom and 

Tribble, who were convicted earlier. 

Representatives for Machen, the FBI and the 

Justice Department also declined to say why the 

review should be limited to D.C. cases. The Post 

found that 95 percent of the troubled cases identified 

by the task force were outside the District. 

Avis E. Buchanan, director of the D.C. Public 

Defender Service, said her agency must be “a full 

participant” in the review, which it has sought for two 

years, and that it should extend nationwide. “Surely 

the District of Columbia is not the only place where 

such flawed evidence was used to convict the 

innocent,” she said. 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/crime/convi

cted-defendants-left-uninformed-of-forensic-flaws-

found-by-justice-

dept/2012/04/16/gIQAWTcgMT_print.html 

 

12-04-16 Pippa Middleton Caught in Gun-

Wielding Scandal 

Pippa Middleton, the sister-in-law of England's 

presumptive future king, could face criminal charges 

after a male companion was reportedly caught 

brandishing a gun and allegedly pointing it at a 

photographer following the pair in Paris. 

Middleton, 28, was in the passenger seat of an 

Audi convertible with three male friends Sunday 
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when the driver allegedly reached for a semi-

automatic gun and jokingly aimed it at a paparazzi 

following them, London newspaper The Sun reported. 

The image, released to the Sun by the French 

photographer at whom the pistol was aimed, shows 

Middleton, the younger sister of the Duchess of 

Cambridge, Kate Middleton, looking back at the 

paparazzo and grinning as her friend, the driver, 

reaches down and aims what appears to be the gun. 

The paper reported that the Paris Judicial Police 

department is "poised" to launch a probe into the 

incident. Charges could result in prison sentences of 

up to seven years for all four people in the car, or a 

two-year sentence if the gun turns out to be a fake, a 

source told the Sun. 

"If the evidence points to her involvement, she will 

be prosecuted. Anybody involved in the illegal use of 

a handgun in public is liable to arrest and 

interrogation," the source said. 

The French photographer is still weighing whether 

to file a formal police complaint, the Sun's royal 

editor, Duncan Larcombe, confirmed today on "Good 

Morning America." 

"We're told he isn't ruling anything out yet," 

Larcombe said. 

Middleton was reportedly in Paris to attend a 

costume birthday party at the Chez Raspoutine as a 

guest of fashion label owner Arthur de Soultrait, also 

a passenger in the car when the gun incident occurred. 

"Pippa is a party girl. She mixes now in very high 

society and they don't come very higher than this 

group of French aristocratic sons," Larcombe said of 

the three men Middleton was photographed with. 

The gaffe is a rare misstep for Middleton, who was 

dubbed "Her Royal Hotness" and became a target of 

paparazzi after she wowed onlookers as a bridesmaid 

at her sister's wedding to Prince William last April. 

It was revealed in January that lawyers for 

Middleton sent a cease-and-desist letter around to six 

media agencies that distribute paparazzi photographs 

worldwide. The letter was said to warn the agencies 

that unless their photographers stop following 

Middleton, she will pursue legal action, which could 

include an injunction and legal costs. 

Just prior to the letter being sent, the picture editor 

for U.K.'s Daily Mail newspaper reported that 400 

photographs of Middleton cross his desk every single 

day. 

Middleton, who lives in London and works for her 

family's party-planning business, was last said to be 

back in a serious romance with her old flame, George 

Percy, an heir to the Duke of Northumberland, one of 

Britain's grandest and richest titles. 

"Pippa has been photographed; she's been coached 

on how to behave," Larcombe said. "If she's 

photographed by an unwanted freelance photographer, 

she smiles, she keeps her head up and she lets the 

lawyers doing the arguing behind the scenes. She 

knows much better than this." 

Adding to potential trouble for Middleton is the 

fact that the incident happened in Paris, a city on high 

alert when it comes to guns after a string of killings 

swept and shocked the city earlier this year. 

Paris is also the city where, in 1997, England's 

most famous royal, Princess Diana, the mother of 

Prince William, died in a car crash after being chased 

by paparazzi. 

Buckingham Palace, which does not officially 

represent Middleton because she is not a member of 

the royal family, has not commented on the incident. 

"I think often by what they're not saying can often 

say more and I think there are some very nervous 

people behind the scenes right now," Larcombe said. 

"I think, in fairness to her [Pippa], it will be 

interesting to know whether she told this guy off after 

he'd done something as stupid as this or whether she 

thinks it was all a big joke because in the pictures, 

unfortunately for her, it does look as though she found 

the funny side of it," he said. 

http://gma.yahoo.com/pippa-middleton-caught-

gun-wielding-scandal-114955360--abc-news-

topstories.html 

 

12-04-15 Austin, TX Police at Wrong Address, 

Fatally Shoot Owner's Dog 

(Guest post submitted by Candace Michele) 

"I am usually not one to get into the politics of 

people’s opinions of law enforcement. I know there 

are good and bad people in every walk of life, but I 

always try to give the benefit of the doubt to those that 

are in a position to “protect and serve”. But yesterday, 

a harsh reality was “served” when I received a phone 

call from a very near and dear person to me. The 

words I heard coming through my phone were nothing 

I would have expected in a million years—a very 

distraught voice saying, “The cops just shot and killed 

Cisco! They killed my best friend!” In shock, I asked 

what had happened. At the time, I only got a very 

brief description, as Michael Paxton was in shock and 

traumatized over the horrific loss of his dog. I 

http://gma.yahoo.com/pippa-middleton-caught-gun-wielding-scandal-114955360--abc-news-topstories.html
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immediately drove to his place (which is about 30 

minutes away). When I arrived, I found him clutching 

Cisco’s body, crying and trying to understand what 

had just transpired. 

Apparently, unbeknown to Mike, there was a 

domestic disturbance between a male and a female in 

his neighborhood, and the Austin Police Dept was 

called in. Unfortunately (seems like such an 

understatement), Mike found out quickly about the 

call when he walked into his driveway from his back 

yard where he and Cisco, his Australian Cattle Dog 

(Blue Healer), had been playing frisbee. Police officer 

T. Griffin, Badge #6778, was standing behind Mike’s 

vehicle, in his driveway. Before Mike even realized 

Officer Griffin was there, the officer had pulled his 

gun on Mike, yelling at him to freeze and put his 

hands up. In a panic, Mike stated to the officer that he 

lives there, and asked what and why this was 

happening.  

 

Hearing the commotion, Cisco came from the back 

yard and into the driveway, barking at the officer, as 

any dog would do. Mike’s hands in the air, a gun 

pointed at him, he was afraid for his life, and therefore 

could not move or attempt to quiet or restrain Cisco. 

He told the officer that Cisco would not bite him, to 

please not shoot his dog. Almost immediately, a bullet 

was put into Cisco’s chest, killing him instantly. Mike 

still leaned against his truck, unable to move, was not 

allowed to even hold his best friend as he took the last 

breath of his abruptly-shortened life. 

As was realized after this horrific event had 

transpired, THE COP WAS AT THE WRONG 

ADDRESS!!! An innocent man was traumatized by 

not only having a gun pulled on him by someone that 

is supposed to be there “to protect and to serve”, but 

his best friend of seven-and-a-half years was wrongly 

shot and killed. FOR WHAT?! Because Officer 

Griffin did not confirm where he was supposed to be 

before these events transpired!  

Nothing will likely happen to Officer Griffin for 

any of this, as his supervisor arrived after everything 

took place, and she defended his actions. Mike was 

given the officers’ information, as well as a phone 

number to call, if desired. No apologies, no sympathy. 

Nothing. The officer even told Mike that Cisco should 

have been on a leash! IN HIS OWN YARD?! ARE 

YOU SERIOUS?! 

We ended up taking Cisco’s body to be buried at a 

friend’s house, out in the country. Four of us spent 

two hours digging and breaking through limestone-

filled ground, to make a hole large enough to lay to 

rest this man’s best friend and companion. 

There are so many things wrong with this situation, 

that I just can’t even express it in words. My heart 

aches for you Mike. I know how much you love 

Cisco, and how much Cisco loved you. Although I am 

not sure what justice can or will be served in this case, 

your story will not go unheard. Along with many of 

your friends, in an effort to gain some sort of justice 

for you and Cisco, I am tagging all of our local news 

media here to get the word out.  

This type of excessive force has GOT to be 

stopped. There needs to be consequences for 

behaviors such as this. There needs to be a system of 

“checks and balances” used, to be certain this type of 

thing doesn’t happen anymore—none of this would 

have occurred, had the officer just VERIFIED THE 

CORRECT ADDRESS before pulling a gun on Mike 

and his dog. I urge anyone and everyone that reads 

this, to please share this story, and let it be known that 

these happenings aren’t just things we read about 

going on in some “other city”, but right here, seriously 

affecting people we know and love. 

http://tullyspage.blogspot.com/2012/04/austin-tx-

police-at-wrong-address.html 

12-04-10 Police to White Victim: We 'Don't Mess' 

with Black Gang 

See also: Birmingham News Drops the Ball on 

Black-on-white Crime 

Most of us have heard about how the media won't 

report on black-on-white crime. We also may know 

that authorities sometimes sweep it under the rug due 

to political pressure, usually with a wink and a nod. 

But not so in rural Alabama, where the police actually 

told a white crime victim that they "don't mess" with a 

local black motorcycle gang. 

The tragic event that led to this shocking admission 

occurred on March 28, as truck driver Nick Stokes 

and neighbor Johnathan Cooper were heading out of 

Birmingham hauling a portable cabin. While rounding 

a curve, one of Stokes' tires slipped and kicked up 

some gravel, which angered a black motorcycle-gang 

member who was in close proximity. The gangster -- 

part of the notorious "Outcasts of Alabama" -- gave 

chase and tried to force Stokes to pull over to the side 

of the road. Here's what happened next, as reported by 

the Macon Beacon's Scott Boyd, whose piece has 

been published online by J. Christian Adams: 



The motorcyclist then sped up and pulled in front 

of Stokes [sic] F-250. He stopped in the middle of the 

road and forced Stokes to stop. He then jumped off his 

bike and came around to the passenger side and hit the 

rear passenger window with his fist but it didn't break. 

Stokes then made the quick decision to get out of 

there and pulled out around the parked motorcycle. 

Stokes said he looked back in his rear-view as he 

pulled away and noticed the biker rolling in the 

highway. "He either tried to jump in the back of the 

truck or onto the trailer and somehow slipped." 

Stokes said when he noticed the injured man 

flailing in the roadway he stopped, worried about 

leaving the scene of an accident. Stokes said he was 

getting out of his truck to go check on Clay when a 

woman in a red Jeep pulled alongside and shouted a 

warning: "You better get out of here - they've got 

guns." That's when Stokes looked back down the 

highway and [saw] some the motorcycle gang - 30 or 

40 bikes strong - headed his way. "I jumped back in 

the truck and took off until I could find a busy 

intersection and that's where I stopped." 

Stokes said he and Cooper were immediately 

surrounded by a gang of black bikers, all with black 

bandanas covering the bottom half of their faces. 

The gang forced him out of the truck and 

commenced their revenge attack. "After I saw the 

knife and then felt the stabbings I fell to the ground 

and played dead - I think that may have saved my 

life," he said. 

Stokes heard police sirens seconds later, as his 

friend, Cooper, had called 911 on his cellphone. But 

despite the authorities having identified the injured 

gangster as Ladarrious Clay of Birmingham, none of 

the bikers were detained or even questioned, reports 

Boyd. Shocking. 

And the silence is deafening. Boyd contacted the 

Birmingham News, only to be told that the incident 

wasn't "newsworthy." In fact, if J. Christian Adams 

hadn't published the story at PJ Media, we probably 

never would have heard about it. The Macon Beacon 

is so small that it doesn't even have a website.  

As for the relevant law-enforcement agency, the 

Adamsville Police Department, its public affairs 

officer had not responded to Boyd's inquiries as of his 

press time. Yet it's not as if they had no answers at all. 

They told Stokes that there was nothing they could do, 

as it would be impossible to identify those who 

actually wielded the knives. And then there was that 

more shocking admission. Both Stokes and Boyd were 

told the same thing by the Adamsville police. 

We "don't mess with the Outcasts of Alabama."  

Wow. Just wow. These guys sound like Barney 

Fife -- without the guts. 

We're used to hearing stories about law 

enforcement being intimidated by organized crime in 

places such as Colombia and Mexico. But in the US? 

This is yet another example of our descent into Third 

Worldism. 

Stokes also reported the crime to the FBI, which 

has promised an investigation. The question is, will 

the agency do anything more than just go through the 

motions? I don't know, but three things are for sure. 

First, if this had been an attack by a white gang on a 

black victim, the national media would be all over the 

story. Second, Eric Holder's DOJ won't be getting 

involved like it has in the Trayvon Martin Case. And, 

lastly, we can be sure that Barack Obama won't get on 

his soapbox and accuse the Adamsville police of 

acting stupidly. 

http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2012/04/pol

ice_to_white_victim_we_dont_mess_with_black_gan

g.html 

 

12-04-10 EPA says it can't regulate lead in 

hunting bullets 

LEWISTON, Idaho -- The Environmental 

Protection Agency has denied the latest petition from 

environmental groups that want the agency to regulate 

the amount of lead used in some hunting ammunition. 

The agency told the groups Monday that it has no 

authority to act because ammunition was specifically 

exempted in the Toxic Substances Control Act. It's the 

same answer the agency provided when the groups 

made a similar request in 2010. 

The Center for Biological Diversity and more than 

100 other groups submitted the petition last month, 

asking that the lead be regulated under the Toxic 

Substances Control Act. They contend the lead is 

responsible for poisoning millions of birds and other 

animals every year. 

It's shameful that the EPA refuses to save wildlife 

from senseless lead poisoning," Jeff Miller, a 

representative of the Center for Biological Diversity, 

told the Lewiston Tribune. "The poisoning of bald 

eagles and other wildlife is a national tragedy the EPA 

can easily put an end to, since there are plenty of safe, 

available alternatives to lead ammo." 

http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2012/04/police_to_white_victim_we_dont_mess_with_black_gang.html
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Many hunting groups and ammunition makers say 

lead alternatives are too expensive, and that bullets 

containing lead don't pose a threat to animal 

populations. Hunters prefer lead shot because it's 

heavier and flies straighter than other ammunition. 

Miller argued the EPA has the authority to regulate 

chemical substances in ammunition that pose a threat, 

if not ammunition itself. He said his organization and 

others advocating for some restrictions on lead in 

ammunition intended to go to court to force the issue. 

"We look forward to putting this issue before a 

court, since the law is very clear that EPA has the 

responsibility to protect wildlife and people from 

toxic lead exposure," said Miller. "The EPA never 

evaluated the merits of regulating toxic lead ammo, 

nor has a court ruled on its authority to act under the 

federal toxics law." 

The Center for Biological Diversity sued following 

the dismissal of its 2010 petition, but the case was 

thrown out because a filing deadline was missed. 

Some federal bird biologists believe lead is a major 

cause of mortality in bird populations, especially the 

struggling California Condor. North America's largest 

land bird is a scavenger and feasts on carcasses such 

as deer and coyotes left behind by hunters, often 

ingesting lead fragments left in the carcass. 

http://www.heraldnet.com/article/20120410/NEWS03

/704109765 

 

12-04-10 Spanish king's 13-year-old grandson 

accidentally shoots himself in foot with shotgun 

MADRID - Spain's royal palace says the king's 13-

year-old grandson has shot himself in the foot 

accidentally with a shotgun. 

A palace official said Tuesday the child, Felipe 

Juan Froilan, was handling a small-calibre shotgun 

Monday at country estate owned by his father when 

the gun went off and hit him in the right foot. 

Widely known in Spanish media as simply Froilan, 

the boy is the son of Princess Elena, the eldest of King 

Juan Carlos and Queen Sofia's three children, and an 

aristocrat and banker named Jaime de Marichalar. The 

couple were divorced in 2009. 

The child remained in a Madrid hospital Tuesday. 

He is the eldest of eight royal grandchildren. 

The palace official spoke on condition of 

anonymity in line with the palace policy 

http://news.yahoo.com/spanish-kings-13-old-

grandson-accidentally-shoots-himself-

120803032.html 

 

12-04-09 Indiana Governor Signs Bill Into Law, 

Allowing Citizens To Use "Deadly Force" Against 

Police Officers 

Republican Governor Mitch Daniels has signed 

Senate Enrolled Act 1 into law in Indiana. The new 

law allows citizens to use deadly force against police 

officers they think are illegally entering their homes. 

Earlier this month, Addicting Info reported that the 

bill had passed the Senate. Republicans say the bill is 

designed to keep police safe, but Democrats say the 

bill will lead to the wanton killing of police officers. 

Rep. Craig Fry, a Democrat, says the bill “is going 

to cause people to die and it’s too late after somebody 

dies for a jury to sort it out. Somebody’s going to die, 

whether it’s a police officer or an individual who 

thinks a police officer is entering their home 

unlawfully. People are going to die.” 

Fry’s colleague, Democratic Rep. Linda Lawson, a 

former police captain, says the bill would create an 

“open season on law enforcement,” and it is opposed 

by “1,250 state police officers and 14,000 men and 

women in blue, brown and green.” 

The new law reverses a state Supreme Court ruling 

that homeowners do not have the right to use force 

against law enforcement officials who they believe are 

illegally entering their homes. According to the 

Evansville Courier Press, an Evansville resident 

fought a police officer who followed him into his 

house during a domestic dispute call. “The state 

Supreme Court found that officers sometimes enter 

homes without warrants for reasons protected by the 

law, such as pursuing suspects or preventing the 

destruction of evidence. In these situations, we find it 

unwise to allow a homeowner to adjudge the legality 

of police conduct in the heat of the moment,” the 

court said. “As we decline to recognize a right to 

resist unlawful police entry into a home, we decline to 

recognize a right to batter a police officer as a part of 

that resistance.” 

While announcing his decision to sign the bill into 

law, Governor Daniels tried to claim that the law 

doesn’t declare an open season on police officers. 

“Today is an important day to say: Indiana’s 

outstanding law enforcement officers put their lives 

on the line every day to protect all Hoosiers. The right 

thing to do is cooperate with them in every way 

possible. This law is not an invitation to use violence 

or force against law enforcement officers. In fact, it 

restricts when an individual can use force, specifically 

http://www.heraldnet.com/article/20120410/NEWS03/704109765
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deadly force, on an officer, so don’t try anything. 

Chances are overwhelming you will be breaking the 

law and wind up in far worse trouble as a result.” 

But Governor Daniels is merely attempting to put 

political spin on a bad bill. Indeed, Daniels admits that 

he nearly vetoed it precisely because the bill could be 

grossly misinterpreted and could lead to killings of 

police and citizens. This law is basically a loophole 

for citizens to kill police officers and claim self-

defense. There are many people out there who think 

no police officers have the right to enter homes or 

property, even if there is a warrant. 

As the state Supreme Court said, sometimes police 

officers have to enter homes to prevent the destruction 

of evidence or to prevent someone from grabbing a 

weapon in their home to use against police or 

someone else. Sometimes police must pursue suspects 

in their homes. But this bill reverses that ruling and 

gives those suspects the legal authority to slay police 

officers. It’s the equivalent of Florida’s ‘Stand Your 

Ground’ law that led to the killing of Trayvon Martin. 

In that incident, George Zimmerman believed he had 

the legal right to gun down a kid for walking through 

the neighborhood simply for being a young African 

American male strolling around the community at 

night. Zimmerman, believing the innocent boy to be a 

threat, followed him and then shot him to death. 

Because of the Florida law, Zimmerman remains a 

free man because he can claim self-defense. This 

Indiana law will allow people to do the same thing to 

police officers on their property and in their homes. It 

makes the already dangerous job of law enforcement 

even more dangerous and will ultimately lead to the 

legal murder of police officers who are just trying to 

do their job. 

http://beforeitsnews.com/story/1997/349/Indiana_

Governor_Signs_Bill_Into_Law,_Allowing_Citizens_

To_Use_Deadly_Force_Against_Police_Officers.html 

 

12-04-09 Prosecutors In Pa. Seek Fewer Death 

Penalties Due To ‘Broken System’ 

PHILADELPHIA (CBS) – Pennsylvania’s death 

row population is going down, dramatically, and 

people on both side of the debate over the death 

penalty say it is a symptom of a broken system. 

Prosecutors are now seeking fewer death penalties 

— in new murder cases and after successful death 

penalty appeals — because, they say, the endless 

appeals process makes it prohibitively expensive and 

difficult. And, in part because of this, Pennsylvania’s 

death row population is shrinking. 

The state Senate recently ordered a study that could 

recommend changes to — or the abolition of — the 

ultimate penalty, which was re-instated in 

Pennsylvania in 1978. 

The Department of Corrections reports a total of 

nearly 400 people have been sent to death row since 

the penalty was re-instated. But only 204 are there 

now. 

Just three people, including Philadelphia house of 

horrors murderer Gary Heidnik, have been executed 

— all after giving up their appeals. Twenty-three have 

died of natural causes. 

Attorney Marc Bookman, executive director of a 

non-profit defense death penalty support agency, 

notes those three people were executed only after 

giving up their appeals. 

“Couple that with the fact that we had over 130 

reversals and all but five of those people ultimately 

ended up with a sentence of life in prison without the 

possibility of parole, or less. So, I think if you take 

those two facts together you have to assume we are 

working with a broken death penalty system.” 

Among those convicted killers now serving life, is 

convicted cop-killer Mumia Abu Jamal. The officer’s 

widow, Maureen Faulkner, agreed with the D.A.’s 

decision not to seek death again, rather than face more 

years of hell. 

“Should the jury decide on the death sentence 

again, we would again start the whole decades-long 

appeal process over again.” 

Increasingly, prosecutors are agreeing to life, rather 

than seeking death again, and beginning the process 

again. 

“It’s not fair that the citizens of Pennsylvania are 

being deprived of this element of justice which they 

have voted for when citizens of other parts of this 

country are seeing their laws applied fairly,” says 

Philadelphia Deputy District Attorney Ronald 

Eisenberg. “In that sense, clearly the system is 

broken.” 

But death penalty opponents contend exhaustive 

appeals are necessary, because a person’s life is at 

stake, and, they say, the high number of successful 

appeals should be troubling to the public. 

http://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2012/04/09/prosec

utors-in-pennsylvania-seek-fewer-death-penalties-

due-to-broken-system/ 
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12-04-08 We stood our ground 

George Zimmerman, relentlessly smeared by the 

media and their friends in America's Mob, is 

practically on his way to the guillotine for the 

shooting of Trayvon Martin. 

Will the remarkable pile-on of Zimmerman, led by 

some of America's Democrat Party racists -- Jesse 

Jackson, Al Sharpton and radio host Joe Madison -- 

create a backlash and push the country toward a race 

war? 

Zimmerman could be a homicidal maniac. I don't 

know. Neither do they. 

Ever think about how you would react if you were 

confronted by a man in a hoodie who appeared to 

have a gun? What would you do if he invaded your 

home? I found out: 

It was a Sunday night. My wife Patricia and I were 

at home in Washington, D.C. We had sold our house 

in Virginia and had rented a big stone place on Tilden 

Street in a neighborhood called Spring Valley. 

About 7 p.m., I took our three old dogs for a long 

amble through the neighborhood. When I returned, 

Patricia was in her bathrobe and had the Sunday 

papers and scrambled eggs and toast with marmalade 

waiting at a small table in the breakfast room, off the 

kitchen. 

Patricia and I were talking when we both heard a 

noise in the entry hall. 

It wasn't the dogs. They were snoring in their beds 

at the other end of the kitchen. 

Standing five feet away was a tall black man. 

He was wearing sneakers and jeans. 

He was also wearing two hoodies made of 

sweatshirt material over his head. 

He had a silver-colored gun in his right hand. 

My first thought was that a second man was 

waiting outside the door, which was wide open. 

I had always wondered how I would react if I were 

threatened in my own home by a burglar or a robber. 

In Washington, only criminals have guns so there 

would be no pistol available to me. 

You work with the tools God gives you. I grabbed 

one of Patricia's grandmother's sterling dinner knives 

from the table and charged the man, swearing loudly, 

swinging the knife and threatening to kill him. Patricia 

was on my heels shouting, "Get out of our house" at 

the top of her lungs. 

I plowed into the fellow, hit him hard in the chest 

with my forearm and the two of us knocked him 

backward -- right out the door and down the stone 

steps onto the walk. 

I never saw an accomplice. 

Mr. Two-Hoodies ran through the gate. 

We slammed the door, locked it and I raced to the 

phone. I dialed 411. When the operator said, "City or 

state, please," I realized my mistake. 

When I called 911, I didn't minimize the problem. I 

said we had just had a home invasion, and the man 

had a gun. I gave my name and address and a 

description of the gunman. 

To my surprise, two uniformed police officers 

arrived in a few minutes. Ten minutes later a car with 

undercover detectives showed up with the suspect. He 

had been loping up Massachusetts Avenue a half-mile 

away. 

Like Trayvon Martin, the fellow wearing the two 

hoodies was 17 and a senior at a public high school. 

He had no gun on him. He either threw it away or he 

never had one. He said it was a silver phone, not a 

gun, that he was carrying. He didn't live in the 

neighborhood but was looking for a girl he knew and 

had gotten the wrong house, he said. The door was 

unlocked and he had just walked in. 

Who knows? 

The police said he was shaking when they 

handcuffed him. He said some man tried to kill him 

with a knife. 

Home invasions in the Washington metropolitan 

area are not uncommon. The invaders -- who rob and 

sometimes rape -- have usually been young black 

men, often operating in pairs or trios. 

If you are politically incorrect enough to handle it 

(and interested in stats), search your computer for the 

racial demographics of violent crime in America. It's 

not a subject ever raised in the media or by black 

"leaders." 

Entire neighborhoods of decent, law-abiding blacks 

are held hostage by criminals, mostly young black 

men, who dominate the streets at night. 

Am I lying? If you are white, drive into any inner-

city neighborhood in America at night -- Boston, 

Baltimore, Detroit, New York City, Philadelphia, 

Providence, Pittsburgh, Washington, D.C. Park, get 

out and stroll around for an hour. 

Good luck to you. 

Richard W. Carlson, a former U.S. ambassador to 

the Seychelles, is vice chairman of the Foundation for 

the Defense of Democracies. 



http://www.pittsburghlive.com/x/pittsburghtrib/opi

nion/columnists/guests/s_790270.html 

 

12-04-08 Religious questions for Pennsylvania 

voter ID law draw fire 

Nothing is sacred about your religion when it 

comes to getting a state identification card without a 

photo.  

The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation 

offers ID cards for those with religious objections to 

being photographed. The Amish and certain sects of 

the Mennonite community are among those who 

object to having their photos taken because of their 

faith.  

To get a nonphoto ID for religious reasons, 

applicants must answer a series of 18 questions that 

delve deeply into their faiths and other personal 

information.  

Now that Pennsylvania has passed one of the 

nation’s toughest voter ID laws to prevent voter fraud, 

the scope of the questions is drawing criticism.  

The first item on PennDOT’s form asks applicants 

to “describe your religion.” It is followed by more 

questions that devout followers might struggle to 

answer, and some that inquire about the lives of 

family members.  

How many members are there of your religion?  

How many congregations?  

What’s the process by which you came to the 

religion?  

What religious practices do you observe?  

Do other family members hold the same religious 

beliefs?  

Submitting that form, once notarized, is not 

enough. Applicants must fill out another form.  

If they lack proof of identification, yet another 

form must be completed before a nonphoto ID is 

issued. The ID is valid for four years, and the renewal 

process is simpler.  

Going through this process is essential if those who 

hold religious objections to being photographed want 

to vote. Anyone who wants to vote must show 

identification in the November election.  

Two Republican senators, both of whom supported 

the voter ID law, have expressed concerns about what 

it takes to get a nonphoto ID.  

State Sen. Mike Folmer, R-Lebanon County, said 

the questions seem intrusive, and he wonders why all 

that information is needed.  

“They are going to be keeping them from the polls, 

keeping American citizens from the polls,” Folmer 

said. “That’s what I’m concerned about.”  

“That form is an overreach in my opinion,” said 

Sen. Mike Brubaker, R-Lancaster County. “I don’t 

want persons for religious reasons not to have a photo 

taken, to go through a process that is any more 

cumbersome than absolutely necessary to get the 

proper identification to be able to vote.”  

Those concerns prompted Brubaker and his chief 

of staff to meet with PennDOT officials Friday to 

understand why such a cumbersome process is 

required.  

Afterward, Brubaker said he came away with a 

better understanding that PennDOT’s multistep 

process is intended to weed out people who are 

seeking nonphoto IDs for fraudulent purposes.  

“They need to have a relatively tight process for 

that reason,” Brubaker said. But he said he still has 

issues that he hopes to get addressed.  

Mary Catherine Roper, a staff attorney for the 

American Civil Liberties Union of Pennsylvania, said 

some of the questions on the affidavit are relevant to 

determine if the applicant’s beliefs are sincere.  

But she added, “I have no idea what the purpose 

would be of some of the other questions they have 

here.”  

‘It can’t be too simple’ 

A PennDOT spokeswoman said the forms for a 

nonphoto ID have existed for a year.  

PennDOT spokeswoman Jan McKnight said the 

questions on the affidavit were created by the 

agency’s lawyers based on federal and state case law.  

“It can’t be too simple because we are talking 

about a legal ID,” McKnight said. “We are not here to 

stand in the way of them getting their ID, but we’re 

just recognizing the fact that this is of such 

importance to them that they don’t want to have their 

picture taken.”  

The answers are reviewed by PennDOT personnel 

and not shared with any other agency, a requirement 

of the federal Driver’s Privacy Protection Act, she 

said.  

Not answering all the questions on the affidavit 

form is reason for denying the issuance of a nonphoto 

ID, PennDOT spokesman Craig Yetter said. And there 

have been denials.  

In the past, the Amish have submitted a letter from 

their bishop affirming their membership in that 

religious order instead of completing the affidavit to 

http://www.pittsburghlive.com/x/pittsburghtrib/opinion/columnists/guests/s_790270.html
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get the ID card. Those Amish seeking simply to renew 

a photo ID card can still rely on a letter from their 

bishop.  

Going forward, new Amish applicants must fill out 

the PennDOT forms and questions to get an ID.  

Looking over the questions asked on the affidavit, 

McKnight agreed that some might seem a bit 

personal.  

“It’s hard not to get personal when you are talking 

about matters of religion,” McKnight said.  

The department does not track how many times it 

has denied requests for nonphoto IDs, which cost 

$13.50.  

A challenge to Amish 

Donald Kraybill, a senior fellow at the Young 

Center for Anabaptist and Pietist Studies at 

Elizabethtown College, said the Amish objection to 

being photographed is grounded in their beliefs.  

The Amish view it as following the Second 

Commandment “of not making graven images 

[idolatry] ... focusing on the individual, calling 

attention to individual, rather than community.”  

Asking Amish people to fill out an 18-question 

survey reflecting their religious views will be 

problematic for them, Kraybill said.  

“ 'Describe your religion’ would be difficult for 

many people, let alone ones with an eighth-grade 

education,” he said.  

But an even bigger issue for them is providing all 

this information to the government agencies without 

knowing how it will be used or who sees it, Kraybill 

said.  

“Amish people may be willing to jump over all 

these hurdles if necessary for purposes of international 

travel or to open a bank account, but I’m doubtful that 

many would be willing to do it just to vote,” he said.  

PennDOT indicates it has issued nearly 4,000 

nonphoto IDs that are currently valid to people with 

religious objections. Pennsylvania is home to 61,000 

Amish.  

G. Terry Madonna, a political scientist at Franklin 

& Marshall College in Lancaster, said a lot of Amish 

and Mennonites don’t vote. When they do, they tend 

to vote Republican.  

Democrats voiced most of the opposition to the 

voter ID law, saying it could hurt turnout among 

minority groups and those in cities who don’t drive.  

But when the GOP-backed voter ID legislation was 

being debated, Madonna said at the time that it would 

be filled with unintended consequences.  

“That’s what we’re seeing here,” he said.  

Suggesting a fresh look 

The Rev. Sandy Strauss, director of public 

advocacy for the Pennsylvania Council of Churches, 

reviewed the questions on the affidavit. She said it 

would be difficult to complete without extensive 

research.  

“We at the Pennsylvania Council of Churches 

couldn’t even give an accurate count of all 

congregations, total members, etc.,” she said.  

Strauss also wonders what difference it makes if 

other family members share the applicant’s beliefs.  

She noted that in her own case, her family was 

Roman Catholic and she chose to become a 

Presbyterian. Her husband’s family was raised 

Methodist and now he is the one who holds that faith. 

Others in his family chose to become a Sufi Muslim, 

one Assemblies of God, one Catholic and one 

agnostic.  

She asks, “Would those who went in another 

direction have their rights questioned?”  

Brubaker said he discussed the process for 

obtaining the nonphoto IDs with the Old Order 

Steering Committee, an Amish liaison group that 

meets with government officials on issues that 

intersect with Amish life. He said they have 

significant concerns about the process.  

“They want a nonphoto ID and want the process to 

be as user-friendly as possible,” he said. “Members of 

the Old Order Steering Committee have a concern 

[that this process] could potentially have a dampening 

effect on voter turnout. We don’t want that.”  

Kristin Crawford, Brubaker’s chief of staff, said 

PennDOT explained Friday that Amish who have had 

a nonphoto ID for years don’t need to fill out multiple 

forms and questions simply to renew it; that will only 

apply to first-time applicants.  

When that was explained to a member of the Old 

Order Steering Committee, Crawford said that seemed 

to satisfy some of the Amish’s concerns.  

Erik Arneson, a spokesman for Senate Majority 

Leader Dominic Pileggi, R-Delaware County, agrees 

with the voter ID law. But Arneson said it does seem 

appropriate to take a fresh look at the process 

involved in getting a nonphoto IDs “to see if that level 

of scrutiny is truly necessary.”  

Folmer said he was assured that his concerns about 

people with religious objections to having their photo 

taken had been addressed. Looking over the PennDOT 

affidavit, he said he now thinks otherwise.  



A devout Presbyterian, he said he would have 

problems answering some of the questions on that 

form without doing research.  

“The Amish were pretty lackadaisical about voting 

when they started seeing their farming capabilities and 

the way they farm being encroached. They decided to 

get a little more active, as did the Mennonite 

community,” Folmer said. “I don’t want to hurt that, 

and I would have voted ‘no’ on voter ID if I hadn’t 

been told that they had taken care of that.” 

The questions 

Some questions and requirements on the 

application for a nonphoto ID for religious reasons.  

Are there congregations? If so, how many?  

Does it have sacred texts or commandments? If so, 

please describe or provide them.  

Does it have ceremonies or meetings?  

Describe three significant requirements or 

prohibitions of your religion.  

Describe the ways in which your religion affects 

your daily life.  

Does anyone else in your family hold your 

religious beliefs?  

The Voter ID Law  

Starting in the November election, a voter must 

show photo ID or PennDOT-issued nonphoto ID 

every time he or she votes.  

Acceptable forms of ID must be current, show the 

person’s name, photograph, expiration date and be 

issued by a local, county, state or U.S. government, an 

accredited higher- education institution or an assisted-

living, personal care or nursing home in Pennsylvania.  

Nonphoto driver’s license or ID cards issued by 

PennDOT for voters who have a religious objection to 

being photographed are also acceptable.  

In the April 24 primary, voters will be asked if they 

have an ID and reminded it will be needed to vote in 

November. But voters can vote in the primary without 

the ID.  

http://www.pennlive.com/midstate/index.ssf/2012/

04/religious_questions_for_pennsy.html#incart_mce 

 

12-04-07 The “War on Cops” That Wasn’t. And 

Still Isn’t. 

You might remember that about this time last year, 

media outlets, police groups, even Attorney General 

Eric Holder were up in arms over an alleged “war on 

cops” taking place all across the fruited plains. In 

April of last year, on-the-job officer deaths were up 20 

percent from the same point in 2010. The media went 

nuts, pointing an accusatory finger at anti-government 

rhetoric, a “don’t tread on me” mentality, anti-cop 

Internet sites, and gun ownership. 

But some wise folks (ahem) didn’t buy into the 

hype. On-the-job cop deaths had been falling for 20 

years. Those numbers couldn’t keep dropping forever. 

And the claims of some sort of surge in violent anti-

cop, anti-government anger were belied by the fact 

that non-fatal assaults on police officers were also 

dropping. 

In retrospect, those of us who were skeptical of the 

hysterical headlines look to have been correct. While 

January and February of last year saw a few unusual 

mass shootings of multiple police officers, those 

months appear to have been anomalies. Police deaths 

in the remaining months of 2011 were mostly on par 

with prior years. 

So what about this year? Police officer deaths are 

down 48 percent from last year. Firearms deaths 

specifically are down 58 percent. And as the 

watchdog blog Clark County Criminal Cops points 

out, a significant number of the firearms deaths were 

actually cops who were shot by other cops. 

The police watchdog websites are still out there. 

The Tea Party and “Don’t Tread on Me” patriot 

movements are still going strong. You also now have 

the Occupy movements, which foment a lot of anti-

police sentiment (in many cases, justifiably). Gun 

owners certainly haven’t been melting down their 

weapons en masse. And yet officer fatalities and 

violence against police officers have nosedived. In 

fact, if the current pace keeps up, we’ll actually hit an 

all-time low in police fatalities this year. And these 

are just the raw numbers. They aren’t percentages of 

the total police force (which has been growing), or 

police deaths in comparison to deaths in the larger 

population. 

All worth keeping in mind should the numbers 

slightly tick up again—as any statistics pulled from a 

large population of people are bound to do from time 

to time—and the media and police groups again start 

placing blame, and calling for us to grant the police 

more powers, less oversight, and bigger guns. 

http://www.theagitator.com/2012/04/07/the-war-

on-cops-that-wasnt-and-still-isnt/ 

 

12-04-06 Monroe trooper gun case goes to 

state's high court 

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court will consider a 

Monroe County judge's decision dismissing charges 

http://www.pennlive.com/midstate/index.ssf/2012/04/religious_questions_for_pennsy.html#incart_mce
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against a New Jersey woman accused of illegally 

providing the gun her boyfriend used to kill a state 

trooper. 

Prosecutors alleged Emily Joy Gross of Westfield, 

N.J., left a 9 mm handgun in Daniel Autenrieth's 

Palmer Township apartment, even though she knew 

he was the subject of a restraining order and not 

allowed to have guns. 

Autenrieth brandished the gun as he kidnapped his 

9-year-old son from his estranged wife's Nazareth 

home in June 2009. 

He then led police on a 40-mile chase, which ended 

with a shootout between Autenrieth and state police in 

Coolbaugh Township. 

Trooper Joshua Miller, 34, based in Swiftwater and 

Autenrieth, 31, were killed. Trooper Robert 

Lombardo, also based in Swiftwater, was injured. 

Autenrieth's son escaped unharmed. 

Charge dismissed in Monroe 

Monroe County Judge Jennifer Harlacher Sibum 

dismissed the charges against Gross in 2010, ruling 

that the crimes with which Gross was charged had no 

physical ties to Monroe County. 

Gross bought the gun at a Cabela's sporting goods 

store in Berks County and last saw the gun when she 

left it on a shelf in Autenrieth's Northampton County 

apartment. 

There is no evidence, Sibum wrote, that Gross 

intended or suspected that Autenrieth would use the 

gun to engage police in a shootout in Monroe County 

or anywhere else. 

Because Gross had no connection to Monroe 

County, it was improper to charge her there with 

crimes that include conspiracy to illegally possess a 

weapon and carrying firearms without a license, the 

judge wrote. 

The Monroe County district attorney appealed the 

decision, but a panel of three Superior Court judges 

agreed with Sibum. 

Now, Pennsylvania's highest court has granted a 

request by the district attorney's office for a second 

appeal. 

Question of judicial authority 

Monroe County Assistant District Attorney 

Bradley Schmidt said the judge could have simply 

transferred the case to another county where the 

charges were warranted. 

But the decision to dismiss them outright interferes 

with prosecutorial discretion, he said. 

"Courts typically don't interfere when DAs decide 

to file charges in cases that proceed through a number 

of counties," Schmidt said. "Under case law and under 

typical practice, it is up to the prosecutors to decide 

where charges are appropriately filed." 

Schmidt said his office will argue that the decision 

to dismiss the charges was improper because court 

rules do not give judges that authority. 

"Her choices had the most impact on people in our 

county," Schmidt said. "That's why we were 

enthusiastic about the case and pushing for it here." 

Gross's attorney, Eric Breslin, of Newark, N.J., did 

not return a call. 

Gross, 26, pleaded guilty last year to a federal 

charge that she lied on a federal firearms form when 

she bought the gun. She was sentenced in May to 

seven months in prison and six months of house 

arrest. 

According to prosecutors, Autenrieth persuaded 

Gross to change her auto insurance and obtain a 

temporary Pennsylvania driver's license under 

Autenrieth's Palmer address to avoid a lengthy waiting 

period for a firearms permit in New Jersey. 

She and Autenrieth then traveled to Cabela's, near 

Hamburg, where she purchased the gun, on the 

pretense that Autenrieth would take her target 

shooting. 

She left the gun at Autenrieth's home when she 

returned to New Jersey nine days before the shooting, 

court documents say. 

http://www.poconorecord.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article

?AID=/20120406/NEWS90/204060323&cid=sitesear
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12-04-06 Tories: Canada’s ‘free at last, free at 

last’ from gun registry; Court: ‘not so fast’ 

Federal Conservatives have had a dream for a long 

time — and on Thursday they finally celebrated the 

demise of the long-gun registry. 

One even quoted the famous speech by Martin 

Luther King, to the cheers of Tory colleagues in the 

House of Commons. 

“Free at last, free at last,” said New Brunswick MP 

John Williamson, paraphrasing the U.S. civil-rights 

leader, who was killed 44 years ago this week by a 

bullet from a long gun. 

“Law-abiding Canadians are finally free at last.” 

But those cheers in Parliament were muted by a 

legal setback. 

http://www.poconorecord.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20120406/NEWS90/204060323&cid=sitesearch
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While the bill to end the federal long-gun registry 

received royal assent in Ottawa after sailing through 

the Senate, things played out differently in a Montreal 

courtroom. 

Quebec Superior Court agreed to order a delay in 

the deletion of registry data from that province, 

following a request by the provincial government. 

The court has granted the reprieve until further 

motions for an injunction can be argued next week, 

when the Quebec-Ottawa registry legal fight moves to 

its next phase. The province wants to keep the data for 

Quebec so that it can set up its own provincial 

registry. 

In the rest of the country, the bill to scrap the long-

gun registry and destroy all its records was to become 

law at midnight but federal lawyers said the actual 

destruction of the paper and computer files that make 

up the registry is still months away. 

Meanwhile, the registry will continue to function in 

Quebec — long arms will still be registered and the 

information will be kept for now. 

The Quebec government has argued that the data is 

vital in the province, where about 94 per cent of 

firearms registered are of the long-gun variety. 

“For the moment, it’s the status quo that is 

maintained. The information will continue to be 

registered,” said Quebec government lawyer Eric 

Dufour. “The information will continue to be amassed 

for an eventual provincial database.” 

Next Thursday and Friday, another judge will hear 

arguments regarding the request for a permanent 

injunction. The case has the potential to drag on for 

some time. 

Thursday’s granting of an interim order protecting 

the data was not automatic, and depended on the legal 

arguments that persuaded the judge. 

Ironically, it was some remarks by Public Safety 

Minister Vic Toews — a committed registry foe — 

that may have convinced the Quebec judge to grant 

the temporary reprieve. 

Toews’s remarks helped persuade the judge that 

the situation was urgent and warranted a safeguard 

order until a case for a permanent injunction and a 

constitutional challenge could be heard next week. 

“As soon as the legislation is passed there is a 

requirement to destroy the data,” Toews told a news 

conference earlier Thursday. 

Quebec lawyers rushed to share that news with 

Justice Jean-Francois de Grandpre. Upon being 

informed of Toews’ comments, de Grandpre said in 

his ruling that it was necessary to issue an order. 

A spokesman for Prime Minister Stephen Harper 

says the government will respect the judicial process, 

but has no plans to help Quebec create a new registry. 

“The federal government is acting within its 

jurisdiction by abolishing its own registry — we 

promised to eliminate the gun registry once and for 

all, and we will deliver,” said Carl Vallee. 

“The provinces are free to do as they wish in their 

jurisdictions, but our government will not help to 

create a new registry by the back door.” 

A federal lawyer had been stressing in court 

Thursday that the deletion process won’t be easy, and 

repeatedly mentioned that it might actually take 

months to complete across the country. 

That federal lawyer had been trying to persuade the 

judge that there was no urgency to accept Quebec’s 

request, because the registry data would not be 

destroyed for some time. 

Lawyer Claude Joyal said the earliest the registry 

documentation would be deleted is in August; he 

continued to maintain that position in court, even after 

being informed of Toews’ comments. 

Quebec will argue next week that it’s 

unconstitutional for the federal government to destroy 

the information if it means thwarting the public policy 

of another level of government. 

The registry battle has been particularly emotional 

in Quebec, which was the epicentre of the national 

gun-control movement after the Polytechnique 

massacre of 1989. Polytechnique survivor and gun-

control advocate Heidi Rathjen applauded Thursday’s 

court ruling, calling it a great first step. 

The provincial justice minister said Quebec had no 

choice but to use the courts, because the federal 

government wouldn’t listen. 

Justice Minister Jean-Marc Fournier expressed 

satisfaction with Thursday’s legal developments, 

while warning that the contest is far from won. 

“It’s clear that when the first inning goes well, it’s 

better than when it goes badly,” he told reporters in 

Quebec City. 

“We’re obviously happy with the decision. That 

being said, this decision is good for one week and 

there’s still a battle ahead.” 

http://www.guelphmercury.com/news/canada/articl

e/700479--tories-canada-s-free-at-last-free-at-last-

from-gun-registry-court-not-so-fast 
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12-04-05 Senate pumps final bullet into long-

gun registry 

The Conservative government vowed during the 

2011 election to eliminate the long-gun registry. 

On Wednesday evening, the bill to officially end 

the registry - Bill C-19 - had its final vote in the 

Senate, leaving only a signature from the Governor 

General needed to officially kill the registry. 

By a vote of 50-27, senators approved Bill C-19, 

marking the last political hurdle needed to kill the 

registry. 

A few Liberals rose to vote in favour of C-19, 

including senators Charlie Watt and Lillian Eva Dyck. 

Each received applause from the Tory benches when 

they had their names called during the vote. 

Senator Anne Cools, who sits as an independent 

member of the Senate, also received applause when 

she voted and a few jabs from the Liberal benches, 

where she sits. 

"It's called democracy," she said during the vote. 

There was no such applause for Tory Senator 

Elaine McCoy, who voted against the bill. 

The vote was quieter than the one that took place 

last month when C-19 passed its final vote in the 

House of Commons. 

There, the public gallery was packed with 

onlookers. On Wednesday, five people sat in the 

public gallery of the Senate to watch the vote. 

Watching the vote on the floor of the Senate was 

Conservative MP Candice Hoeppner, who originally 

pushed to end the registry. 

"We are all counting the hours until the moment 

comes when law-abiding Canadians will no longer 

have to register their long guns," Hoeppner said 

earlier n the Commons. 

"We are grateful that we are going to be able to 

follow through on our commitment and end the long-

gun registry once and for all." 

The federal law will end the requirement for lawful 

gun owners to register their long guns, and it relaxes 

rules around selling or transferring guns - that last 

point being a point of concern for Liberal senators 

when they reviewed the bill at the committee stage. 

Gun licences for individuals will still be required, 

and the registry for restricted and prohibited firearms 

such as handguns will be maintained. 

Gun control has been ferociously debated in 

Canada for decades, particularly since the École 

Polytechnique massacre of 1989, when a gunman shot 

and killed 14 women with a rifle in Montreal. That 

prompted the Liberal government of Jean Chrétien to 

tighten gun controls and create Canada's first 

mandatory long-gun registry in 1995. 

But the battle over the long-gun registry is not 

quite over. 

On Tuesday, Quebec Justice Minister Jean-Marc 

Fournier announced he would challenge in Quebec 

Superior Court the constitutionality of Bill C-19. 

The Quebec government has asked repeatedly that 

records on Quebec residents be transferred to the 

province. 

http://www.timescolonist.com/news/Senate+pumps

+final+bullet+into+long+registry/6415081/story.htm 

 

12-04-05 Destruction of long-gun registry 

records halted at eleventh hour by Quebec court 

The destruction of records from the now defunct 

long-gun registry has been halted at the eleventh hour 

by an injunction from a Quebec court. 

Judge Jean-Francois de Grandpre of Quebec 

Superior Court granted a request by the Quebec 

government for an injunction to stop Ottawa from 

trashing the gun-registry records Thursday afternoon. 

As a result, Ottawa has been forbidden to destroy 

documents in the registry. The decision, by means of a 

temporary injunction, was announced shortly after 

midday. 

The bill to kill the registry passed its final vote in 

the Senate Wednesday evening by a vote of 50 to 27. 

The passing of Bill C-19, the Act to Amend the 

Criminal Code and the Firearms Act, was meant to 

mark the end of a long political battle over one of the 

most divisive law enforcement measures in recent 

memory. 

But the court decision over the constitutionality of 

destroying long-gun registry data is the sort of “legal 

impediment” that will keep the records from being 

immediately trashed once the controversial 

Conservative bill receives royal assent Thursday. 

Despite celebrating the passing of Bill C-19 by the 

Senate, Public Safety Minister Vic Toews noted the 

government would respect the law when it comes to 

hanging onto data that remains the subject of an 

injunction. 

We will respect the law in every respect,” he said. 

“As soon as the legislation is passed, there is a 

requirement to destroy the data. If there’s no legal 

impediment to destroying the data, the process 

continues.” 

http://www.timescolonist.com/news/Senate+pumps+final+bullet+into+long+registry/6415081/story.htm
http://www.timescolonist.com/news/Senate+pumps+final+bullet+into+long+registry/6415081/story.htm


Quebec Justice Minister Jean-Marc Fournier 

indicated Tuesday he would challenge C-19 in 

Superior Court just as soon as it receives royal assent 

and becomes law. 

The judge had indicated earlier that he would rule 

only on whether or not to grant a temporary 

injunction. He advised Quebec lawyers to seek a new 

judge to make further arguments for a permanent 

injunction. 

The Tories vowed during the 2011 election to 

eliminate the requirement for lawful gun owners to 

register their long guns. The new law also relaxes 

rules around selling or transferring guns. 

Gun licences for individuals will still be required, 

and the registry for restricted and prohibited firearms 

such as handguns will be maintained. 

Quebec has asked Ottawa repeatedly to hand over 

records on the 1,560,359 long guns registered in 

Quebec so that it could use the information to create 

its own registry. 

The Conservatives have refused. 

Quebec MP Maxime Bernier argued Thursday the 

federal government is well within its jurisdiction to 

destroy the data and that it will defend its 

“constitutional competence” in court. 

Gun control has been ferociously debated in 

Canada for decades, particularly since the Ecole 

Polytechnique massacre of 1989, when a gunman shot 

and killed 14 women with a rifle. That prompted the 

Liberal government of Jean Chretien to tighten gun 

controls and create Canada’s first mandatory long-gun 

registry in 1995. 

Quebec believes the registry is an important tool 

for police officers and that it’s led to a reduction in the 

number of gun-related suicides, domestic disputes and 

murders. 

The Tories argue the registry has had little impact 

on crime and merely criminalizes otherwise law-

abiding hunters and farmers. 

“Virtually all major safety groups in the country 

support the registry,” said Wendy Cukier, president of 

the Coalition for Gun Control. “The costs of keeping 

the gun registration of rifles and shotguns are modest 

— less than $4 million a year — while the costs of 

gun violence are immense.” 

Women’s groups say they were shut out of Senate 

committee hearings about the repeal of the registry, 

legislation they say will only increase gun violence 

against women. 

While a number of women’s groups were invited to 

testify at the House of Commons hearings on 

controversial bill, their requests to be heard at the 

chamber of sober second thought were denied. 

“This blatant exclusion is extremely troubling,” 

said Brenda Wallace, president of the Canadian 

Federation of University Women. “Women’s 

organizations were shut out completely” 

Wallace said the government did not conduct a 

“gender-based analysis” of Bill C-19’s impact, but 

should have. 

“We believe it is extremely important for the 

Senate to hear from all groups affected by the changes 

in this legislation and take steps to address their 

concerns, particularly those of women experiencing 

violence,” she said. “Failing to do so shows that they 

have not done their due diligence.” 

Liberal Sen. Celine Hervieux-Payette said the 

Conservatives used time allocation to limit the amount 

of debate that was held on Bill C-19. She said it is not 

fair that witnesses who supported the bill were 

allowed to testify, but not opponents. 

“They were bullied,” she said. “When we’re 

dealing with very important matters, you don’t 

muzzle.” 

Pamela Harrison, who works at the Transition 

House Association of Nova Scotia, said many 

women’s shelters applied to testify, but all were 

denied. She said shelters across Canada are 

unanimous in their opposition to the bill. 

“This is not an emotional issue. This is safety issue 

for women,” she said. “We know for a fact that men 

use guns to threaten and harm their partners. They do 

it all the time.” 

YWCA Canada CEO Paulette Senior said bill 

weakens the state’s ability to seize guns from men. 

“This bill seriously weakens the ability of police to 

remove weapons from men who pose a threat to their 

families, and makes it much easier for them to 

purchase long guns with fake or invalid licences,” she 

said. “This is a very dangerous change for the women 

we serve.” 

Tory Sen. John Wallace, the chair of the Senate 

Legal and Constitutional Affairs committee — which 

examined the bill — could not be reached for 

comment. 

http://news.nationalpost.com/2012/04/05/destructio

n-of-long-gun-registry-records-halted-at-eleventh-

hour-by-quebec-court/ 
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12-04-05 Harrisburg program gives cash for 

useful tips about illegal guns 

Harrisburg Mayor Linda Thompson is offering 

Harrisburg residents $50 to $200 for calling tips to an 

illegal guns hotline. 

“This way we’re getting illegal guns off the street,” 

police Chief Pierre Ritter said at a press conference 

this morning. “Maybe this will bring some of our 

crime down.” 

A tip that leads to the recovery of an illegal gun 

earns $50. One that also leads to an arrest is worth 

$100 and one that helps police recover multiple guns 

and arrest multiple people will yield $200, Thompson 

said.  

An anonymous donor gave $10,000 to jump start 

the program, Thompson said.  

Callers must leave their names and contact 

numbers in order to be able to receive a reward, but 

the names will be kept confidential, she said.  

The hotline number is 717-255-3039, which will 

ring into the chief’s office.  

“The life that you save could very well be your 

mom or your wife or child,” Thompson said.  

http://www.pennlive.com/midstate/index.ssf/2012/

04/harrisburg_mayor_linda_thompso_73.html 

 

12-04-05 Canada Long-gun registry finally 

destined for scrap heap of history 

 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE - (OTTAWA -- 

April 5, 2012) Good riddance to the long-gun registry 

-- possibly the most unfair and useless legislation ever 

to have been passed by Parliament of Canada.  

In the wake of many hours of debate and anti-gun 

rhetoric from the opposition and lobbyists, the 

Conservative party has successfully laid the registry to 

rest with Royal Assent on Bill C-19. Few issues have 

prompted so many Canadians to sound off on the 

shortcomings of a Canadian law.  

"The Firearms Act has been a thorn in the side of 

hunters, sport shooters, farmers and heritage firearms 

enthusiasts for 17 years," says Tony Bernardo of the 

Canadian Shooting Sport Association. "We know the 

registry was a cheap political ploy from a previous 

government that pretended to keep Canadians safe. It 

wasn't gun control, and it wasn't designed to do 

anything but frustrate honest, law-abiding firearms 

owners."  

The Senate of Canada passed 3rd reading of Bill C-

19 to scrap the registry on April 4th. Meanwhile, the 

Government of Quebec has vowed an injunction to try 

to prevent the data from being destroyed so it can be 

turned over to the province.  

"Quebec wouldn't know what to do with this data if 

they got it," says Bernardo. "The data is legendary for 

its inaccuracy and it's way beyond its stale date. 

Quebec couldn't build a workable registry from the 

dregs of this white elephant because it was never 

workable in the first place. It's hard to believe that 

Quebec voters want their tax dollars fed into a paper 

shredder like this."  

The demise of the registry is the result of a 

coordinated effort by firearms enthusiasts, wildlife 

federations and associations from across the country. 

The Conservative party campaigned on scrapping the 

registry and its recent majority provides evidence of 

the widespread appetite for getting rid of this 

offensive legislation.  

"It's been a long, rough road, but we knew we 

could prevail if we just kept telling the truth," says 

Bernardo. "The anti-gun faction had to torque 

statistics and align themselves with the unions and 

politically motivated left-wing advocates. Freedom 

from draconian laws should never be about the left vs. 

the right, or rural vs. urban interests. Freedom is 

always about telling the truth. We thank the Harper 

government and those who have worked tirelessly to 

put this legislative mess out to pasture." 

http://www.cdnshootingsports.org/2012/04/press_r

elease_c19_passes.html 

 

12-04-04 5 ex-cops sentenced in Katrina killings 

case 

ORLEANS — A federal judge sentenced five 

former police officers to years in prison for the deadly 

shootings on a New Orleans bridge in the chaotic days 

following Hurricane Katrina but not before lashing 

out at prosecutors for allowing others involved to 

serve lighter penalties for their crimes. The case that 

wrapped up Wednesday was the centerpiece of a 

Justice Department push to clean up New Orleans' 

police department that has long been tainted with 

corruption. 

U.S. District Judge Kurt Engelhardt expressed 

frustration that he was bound by mandatory minimum 

sentencing laws to imprison former Sgts. Kenneth 

Bowen and Robert Gisevius and former officers 

Anthony Villavaso and Robert Faulcon for decades 

when other officers who engaged in similar conduct 

on the Danziger Bridge — but cut deals with 

http://www.pennlive.com/midstate/index.ssf/2012/04/harrisburg_mayor_linda_thompso_73.html
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prosecutors — are serving no more than eight years 

behind bars. 

"These through-the-looking-glass plea deals that 

tied the hands of this court ... are an affront to the 

court and a disservice to the community," he said. 

Police gunned down 17-year-old James Brissette 

and 40-year-old Ronald Madison, who were both 

unarmed, and wounded four others on Sept. 4, 2005, 

less than a week after the storm devastated New 

Orleans. To cover it up, the officers planted a gun, 

fabricated witnesses and falsified reports. Defense 

attorneys have indicated they will appeal. 

Engelhardt also criticized prosecutors for the 

different ways they charged those who didn't 

cooperate with a Justice Department civil rights 

investigation and those who did. The charges were 

filed in such a way that they left judges with little 

discretion in handing out sentences in each set of 

cases, Engelhardt said. 

Faulcon received the stiffest sentence of 65 years. 

Bowen and Gisevius each got 40 years while 

Villavaso was sentenced to 38. All four were 

convicted of federal firearms charges that carried 

mandatory minimum sentences ranging from 35 to 60 

years in prison. Faulcon was convicted in both deadly 

shootings. 

"The court imposes them purely as a matter of 

statutory mandate," Engelhardt said. 

Retired Sgt. Arthur "Archie" Kaufman, who was 

assigned to investigate the shootings, received six 

years in prison — a sentence below the federal 

guidelines. Kaufman wasn't charged in the shootings 

but was convicted of helping orchestrate the cover-up. 

During a scathing lecture that lasted roughly two 

hours, Engelhardt questioned the credibility of 

officers who cut deals and testified against the 

defendants during last year's trial. 

"Citing witnesses for perjury at this trial would be 

like handing out speeding tickets at the Indy 500," 

Engelhardt said. 

Justice Department attorney Bobbi Bernstein 

defended prosecutors' tactics, saying the officers who 

cooperated with the probe gave them the breakthrough 

they needed to reveal the cover-up. 

"Those deals are the reason that the whole world 

now knows what happened on the Danziger Bridge," 

she said. 

The sentences were significantly lower than what 

prosecutors had recommended. They had asked the 

judge to sentence the four shooters to prison terms 

ranging from nearly 60 years for Villavaso to 87 years 

for Faulcon. 

Engelhardt questioned why prosecutors sought a 

20-year prison sentence for Kaufman when Michael 

Lohman, who was the highest-ranking officer at the 

scene of the shooting and assigned Kaufman to 

investigate, got just four years after pleading guilty to 

participating in the cover-up. Engelhardt said Lohman 

had the authority to quash the cover-up and didn't. 

"The buck started and stopped with him," the judge 

said. 

He also questioned why prosecutors allowed a 

former detective, Jeffrey Lehrmann, to receive a 

sentence of three years in prison when his role in the 

conspiracy was similar to Kaufman's. 

"These sentences are, in the court's opinion, blind," 

Engelhardt said. 

Steve London, one of Kaufman's attorneys, said his 

client was pleased that the judge gave him a sentence 

below the guidelines, which had called for a sentence 

ranging from a little over eight years to a little over 

10. 

"This judge recognized that the government put 

liars on the stand to testify and convict other people," 

London said. 

Lindsay Larson, one of Faulcon's attorneys, said 

the judge "laid out the blueprint" for how defense 

attorneys will challenge the firearms convictions and 

sentences. 

"We have only just begun to fight," he said. 

Tom Perez, head of the Justice Department's civil 

rights division, said federal investigators transformed 

a cold case into the "most significant police case since 

Rodney King." 

"We didn't have a case in 2008 when we inherited 

this. We had nothing. And hindsight is 20/20. It is 

easy to look back in hindsight and say why did you do 

this, why did you do that," he said. "You don't go to 

the witness store to pick out your witnesses. You take 

what is dealt." 

Engelhardt heard hours of arguments and 

testimony earlier Wednesday from prosecutors, 

defense attorneys, relatives of shooting victims and 

the officers. 

"This has been a long and painful six-and-a-half 

years," said Lance Madison, whose mentally disabled 

brother, Ronald, was killed. "The people of New 

Orleans and my family are ready for justice." 

He addressed each defendant individually, 

including Faulcon, who shot his brother: "When I look 



at you, my pain becomes unbearable. You took the 

life of an angel and basically ripped my heart out." 

Madison also said he was horrified by Kaufman's 

actions and role in the cover-up: "You tried to frame 

me, a man you knew was innocent, and send me to 

prison for the rest of my life." Lance Madison was 

arrested on attempted murder charges after police 

falsely accused him of shooting at the officers on the 

bridge. He was jailed for three weeks before a judge 

freed him. 

The Rev. Robert Faulcon Sr. told the judge his son 

"didn't go looking for trouble." 

"He was on duty and he was called to do a job, and 

that's what he did to the best of his ability," the elder 

Faulcon said. 

Twenty current or former New Orleans police 

officers have been charged in a series of Justice 

Department probes, most of which center on actions 

during the aftermath of Katrina. Eleven of those 

officers were charged in the Danziger Bridge case, 

which stunned a city with a long history of police 

corruption. 

Katrina struck on Aug. 29, 2005, leading to the 

collapse of levees and flooding an estimated 80 

percent of the city. New Orleans was plunged into 

chaos as residents who hadn't evacuated were driven 

from their homes to whatever high places they could 

find. 

Officers who worked in the city at the time but 

were not charged in the bridge case on Wednesday 

told Engelhardt of the lawlessness that followed the 

flood, and that they feared for their lives. 

On the morning of Sept. 4, one group of residents 

was crossing the Danziger Bridge in the city's Gentilly 

area to what they perceived as safety when police 

arrived. 

The officers had received calls that shots were 

being fired. Gunfire reports were common after 

Katrina. 

Faulcon was convicted of fatally shooting 

Madison, but the jury decided the killing didn't 

amount to murder. He, Gisevius, Bowen and 

Villavaso were convicted in Brissette's killing, but 

jurors didn't hold any of them individually responsible 

for causing his death. 

All five were convicted of participating in a cover-

up. 

Wednesday's sentencing isn't the final chapter in 

the case. The convicted officers are expected to 

appeal, and Gerard Dugue, a retired sergeant, is 

scheduled to be retried in May on charges stemming 

from his alleged role in the cover-up. 

http://www.wpxi.com/ap/ap/crime/cops-face-

decades-in-prison-for-katrina-shootings/nMJCY/ 

 

12-04-04 Cops Taser, Kill NY Elderly Ex-

Marine Whose Life-Aid Alert Called 9-1-1 

Petition calling for justice in White Plains, NY 

case gets nearly 200,000 signatures 

WHITE PLAINS, NY (PIX11)—  

There are new calls for justice in the case of an 

unarmed, 68-year-old Marine veteran shot and killed 

by local police. Officers from White Plains fatally 

shot Kenneth Chamberlain, Sr. in the entry of his 

apartment in the Winbrook public housing project in 

downtown White Plains last November 19th. They 

had said that he'd posed a threat to officers, but 

evidence that's emerged since then shows otherwise. 

What's also emerged is a grassroots movement of 

some 200,000 people calling for a thorough 

investigation. 

"I know if the situation were reversed, my father 

would be here saying he wants justice for me," 

Kenneth Chamberlain, Jr. said to PIX11 News about 

why he is doggedly pursuing the case of the Tasering 

and fatal shooting of his father by police who had 

been called to provide aid to the senior Chamberlain. 

He was not only a former Marine, but also a retired 

corrections officer who had accidentally rolled onto a 

life-aid pendant he'd worn in his sleep. The move 

alerted a call center, which in turn asked police to 

check on Chamberlain. When cops knocked, around 

5:09 A.M., Chamberlain told them he was fine. He 

refused, however, to open the door. 

"He told [them] he was fine, so he did not have to 

let [them] into his home, Kenneth Chamberlain, Jr. 

said. "He knew that, and he said that 'I know my 

rights. I don't have to let you in.' They should've left it 

at that." 

Chamberlain, Jr. and his attorneys know that 

information because it was all recorded. An audio and 

video component of Chamberlain's life-aid pendant 

system recorded officers saying, during a nearly hour-

long standoff, "I don't give a f---, n-----, open the 

door!" Surveillance cameras in the hallway outside of 

the apartment on South Lexington Avenue also 

captured what went on, and there was also a camera 

mounted on a Taser that officers had with them. 

At least a dozen officers are estimated to have 

responded to the first floor apartment. They eventually 

http://www.wpxi.com/ap/ap/crime/cops-face-decades-in-prison-for-katrina-shootings/nMJCY/
http://www.wpxi.com/ap/ap/crime/cops-face-decades-in-prison-for-katrina-shootings/nMJCY/


unhinged Chamberlain's door, and when they removed 

it, they used the Taser on him. When Chamberlain 

didn't go down from its shot, it was turned off, and 

police shot him with a gun -- hitting him twice, once 

fatally. 

"I want justice for my father," Chamberlain Sr. 

said. "I want these officers charged with second 

degree murder." 

One of the team of attorneys that are now handling 

this case says the evidence is crystal clear that police 

are not only in the wrong, but that they used deadly 

force needlessly. 

"Those audio and video tapes do not lie," lawyer 

Mayo Bartlett told PIX11 News. "When you hear that 

you'll be left with the impression that nobody would 

have done what these officers ended up doing." 

The Westchester County district attorney, Janet 

DiFiore, has told Chamberlain and is attorneys that all 

of the evidence will be presented to a grand jury that 

will convene this month. Neither she nor the White 

Plains Police have said if the officer who fired the 

fatal shot will be identified, which is information 

Chamberlain has called for. 

He started a petition last month seeking 200,000 

signatures. Currently, the petition is short of its goal 

by just 6,000 signatures. 

http://www.wtkr.com/news/military/wpix-case-of-ex-

marine-shot-by-cops-gets-new-calls-for-

justice,0,2721442.story 

 

12-04-04 Murderer of former Braves pitcher let 

out of prison 10 years early 

The widow of an Atlanta Braves pitcher who was 

gunned down in a 1995 robbery is outraged that her 

husband's killer has been released from prison 10 

years early, she told FoxNews.com. 

Relief pitcher Dave Shotkoski, 30, was fatally shot 

as he returned to his hotel while in spring training 

with the Braves in 1995 in West Palm Beach, Fla. 

Two years later, Neal Evans was charged with 

second-degree murder, thanks in part to a teammate 

who was determined to track down his killer. On 

Tuesday, Evans, now 47, was released from Florida's 

South Bay Correctional Facility. 

"He should be sitting in jail for the rest of his life," 

Shotkoski's widow, Felicia, told FoxNews.com on 

Wednesday. "And if not, he should at least serve out 

his entire sentence." 

Florida Department of Corrections records indicate 

that Evans had been jailed at least five times prior to 

the 1995 shooting, including for convictions of 

burglary, grand theft auto and cocaine possession. He 

is now on conditional release until 2022. 

Evans was sentenced to 27 years in prison for 

Shotkoski's murder, but earned 20 days of time for 

good behavior during every month served, said 

Shotkoski, who learned her husband's murderer who 

be released on Sunday via an automated phone 

message. 

"I feel cheated, but so should the people on the 

streets with him today," she continued. "And so 

should the people of Chicago and New York with 

people just like him. I would like to take this felon and 

use him to open the eyes of the justice system." 

Shotkoski said a criminal justice system that allows 

Evans to become a free man -- despite serving 17 

years behind bars -- seems to "favor the criminal's 

rights over the victim's," she said. 

"It makes me upset that he's out," she said. "The 

choice was his, he made those choices. And now he 

still has his life ahead of him." 

Shotkoski said Florida Department of Corrections 

officials told her that anyone convicted of a crime in 

the state prior to October 1995 would be credited 20 

days of time served with good behavior. Those 

convicted after that date must serve at least 85 percent 

of their sentence, she said. 

"The laws have to change," Shotkoski said. "The 

government should not be letting convicted murderers 

back on the street." 

Evans, who initially faced the death penalty, made 

a plea deal with prosecutors after his first trial 

concluded in a hung jury. Key prosecution witnesses 

then failed to testify during the subsequent trial, 

Felicia Shotkoski said. 

Shotkoski, now living in Chicago, said the couple's 

17-year-old daughter, Alexis, still "lives with [the 

murder] every day" while Evans is free and will be 

staying with a friend in Riviera Beach, Fla., under 

conditions of his probation that include no drug use, 

no contact with known felons and a monthly visit to 

his probation officer until 2022. 

"We live with it every day," she said. "Her Dad's 

not here and things he has to follow, it's laughable." 

Terry Blocker, a first-round draft pick in 1981 by 

the New York Mets, was reportedly chatting with 

Shotkoski just a day before he was killed and later 

gathered information he turned over to police that was 

used to arrest Evans.  

http://www.wtkr.com/news/military/wpix-case-of-ex-marine-shot-by-cops-gets-new-calls-for-justice,0,2721442.story
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Blocker, a former Pentecostal deacon who could 

not be immediately reached for comment, declined to 

accept a portion of the $10,000 reward offered by the 

Braves and West Palm Beach police. 

"That was not my motivation," Blocker told People 

in 1995. "I was looking for satisfaction of a different 

kind." 

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2012/04/04/murderer-

former-braves-pitcher-let-out-prison-10-years-

early/#ixzz1r4J5uLED 

 

12-04-02 Federal Judge: Citizens Can Buy Guns 

and Ammo During State of Emergency 

Governor Bev Perdue of North Carolina made a 

controversial decision when the state was devastated 

by storms in winter of 2010: she declared a state of 

emergency. That declaration was quickly followed by 

one from the city of King, which banned possession of 

alcohol and guns outside the home. 

Now a federal judge has ruled that state law cannot 

create a ban on buying guns and ammunition during 

emergency situations. "While the bans imposed … 

may be limited in duration, it cannot be overlooked 

that the statutes strip peaceable, law-abiding citizens 

of the right to arm themselves in defense of hearth and 

home, striking at the very core of the Second 

Amendment," Senior U.S. District Judge Malcolm J. 

Howard wrote in his order. 

This is a victory for the Second Amendment at a 

time when the Second Amendment is under direct 

assault from Democrats across the country. Within the 

last two days, both former President Clinton and Vice 

President Joe Biden have used the Trayvon Martin 

case as an excuse to reintroduce the gun control issue. 

They ignore, however, that the Second Amendment is 

a real and vital part of the Constitution, and cannot be 

overruled by statute. Judge Howard’s ruling should 

remind them of that inconvenient fact. 

http://www.breitbart.com/Big-

Government/2012/04/02/Judge-Second-Amendment-

North-

Carolina?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed

&utm_campaign=Feed: BigGovernment (Big 

Government) 

 

12-04-02 Federal judge says N.C. can't ban all 

citizens' guns during emergencies 

When winter storms slammed North Carolina in 

early 2010, Gov. Bev Perdue declared a state of 

emergency. 

The city of King followed on Feb. 5 with its own 

declaration of emergency that included — as allowed 

by state law — a ban on the possession of alcohol and 

firearms except at a person's own home. 

A Stokes County man, two other people and two 

gun-rights organizations sued the state, King and 

Stokes County that summer, claiming that their rights 

under the Second Amendment of the U.S. 

Constitution were violated. The amendment protects 

citizens' right to bear arms. 

Now, a federal court has agreed, ruling that state 

law can't make a blanket ban that keeps the plaintiffs 

from carrying or buying guns and ammunition during 

an emergency. 

"While the bans imposed … may be limited in 

duration, it cannot be overlooked that the statutes strip 

peaceable, law-abiding citizens of the right to arm 

themselves in defense of hearth and home, striking at 

the very core of the Second Amendment," Senior U.S. 

District Judge Malcolm J. Howard wrote in his order. 

The order, issued Thursday in U.S. District Court 

for the Eastern District of North Carolina, stopped 

short of finding the state's emergency gun-ban law 

unconstitutional on its very face, finding that the 

plaintiffs were "unable to demonstrate that there are 

no set of circumstances under which the emergency 

declaration statutes would be valid." 

Still, attorney Alan Gura, who represented the 

plaintiffs, said the impact of the ruling will be that 

police are "on notice" that they cannot enforce the ban 

on people who are law-abiding citizens exercising 

their rights. 

"The law could be theoretically applied to someone 

who was engaged in some illegal behavior," Gura 

said. 

The state has 30 days to appeal the judge's 

decision, but a spokeswoman for the N.C. Department 

of Justice said state attorneys were reviewing the 

order and that no decision had been made.  

The state passed its emergency-declaration law in 

1969, as part of a riot control act. The law provided 

that the state and its cities and counties could declare a 

state of emergency because of "public crisis, disaster, 

rioting, catastrophe or similar public emergency." 

Typically, it is bad weather that has been the most 

frequent cause. 

The plaintiffs in the lawsuit include Virgil Green of 

Stokes County, Michael Bateman of Washington, 

N.C., and Forrest Minges Jr. of New Bern. Plaintiffs 

also include Grass Roots North Carolina, a group that 
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concentrates on Second Amendment issues, and the 

national Second Amendment Foundation. 

King and Stokes County had already been 

dismissed from the case, in an earlier court ruling that 

said the plaintiffs were contesting state law, not the 

local actions 
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The right of the citizens to keep and bear arms in defense of themselves and the state shall not be 

questioned. PA Constitution -- Article I, Section 21, Declaration of Rights 

 

A well-regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep 

and bear arms, shall not be infringed. U.S. Constitution -- Amendment II 
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